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Every-Other-Dav'
ies in the present state -of need
all-cut national defense. Ac-

dlngly. at Wednesday nights
ptlng.

Knox

County

Chapter

>cted me to see that the Portri meeting was attended by the
per officials of the Chapter,
p
and maintenance expenses
ii.. payable from Chapter funds,
authorized by Headquarters at.
shingten.
tot. e is hereby given that in no
e will payment of expenses be
de ex ept upon written authority
viou.-ly issued from this office.
Keryn ap Rice. Chairman
Knox County Chapter
American Red Cross.

Follow The Trend
Itirt k’and Ix-ague of
Women Voters

Keryn ap Rice, chairman
study group on Government ar.d
h j:. n.
planned an open
um m< ‘.i-; for the Rocklar.o
igu • cl Women Veters, in place
i?
regular monthly alternoor,
letmg lor Jan. 23 at 8 o’clo k
tin H. n £ bool bu.ldirg to disls the Teachers' Indefinite Ten,1:

■ Law.
)r Richard Kennon of Augusta
d ccre'.ary cf Maine State T. A
)• of (lie authors ot the bill, will
ak about this law.

i ...cm:, r of the Mayer's comtee will read a tenative bill to
pn'-mted to Legislature, exinin■; to the League of Women
Lers the proposed charges in
method of election and qualithe member.-; of the
iciii Ecard for Rockland Mayor
az;e will speak about the bill,
th bills will be open for discusn before this forum.
|
T:
J Marden De Shon State
>sl
cf the League of We
ll Voters, will be present and
■ak briefly on the aims and pclis of the League.
The members and wives of the
ool faculty and service clubs
invited to co-cperate in this
mssion.

K . < .intin Borin has been hond in Russia fcr harvesting with
■embire 7.128 acres of grain in
day#.

. uis Prar.g made the first
ri.-Tinu* cards in America in 1874

Tenant’s Harbor O.E.S.

In Natural Colors

Knox County On Parade,
Coming Feb. 7, Will Be a
Thing of Beauty
One of the most interesting parts
cf the full natural color movie
which is to be presented by the
Knox County Camera Club at the
Community Building are the street
• ones that shew hundreds cf Knox
Ccunty people as they go abcut
their business and- do the.r shopp.r.g, unaware that the camera

Installs Officers With
Stately Ritual—Musical
Program Enjoyed
Naomi Chapter O.E.S. held an
nual installation Friday.
The
worthy matron, Winifred Milne as
installing officer, welcomed all
members and visitors, and appoint
ed to assist her, worthy patron Wil
liam mlach, El La Davis, chaplain
Madolin Baum, marshal, and past

SJ5. America on trial course.

Launchings

yards

in

Morse yards

in

at Snow

Rockland and
Thomaston.

Penobscot Bay from the air.
A ROLLING KITCHEN
llow the People of Newcastle,
Me., Will Remember the People
of Newcastle, England

Lincoln County Is glng to send
to England a rolling kitchen. Com
mittees in every town in the coun
ty, under toe direction of Miss
Anna Winslow of Newcastle, are
now working to raise the money
for the gift.

Rolling kitchens are an Ameri
can idea. They are made at no
profit whatever to the manufac
turer. The Lincoln County kitchen
will be sent to the devastated areas
of Newcastle. England, and will be
marked “From the People of Lin
coln County, Maine, U. S A.” The
rolling kitchen, costing $2009.
tuavels 50 miles an hour, feeds
four to five hundred people, cooks
while it travels, has 500 unbreak
able half pint tin cups, 500 un
breakable soup plates. 500 spoons,
an automatic bread slicer, and an
insulated cupboard to keep food
hot or cold. It is completely air
conditioned.
The kitchen provides the only
way to feed bombed areas quickly
Lincoln County has its share of
towns named for English cities
and people: Newcastle. Bristol,
Edgecomb. Waldoboro and others.

[EDITORIAL]
WHAT ABOUT LINDBERGH

views expressed by Col. Charles A. Lindbergh at last week s
committee hearing in Washington. It is human nature not
to relish a situation which is antagonistic to our interests
and nobody likes to believe that the Axis Powers could whip
both England and the United States. Perhaps Lindbergh
should have held his peace on that score, and perhaps we
should face the facts, even if they do seem brutally frank.
No question but that this hero of the air means to tell facts,
because it would be unfair to question his earnestness or hon
esty, so that the matter simmers down to the all important
point of whether Col. Lindbergh is better versed on the situ
ation than the average politician or those Naval and Army
experts who told the Washington committee quite a different
story. Believers in the Lindbergh theories say that he has had
a much better chance to study conditions abroad than the
others who have testified; opponents of Col. Lindbergh’s ideas
say he saw only what Germany intended he should see.
The ides of March may see the war situation revealed
in a clearer light. England, with America’s aid may have
found its "second wind;” on the other hand the German push
may have accomplished its purpose despite our aid, although
smashed, and battered Britain, with the aid of Greece and the
probability of Turkish support, seems to be keeping Hitler
tolerably busy.
Lindbergh’s attitude will continue to be the subject of
private and public debates. The Lewiston Journal said of him:
“Lindbergh, who’s been right as often as wrong in his com
ments on international policy and who’s better in the air than
on it, presented a common sense opinion before the house
foreign affairs committee in Washington as a summoned wit
ness in the lease-lend hearings.
The famous flier is not an authority on national defense.
He has had wide opportunity for observation but’ none greater
than the nations’ military attaches in foreign lands. His com
ments were clear and convincing as to air defense.
Lindbergh testified that a transoceanic air invasion of the
United States, landing troops, was "absolutely impossible,”
but that bombing raids from across the Atlantic could do
"considerable damage,”
That is the view of many but there’s quite a load of
anxiety over the “considerable damage” that could be done
to the now vulnerable Atlantic coastline from Quoddy to
Jacksonville. It is the duty of men charged with the nation’s
defense to figure and to take measures against any situation
that might result in “considerable damage."
GUESSING—AND HOPING
One has to read between the lines to know just the
Government’s intentions are in connection with National
Defense—and even then one may not guess correctly. The
Rockland airport—so-called because it would be located near
Rockland—for instance. A Boston despatch under Saturday
date line says that 56 existing New England airports and four
new sites have been designated by the War Department as
"important to national defense” and their development by
the W.P.A. has been requested. The new sites, named in a
letter from L.-Col. B. M. Harloe of the War Department gen
eral staff to Crocker Snow, chairman of the New England
Conference of State Aviation Officials, are Bangor and Brunswich-Bath; Belford, M&s., and Windsor Locks, Conn.
The existing airports designated by the War Department
include Rockland. Just what the Government might propose
to do with that is not altogether clear; neither is its relation
ship to the Ash Point project easily understood. We shall
probably know just as soon as the present survey is com
pleted and the W.P.A. has developed it into a project to be
acted upon, favorably or unfavorably, by Uncle Sam. Mean
time the advocates of this important defense -feature will
continue to "hanker.”
“ROADSIDE UGLINESS”

Thomas Drieier, editor of The Vagabond, whose attack
upon unsightly advertising signs was quoted in Saturday’s
issue, is evidently determined that his campaign shall not die
a-boming. On another page of The Vagabond he says:
One Garden Club in Erie County, Pennsylvania, cleared
the roadsides of 2583 signs. The Highway Department co
operated. Fanners were asked not to allow advertisers to
uglify the roadsides by being permitted to place signs on farm
property. Already more than 200.000 illegal signs have been re
moved from the highways of Pennsylvania. What are you doing
to help in this work of making roadsides more beautiful? Are
you telling advertisers who use such advertising that you
object to it? How long must our eyes be assulated by so much
roadside ugliness?

Chief Russell’s red wagons did a
rushing business yesterday with
chimney fires at the homes of Har
old Smith, Court street; Tom Shan
non. Gay street; and Robert Pen
dleton, Center street, in addition to
the hard fought blaze in the Isidor
Gordon building on Tillson avenue.

MAINE IN THE SENATE

(Lewiston Journal)
Maine holds its major committee assignments in the U. S.
In order to keep them, Senator Wallace H. White gave up
his most cherished committee, Commerce, on which he was
the senior Republican and which he had served as assistant
clerk when his distinguished grandfather, William P. Frye,
was chairman. He did this to let the junior and new Sena
tor, Ralph O. Brewster, get on naval affairs, and commerce.
Senator Hale was the ranking Republican on the naval affairs
committee. He has gone onto Appropriations, the most power
ful committee in the Senate these days, not excepting the
foreign affairs. It is the committee with the most headaches
also.
Senator White has now had 24 years on Congress, seven
terms in the House, and is serving his second term in the
Senate. White is the ranking Republican on the interstate
commerce committee which would mean chairmanship if the
Republicans gain control. He is also on the powerful Rules

PUBLIC
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Benefit Infantile Paralysis Fund
winai no mar vintuation

AT THE ELKS HOME
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Committee.

Should Have It

Mrs. Smith Seeks Place
On Labor Committee
To Succeed the Late
Rep. Simpson
Representative Margaret C. Smith
said yesterday she hoped she would

be named to the house labor com

ki

8.30 to 12.00

By The Roving Reporter

There appears to be a wide diversity of opinions as to the

These officers were installed:
Mabelle F. Rcse, worthy matron;
Charles B. Rose, worthy patron;
Jessie Harris, associate matron;
Herbert A. Harris, associate patron;
Margaret Cant, secretary; Blanche
Simmons, treasurer; Mabel Wilson,
conductress; Gwendolyn Dowling,
associate conductress; Ella Davis,
chaplain; Madolin Baum, marshal;
Ethel Auld, organist; Evelyn Jlunnewell, Adah; Elizabeth Irnladh,
Ruth; Winifred Milne, Esther;
Aune Bragdon, Martha; Margaret
Marriott, Electa; Mary Marriott,
warder; Clayton Hunnenell, senti
nel.
The worthy matron Mabelle Rose
was escorted to the East through an
arch of flowers, the colors of the
Star points and held by ten of the
officers, who also wore rosettes of
the same color on their wrists. The
junior past matron then presented
to her a beautiful bouquet of roses,
while Mabel Wilson sang, “We Love
You Truly.”
The worthy patron Charles Rose
was escorted to the East along the
square formed by Past Patrons
Harlan Bragdon and Clayton Hun
newell, Willis Wilson, Harold
Dowling, Henry Allen, Henry Pat
erson and Almond Hall.
Past Matron Harriet B. Rawley
played piano selections during the
installation, -.irs. Rawley who is
retiring after 30 years of faithful
service as an officer, 20 of those
years as organist, was also a past
D.D.G. Matron.
Worthy Patron Charles Rose in
presenting the past matron's jewel,
to the junior past matron Winifred
Milne, told her it was a symbol of
high ideals and Tatihful service
and in accepting the jewel, she said
it was w’ith a heart full of love,
gratitude and appreciation for the
privilege of serving Naomi Chapter
as worthy matron, and for the
many lasting friends made during
her years of office.
The worthy matron Mabelle F.
Rose in behalf of the officers of
1940 presented to the junior past
matron a gift, as a token of their
love and friendship. To this she
responded graciously.
Junior Past Patron William Imlach who had previously served for
three years as Worthy Patron and
had a past patron’s jewel was re
cipient of a gift from the officers
presented by worthy patron Charles
Rose. He responded by thanking
them and wishing the new board of
officers success in the year to come.
Gladys Hocking, Bella Anderson
and Etta Hall were in charge of
refreshments and served ice cream
and cake. The waiters were Willis
Wilson, Herbert A. Harris, Alfred
C. Hccking, Almond Hall, Henry
Allen, Henry Paterson, Harlan
Bragdon, Harold Dow’Iing and
Clayton Hunnewell.
The remainder of the evening
was spent in music—a piano duet
by E.'dine Hocking and True Hall;
and community singing, with Past
Matron Ethel Auld at the piano.

BIRTHDAY BALL

«'The Black Cat”

Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

matron, Harriet B. Rawley, organ
man ficm th? club was grinding
ist.
away ar.d making them a part of

the movie “Kr.ox County On Pa
lace
Many w.ll be the surprises
that will show up this movie, peo
ple who have never seen the clubs
cameramen at work have been
shot and are a part cf the brilliant
scenes that go to make up the ex
ceptionally fine two hcur show
that the club members have pre
pared in the Last year.
Colorful pesters and window dis
plays are r.cw appearing all over
the county, advertising the show.
The 40 members of the club all
have tickets to sell and are offer
ing the best of entertainment for
a very small sum. Several hun
dred dollars have been spent on
film for this show, no expense has
been spared to make it a show to
meet with your approval.
Think back over the year, 1940,
how many events did you attend
tliat you would like to see over
again and live again the pleasures
that you had at these events. When
it is said that the movie covers
every major event of 1940 it is
meant that nothing escaped the
cameraman in his quest for color
ful brilliant shots to entertain the
audience which will attend the
show Peb. 7 at the Rockland Com
munity Building.
A few of the events.covered are
listed below:
Union Pair.
Rockport Regatta.
Camden Snow Bowl Carnival of
1940.
Thomaston Legion Fair.
National Guard leaving for Fed
eral service.
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Battling Stubborn Blaze In Cold

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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Softball games at Sullivan’s Flats.
Morse vs. Rockland in football,
1940.
Masonic Temple fire.
I

•T<uf

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 28, 1941

Bnieied as second Class Mall Matter
By The Coorter-Oaaatte. 463 Main St.

Established January, 1846.

mittee to succeed the late Repre

sentative Simpson (R-N. Y.).
Mrs. Smith sought a place on
the committee earlier this month
but was named instead to the post
office and post roads, invalid pen
sions

and

education committees.

largely industrial, she said she had
received the indorsement of the
A.FL., C.I.O., Associated Industries
and the State Labor Commission

of Maine for the post.

NOTICE!
TO ALL GARAGES
EXPERT SPEEDOMETER
SERVICE
PARTS FOR ALL MAKES
REPAIRS AND TESTED

AUSTIN’S
AMOCO SERVICE
COR. PARK ST. & BROADWAY
TEL. 1308-R,
ROCKLAND
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Down in Texas the other day
they

launched

a

8000-ton

motor

ship by greasing the ways with
bananas. Anybody who lias ever
slipped on a banana peel can see
the wisdom of the above method.
Another amateur astronomlst
has discovered another comet. The
only trouble is that it takes a pro
fessional to locate them.

OH soaked floors and tinder dry fish boxes conspired to produce these great clouds of smoke at yesterday’s fire
in the Gordon building.

“I have been greatly interested
in tiie old pictures which The
Courier-Gazette has been printing
from time to time;’’ writes E. H.
Philbrick, “and in particular, the
load of lime casks which appeared
recently. Sometimes they were
called ‘poverty barrels’ but a look
into the matter may change the
picture somewhat. In 1885, 1,660,600
barrels of lime were shipped out of
Knox County, Casks were selling
for 20 cents each, which would
amount to $332,120 to be dis
tributed among the coopers and
farmers within a radius of 40 miles
around Rockland. Quite a Christ
mas Club I’d say. Suppose they
were all to be hauled in one day.
It would take over 16,000 loads and
the string would be over 350 miles
long, reaching nearly to New
York.” There are some statistics
for you and they have a most in
teresting local application.

Machine Co. On the third floor ture as a one-story storage shed.
were stored fish boxes, that sent Edward Gordon's small loss was
hot flames shooting up through the total, no insurance. He will con
roof. From the front of the build tinue ills repair shop in other quar
ing four streams poured onto the ters. Isidor Gordon’s loss on the
fire, and three streams came from building, will probably exceed $1000
the back, with the water freezing and is covered, but he had no in
almost as it landed, the Mack surance on the material stored on
pumper working near Hunter’s, the upper floors which was de
turning in two salt water streams. I stroyed or on the great quantity
The firemen were covered with the of second hand articles of all de
frozen spray, and they had the ad scriptions which packed the ground
miration of the large crowd as floor and was thoroughly soaked
they worked ceaslessly in the zero by the tons of water poured on the
weather. Hot coffee was provided upper floors. There will be no way
to estimate the amount cf damage
by thoughtful neighbors.
A former Rockland man who
The top of the building was to this material until it can be served a long time as a deputy
pretty well burned out and Mr. sorted over, probably in the Spring. sheriff and detective, accompanied
R. W.
Gordon plans to reroof tire struc
the county attorney to New York,
making his first visit to the Na
tact you.
tional Metropolis. It became neces
The contestants are the only sary to send the deputy to the
persons who will have season State Capitol in Albany and artickets to sell before 9 a. m. of angements were made to meet
next noon at the corner of 42d
Community Fair Race Is Rapidly Gaining Tuesday Feb. 18. the hour at which street
and Park avenue. But the
the contest closes.
deputy forgot the location, and on
Momentum—The Girls Are Hard At Work The contest is open to new en his return from Albany started out
tries until 5 p. m. Jan. 30. An en to find the county attorney, being
try blank which gives 10.000 votes fortunate enough to run across him
The contest for the title of “Miss ; The list of prizes is growing as an entering award will be found at a point about two miles distant
Rockland" in connection with the rapidly and will, by fair time, in tliis paper and must be turned from the meeting place and at an
Community Food Fair which is to reach a value far beyond that in at the Chamber of Commerce entirely different hour.
“Gob
be held at the Rockland Com- first announced. Every contes offices before the closing hour.
brine it!” exclaimed the deputy, "I
tant who is not a prize winner,
A board of judges for the con knew I would find you somewhere."
will be given ten percent of her test has been selected' and are In view of that experience Will
total cash sales by the fair trea here listed: James Connellan, Mrs would probably have been able to
surer. In this manner, every girl Beth Seavey. Sidney L. Cullen. Wil find a needle in a haystack by
has an opportunity to earn seme liam J. Sullivan and Donald Kel scarcely looking.
extra money and compete for the sey.
Apropos of Adriel U. Bird’s latest
valuable prizes.
This board will handle all votes
business
venture----- partnership in
Remember that every copy of and will announce standing i.
tiie
purchase
of the Samoset Hotel
The Courier-Gazette carries a vote starting with the Thursday issue
—
is
the
anecdote
told dt the time
coupon that is good for 20 votes of The Courier-Gazette. All votes
he
bought
the
Southern
Island light
for your favorite girl in the con and sales credits will be kept by
station
at
St.
George.
test. Ballot boxes are in the two Mrs. Seavey and will be retained
“What in the world did you want
Perry Markets, the Chamber of until after the final announcement
of
a lighthouse, Adriel?" asked his
Commerce and at H. H. Crie Hard of the winners and will be open
mother.
ware Co. Clip out these coupons to check by any person who wishes
“Oh," replied Adriel, “Don’t you
and deposit them for your favorite. to do so.
Should any person not be soliciMrs. Seavey will be at the offices know that a lighthouse is a handy
thing to have in the family?”
of the Chamber of Commerce each
week day from 4 to 5 in the aft
Officials of the Plymouth Na
ernoon to help any contestant and tional Bank in Duxbury, Mass., had
collect votes and give out tickets.
some anxious moments Saturday
Miss Rosalie Harvey, 16 South when a citizen presented a United
street, Rockland.
States Treasury check for $1,000,Miss
Annie
Brooks,
Park
street,
015.25, and asked for the cash.
Contestant Dorothy Trask of 8
Rockland.
But the citizen was only joking.
Grove street.
Ebba Kalloch, Amesbury street, The check was really meant to be
Rockland.
$15.25 and was a payment for com
munity Building from Feb. 17 to ,
pliance
with the federal soil con
Dorothy
Baum,
South
Thomaston
22 is now well under way. Eighteen
servation program. The milllonMary
Anastasia,
79
Broadway,
girls have entered and are out can
dollar check was the result of a
Rockland.
vassing the city, armed with sea
Edith Rich, 4 State street, Rock slip-up on tiie check writing ma
son tickets for the fair. These
chine in Washington. A little mat
land.
season tickets are a real buy and
Lena Cuccinello, 22 Front street, ter like a million dollars is apt to
sell for only one dollar which al
escape attention nowadays.
Rockland.
lows 11 admissions to the fair at
Lucille Melvin, 8 Hill street,
less than 10 cents an admission.
A Rockland chef who has lots of
Rockland.
Some one of the contestants will
friends and who sure knows a thing
Eleanor Porter, 138 Camden or two about concocting delicious
contact every citizen as they will
street, Rockland.
dishes, not only knows his onions,
every house in the city. These
Evelyn Willis, 9 Robinson street, but knows his larigans. At least he
girls are out after the prizes and
Rockland.
should, for he has a pair which he
will be more than willing to oblige
Ruth McMahon, 12 Stanley lane, has greased and worn steadily for
Contestant Rosalie Harvey of 16
in any way.
Rockland.
South Street.
16 years. Can’t call him change
Dorothy Trask, 8 Grove street, able.
Bucket and Elbow Grease ted. select a girl from the list Rockland.
Joan Baum of South Thomaston
Miss Barbara M. Rogers. 7 Bay
All Odd FeUows are asked to be at shown below and call for her at
entered
a fine looking ebony pussy
View square Rockland.
the hall tomorrow (Wednesday) the Chamber of Commerce or at
in
the
recent contest. Her pet
Mary Snow, 72 Mechanic street,
Bring a her home, you wall get service that
night for a “Cleaning Bee.
locks
complacent
enough to utter
will surprise you with the prompt Rockland.
bucket.
ly
disregard
such
a trivial matter
Ruby Elliott.
ness with which that girl will con
as
a
prize;
nevertheless,
he made
Josephine Farrington, Camden
a
highly
creditable
runner-up.
street.
Shirley Firth.
One year ago: Snow Shipyards,
A “SMASH-HIT” BEANO
Inc., launched the new trawler St.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM George—The will of the late
A remarkable, benefit beano party will be held
Leonard Rhodes left $197,000 to
DISDAIN RETURNED
relatives and friends. — Carl A.
Thursday, January 30-8 o’clock
He that loves a rosy cheek.
Blackington. formerly of Rockland,
Or a coral lip admires.
Or from starlike eye doth seek
died
in Waterville, aged 49.—Wil
V. F. W. HALL, WATER STREET
Fuel to maintain his fires;
As old Time mskes these decay.
liam K. Monaghan, 65, died in St.
Specials Including
So his flames must waste away.
George.—Ralph Chesley broke one
But a smooth and steadfast mind.
THREE—HALF TONS OF COAL—THREE
Gentle thoughts, and calm desires. of his legs in a fall.—Mrs. Harriet
Hearts with equal love combined.
BENEFIT INFANTILE PARALYSIS FUND
J. MacFarland. 86. died in Warren.
Kindle never-dying fires:
23 GAMES, 25c—SPECIALS—TOM FLEMING IN CHARGE
Where these are not. I despise
—Edward A. Varney fell and broke
Rockland’s first fire of conse
quence in many months broke out
yesterday morning in a two and
one-half story wooden building at
80-94 Tillson avenue owned by
Isidor Gordon, the second floor of
which was used as an antique re
pair shop, operated by Mr. Gordon's
son, Edward. The fire was dis
covered by Mr. Gordon's assistant,
who found the top of the shop afire,
and the blaze spreading rapidly.
He turned in the alarm about 8.30
from Box 33.
Columns of black smoke poured
from the structure, caused by the
oil soaked floors, from the • days
when the building was occupied by
the Camden Anchor & Rockland

POPULARITY CONTEST WIDE OPEN
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Lovely cheeks or lips or eyes.

—Thoma* Cajew

one of his legs.

The Courier-Gazette

-TIMES-A-WEEK

But if any provide not for his
own. and specially for those of his
own house, he hath denied the faith ’
and is worse than an infidel.—1
Tim. 5: 8.

Book Review
(By

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS
OF
LOCAL BANDS

And dreams of living by ocean wild
Pilled me with wonder of how waves
grew

Would they cover the earth and Kan
sas too?

the problems fancy

brought
When I was a girl.

«

lttle girl.
K. 3

Rockland

F.

[UNPAID BILLS?]
Pour them all
through this funnel

THEN YOU'LL HAVE ONLY
ONE SMALL PAYMENT

TO MAKE EACH MONTH

Tjri&mni FINANCE CO.
—-I

*

Rackliff Anecdotes

Room

201.

Kresge

Bldg., 241 Water St.
Tel. 1155. Augusta.
Me.
Small Loan
Statute License No.

1. Charges J»/„ on
unpaid monthly balances up to

drille and the sets filled the floor.

I believe 20 sets could dance in this
big hall. This means 160 dancers
and a crowd as large as that means
plenty of noise. The barber waited
expectantly for the SOB., which

G.

R. Murphy, rf......
Mason. If .....
Holden. If ............
Prime, c ...............
Ochmanski. c ......
Burgess, rg ...........
J. Murphy. Ig -----

L

Phyllis Shute, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Shute, celebrated her 12th birthday by entertaining friend,
at the home of Mrs. Jessie Snowman on Willow street, Thursday afternoon. Front row. left to right: Bernice
Mitchell. Elizabeth Brewster, Elizabeth Crosier, Marilyn Spear, Evelyn Pendleton. Bobbie Sylvester. Carolyn
Howard. Back row: Betty Pendleton. Earlene Perry. Phyllis Shute the hostess, Patricia WhitehilL Fatty
Pease, Patty .Ann Benner, Ann Ludwig, Betty Jane Bickford.
—Photo by Cullen.

B ♦ B B

In the new biography of Nathan
iel Hawthorne (“Nathaniel Haw
thorn, a Modest Man ’ by Edward
Mather), the author does not fol
low the usual courses pursued by
most of those who have hitherto
written

about

Hawthorne.

For

one thing he does not consider
Hawthorne as a writer, but writes
about the man who changed his
name from Nathaniel Hathorne
partly to get out from under the
witch-hunting reputation of his
Salem ancestors; about the man
who was influenced more than
most persons by his mother’s ec
centricities. Concerning this point,
we quote:
‘When Hawthorne was a boy.

life by his mother's retirement
from the world as a young widow.
In her brothers' house she went
into seclusion, and influenced her
daughters to follow her example.
The habit spread to her son. He.
too. w'ould have his food left on a
and many dancers now living will
never forget the good times we had
in good old Limerock hall.
George was so good natured that
cne not acquainted with him might
size him up as being an easy person
to push about with impunity. He
believed that “a seft answer turneth away wrath,” and practiced it.
There was, however, a certain
point beyond which it was danger
ous to pass.
The late Hiram Ulmer was a ticket
taker at Limerock hall for several
years and his suave, gentle speech

and manner invited refusal to pay
for a dance ticket by a few who
were inclined to be a bit “tough.”

tray outside the door of his upper
room. He. too. would take the
air only after dark, and acquired
the material for his writing by
observing Salem from behind the
curtains of the old gray house on
Herbert Street. There was, to be
sure, a brief respite on his uncle's
place in Maine and then the years
at Bowdoin. There were spells of
daily toil in the Custom House at
Boston and at Salem, and a sur
prising attempt to endure com
munal existence at Brook Farm.
There were the years at Concord,
besides, where • the intellectuals
seemed to live in one another's
pocket; but always Hawthorne
made it clear not only that his
physical privacy was not to be vio
lated. but also that the citadel of
his opinions would be unpervious
to assault by the propeunders of
theories that were attracted thither
by the great and burning light of
Emerson.” (From review in Chris
tian Science Monitor).
Edward Mather in real life is E.
A. Mather Jackson, an Englishman
with many American associates.

At The Capitol
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Make Tea - Easily

F.

Representative Charles E. Dwinal
of Camden, one of the younger
members of the law-making bodies
and author of the bill at the cur
rent session, and other legislators
have expressed belief that senti
ment for a lottery “has grown
since two years ago.”
Thirty-five percent of the lot
tery
proceeds would be allocated
A A A A
for prizes and 10 percent would be
Recalling the great interest the set aside for administration pro
late Albion Crocker C’Boze) always
took in Longfellow.. I am remind visions of the measure stipulated.
•«••
ed to quote from Mr. Mather's
Maine's Governor would be elec
book above mentioned, as the
ted
for a four-year term, instead
names of Hawthorne and Longcf
two
as at present, under a meas
feUow are closely united in
ure—calling for a constitutional
thought;
“The elegant Mr. Longfellow, amendment—which is being drafted
young as he was, was a clever by Senator Chamberlain for pre
choice as successor to Professor sentation to the lawmakers soon.
Ticknor. Scholastic social circles Because it provides for an amend
being what they were, are, and ment to the Constitution, the pro
presumably always will be, the new posal will go before the electorate
man was of course ’not a patch’
in referendum, if sanctioned by
on the old. That was inevitable.
tihe
Legislature.
Chamberlain's
Discarding his elegant continental
fopperies and assuming his pro move follows the suggestion made
fessorial black. Professor Longfel several weeks ago by Gov. Sumner
low chose new methods to attract Sewall in his inaugural address.
A * * *
the confidence of undergraduates.
"
Heading
the
list of new taxation
Gathering his men around him.
playing host at the end of the ma bills is an all-inclusive luxury tax
hogany table, he talked delightful measure which was introduced by
ly of his meeting with Goethe and Representative E. Sam Farwell of
other European celebrities, praised Unity, (formerly cf Rockland*.
the bouquet of old Provencal song,
This bill runs 38 pages and is
and then, without his pupils' no
divided into six sections. The first
ticing it. got down to modern
languages and modern literature deals with a five percent excise tax
in Europe . . . He was well aware on retail sales of all tobacco prod
of his position as the substitute ucts; section two places a 10 per
for the authoritarian Ticknor. and cent tax on the retail sale of all
for a time he was unhappy. But cosmetics; section three provides
his charm worked.
And ever for a one cent tax on each 10 cents
afterward the man to put at the admissions to amusements; sec
head of a mahogany table was tion four places a cne-quarter cent
Longfellow, the perfect host, the tax cn each five cents of the re
perfect chairman.”
tail price of soft drinks and a tax
A A A A
of 20 cents on each gallon of syrup;
An exhaustive study as to when
the world's outstanding men have section five places a two percent
been at their mental peak discloses tax on the sale of candy; and sec
tliat writers of the best short tion six provides for a two percent
stories “authored" them between tax on the sale price of jewelry.
the ages of 30 and 34; of longer
literary masterpieces reached their
crest from 40 to 44; mathemati
cians were at their top level at 35;
“Too Many Girls” starring Lucille
astronomers between 40 and 44;
Ball. Ann Miller and Richard Carl
and those responsible for the great
est inventions did their best work son, plays at Comique Theatre to
day. It will prove itself to be one
from 30 to 35.
of the liveliest musical comedies the
• • • •
Dr. Fred H. Albee has been screen has beheld in many a month
designated by the selection com Lucille Ball and Richard Carlson
mittee of the Greek letter college head a list of seven featured playfraternity. Kappa Sigma, as recipi ! ers. The plot deals with the troubles

Comique Theatre

He strode Aid meets tonight at the home of finish.
across the hall introducing himself Mrs. Inez Dyer.
as the “Ex-Deputy of----- (name of
Miss Mary Foster is spending the GLEN COVE

DATE ................................. NAME ................. ........ ....................... ........ ........ _.

town purposely omitted* and pro Winter in Shrewsbury, Mass.
Nancy Gregory, daughter of Mr.
claimed to all and sundry that he
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harvey and and Mrs. Bert S Gregory’ has been
could and would thrash the whole daughter Beatrice have moved into ill ten days ’with the flu.
town for two cents and a leather the Harold Jones house.

button
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America’s Finer Tea

i

Enemies are frilends you made
the mistake of losing

<• ♦

Hr

TALK OF THE

frUUti
Jan. 29—Warren--Supper
and convention at the Bap
Jan 29 Pr»
B |
at the Elks Home.
Jan. 31—Warren Hi
|
11c speaking conti --t nt I
Peb. 3—Travel Talk
Coast” by Mr- Pauline
Roekland Untvenallst
I
F'eb 5 Thiuna-ton Tlii'l
•'Thp Meddlesome M ild" at f
ausplee> Christian Ekidi
Peh 6 Reun n of K|
Eastern State N< rni
Ass'n at Copper IKettle
Peb. 7 ' Knox Count v <|
a full color motion pl< I
by The Knox Countv <
at the Community Bulldlr
Peb. 10 Klwanls Chart,’
Hotel Rockland
Peb 11—Celebration of (
25th anniversary
Peb. 12—Lincoln's Birth,!
Peb. 12-13—Junior daWild Night "
Peb. 14 St. Valentine’'
Peb. 14 Klppy Karnlv
land High School.

Peb 14-16 —Camden— (
Carnival

"SALADA
”
■ TEA-BAGS

11
3
25
Referees, Pellicane-Farwell.
The Rockland Jayvees defeated

i aucmaris
privilege fo change
mittdn,

dation to the legislators later.

Sea Isles as a dessert.

(To be continued*

Pts.
1
1
0
2

A lengthy public hearing on a
proposal to have a State lottery
operate in Maine, with 55 percent
of the gross receipts recommended
for financing old-age assistance,
was expected teday by the legisla
tive Legal Affairs Committee. After
the hearing, the committee will
discuss the measure in executive
session and submit its recommen

I promise to conduct myself according to the rules of the
contest and abide by the final decision of the contest judges.

10-13

0
0
2
0

Pts.

Tne Maine School of Commerce
of Bangor went ok a scoring spree
yesterday, and defeated the Rock
land High School hockey team 10
to 1. The summary:
M S. C. (10)—Murdock, g; Stone,
Id; Gould, rd: Bryant, lw; Day, c;
Hatch, rw.
Rockland (D—Snow, g; F Storer.
Id; Small, rd; Kalloch, lw; A. Stor
er. c; Conary. rw.
Spares: Washburn. Baker, Aucion; Havener. P.etroski. Staples.
Rice. Salo, Coffey, Clancy, LX:w.
Ancient Greeks ate only two
Goals: Day 7. Stone, Conary.
meals
a day—o—ne of fruit and
Washburn. Auccin.
wine at midday and the other in the
evening

Hearing Today On State
Lottery Bill—Other
Important Measures

I understand that I am to receive 10.000 votes as an entering

January 30.

1

G.
McConchie. lg ---- 0
Kalloch. lg.......... 1

ment in bone graft surgery and tomie College, mythical but highly
S15O: Z*o% monthly on balances
The hall was about 40x60 feet in iron and physical ability to handle rehabilitation work.
It was re
above.
size and big crowds were the rule any case of this nature, but. In cently announced. Dr. Albee, the picturesque institution in the middle
most cases, he preferred to “tell President of the International Col I of the Mexican dessert, where the
Rackliff" and let him settle the lege of Surgeons, received a gold j co-eds vastly outnumber the men.
trouble, and as Rackliff never plaque at the annual Kappa Sig ' Four football stars incognito are,
CONTEST COMMITTEE
shirked the job, it easily became a ma founder's day dinner in Wash employed by the millionaire to act j
habit.
ington. His new medical book. as bodyguards for his girl and to
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
One Saturday night there came “Bone Graft Surgery in Disease. keep her cut of mischief. The boys
to the dance a man who had taken Injury and Deformity” has just are supposed to give up their grid
Please enter my name in the contest for the title of
considerable of the liquid that makes been published at Appleton-Cen iron careers and they are not to en
some men fools. He refused to pay tury and is winning wide attention gage in romantic interludes with
‘•MISS ROCKLAND”
their lovely charge. Both rules
for a ticket and pushed his way into in medical circles
prove irksome and the breaking of
the hall like a roaring lion about to
award and 500 votes for each season ticket that I sell, as well as
them leads to the riotous complica
devour several human beings and ASH POINT
20 votes for each Courier-Gazette Coupon deposited to my credit.
part of the inhabitants of the South
The sewing circle of the Ladies' tions of the story and the exciting

This entry must be made at the Chamber of Commerce in

1
0

Every-Other-Day

Edna Fuller Heads
Edna Fuller is now leading with
20.760 votes in the 8now Bowl
Queen Contest In connection with
the Camden Winter Sports Carni
val. Other contestants had: Dor.s
Mocdy. 16.050; Ruth Manning. 15.150; Marion McDermott. 11.920
Phyllis Staples. 10.760; A Janet
Henry. 9600; Caroline Bums,’ 8160;
Doris Nickerson. 7260; Jeannette
Overlock. 4760; Gwendolyn Barlow.
4590; Madeline Farris. 3500: Mil
dred Stevens. 3270; Shirley Black
ington, 2870; Lecna Flanders. 1010;
Hazel Crooker, 1010.

A Scoring Spree

Rockland High (25)

Now. those who knew Hiram were
hall above the work shop with Me
ent of the “Man of the Year ’ that arise when a millionaire’s
servey, Rackliff and Maddox for well aware that under that pleas
ant extericr there was plenty cf award for 1940 for his achieve daughter matriculates at Pottawa
music.

the Rockland Community Building not later than 5.00 P. M. of

F.

10
3
’• 1
0
0
0
0

a

never cair.e. After the four numbers an unsocial pattern was set for his

had been called and the floor
cleared for the next dance our
good friend the barber wended his
way to the stage.
He was a good sport. “Mr. Rack
liff.” said he, “I am sort of be
wildered. Your calls came down the
hall, bounced back again and hit
me so hard I got groggy. The only
thing that puzzles me is why you
didn't kick me plenty when I start
ed my spiel about your weak voice.
Man, oh man. is this a lesson to
me!”
A good many of us remember
Limerock hall, owned by G. S.
I Rackliff. the subject of this sketch.
The building was built by Rackliff
and the late Bert Maddox and they
were partners in a thriving wheel
wright business, but Maddox sold
his interest to Rackliff after a year
or two and Rackliff ran the business
alone thereafter. Several men were
steadily employed and dances were
held every Saturday night in the

game 26 to 10.

Rockland High School boys were
defeated in a close content at Com
munity building, at the hands of
Cor.y High of Augusta. 32 to 25
The first quarter ended 5 to 5. and
then Rockland went ahead 15 to
10 in the second period. The third
period saw Conv take the lead 23
to 19. and a rally in the» final
quarter kept them in the front. The
line-up;
Cony High School (321

I« *

In one of the recent HeraldTribune Bocks, it is noted that
from January 17 there will be on
exhibition at the Parke-Bernet
Galleries, at 30 East 57th street.
New York City, Part Two of the
superb library cf the late John
Gribbel (long a Summer resident
at Rockport). Autograph letters
and manuscripts of Robert Bums;
Signers of the Declaration of In
dependence; a splendid group of
the Presidents of the United
States; also important autographs
of Old World notables and cele
brated authors; first editions of
works famous in literature, includ
ing Defoe's •’Robinson Crusce” and
two copies of the Kilmarnock
<1786' edition of Burns' "Poems”;
also the Kelmscott Press Chaucer
printed on vellum, and many other
collectors' items. A public sale
will be conducted January 22-23-24
at 8.15 and January 23 at 2.

preliminary

Rockland Loses Seesaw

K. S. F.)

Now that I’m old and far away
Fancy carries me once again In
Memories back to that childhood mild

Cony Jayvees in a

Basketball Battles

Almpst In Her Teens

By
IREE MEMBER

In my opinion George Rackliff was
the greatest dance prompter in this
The Sentimental Novel in Americ i
1789-1860.
Author Herbert R- • , State His voice was as clear as a
Brown Published by the Duk* Ur. - bell and it seemed that his strength
versity Press. Durham. North Car' - of tone was without limit. He
scorned the use of a megaphone
lina.
and his calls were clearly heard In
Prof. Brown is a distinguished ” I the largest halls, filled with hun
popular professor of English in Ec - - dred- of nci-y dancers. On several
doin College, which at once attrac
'--ca';'n« b» -'r--noted for a full
the attention of thoughtful Maine
bin'’ □
'•'Ti'i to make no dif
reading public and since 1929 he has ference wbether the number of mu
been a member of the committee of sician- v? five or 25—they always
Bibliography of the American Liter- |
got the c'.IIs clearly and plainly.
ature Group of the Modern LanIn every day conversation one
guage Association He is a lecturer
would never dream that he had voice
of note and a contributor to literary
enough to be heard clearly except
magazines on different lines espe in a small room. He was, in fact,
cially English and American fiction.
a very quiet spoken man and fooled
And awarded the Duke University people who had never heard him
Press Centennial Prize Contest for
•prompt."
a scholarly contribution to the so
And thereby hangs a tale. Me
cial literary or artistic history of the
servey was called to Wiscasset to
United States.
furnish big music in the big hall to
This delightful account of whatj
„
’a big crowd, and went to a barber
was proper reading for our ances- ■
.
.
> H
*
... : for a shave and hair trim. He was
tors, and what was fed to a public
.
.
.
,
unknown to the barber but In the
hungry for literature and fiction de,, .
,
.
.
, . . .
course of the usual barber shop conspite the hostility of eighteenth,
H
...
..
versation the big dance was mencentury moralists, the vogue tor
tioned and the barber learned that
novels was amazing The sentimen
Rackliff was a member of the or
tal novel being read under cover for
chestra. He then launched into a
the most part.
description of the horrors of trying
Every magazine and public writer
to ‘‘prompt’’ In the farge hall.
stamped hard on the loese morals of
Said he had been called upon
those who read anything that did
many times to assist in the work and
not build for high character Women
that no man had ever been able to
wrote it and at the same time raved
make the dancers hear the calls in
against all fiction but the avalanche
the lower end of the hall. He then
of domestic religious temperance
proceeded to pity the poor prompter
and slavery fiction provoked Na
who was to call that night. “By
thaniel Hawthorne’s protest that
the
way,” he asked, “who does the
America is now wholly given over to
in your orchestra?”
a d—d mob of scribbling women and i PromPtin8
“
Why,
”
said
Rackliff. in that de
Harriet Beecher Stowe remarked
ceptively
quiet
voice he always con
might not be unaptly represented
by a bale of cotton, downy, soft, versed in. "I try to do that end of
the job. ’
benevolently fuzzy, and confused.
“You("cried the barber. “God pity
Prof Brown has given free lessons
you.
my friend; why. you hav'e no
in the rise and advance in the re
voice
to do the work in our hall! It
volving years to better literature;
is
a
very
large hall and sound does
his artistic live humor and clear
not
carry
well and. pardon me, Mis
perceptions of this progress are so
ter.
I
mean
no offense, but, why,
well argued with his demonstrations
you
won
’
t
be
able to make them
make this book a significant con
hear
you
half
the length of the
tribution to the literary history of
hall.
I
know
what
I am talking
America.
about, Mister, as I have tried it.
T have the strongest voice in town
WHEN I WAS A CHILD
and I have to use a megaphone to
(For The Courier-Gazette]
make them hear me half way down
In the hay mow where I crept
en I was a girl, a little girl.
In through the chinks the sunlight the hall. Why a man like Meservey
lept
should bring a prompter with no
Bringing a flow of fancy that swept
AU through the masses of soft hay more voice than you have is a mys
bed
Bathing my cheeks and frowsy head, tery to me.”
While sunbeams played at slyest peek
Rackliff thanked the barber for
With freckles on my rosy cheek
his kind offer of assistance. ‘‘I
When I was a girl, a little girl.
I d love to sleep where I used to sleep shall expect you at the dance,” he
When I was a child, a little child
With doll In my arms and fancies wild said, “and shall be much obliged for
As warmth of sunlight ever so mild
your help—if I need it.”
Pilled my heart with dreams as I
After the ‘‘March and Circle”
Lay up in the hay mow tucked away
Prom the world of life and after
Rackliff spied the barber way down
whiles
When I was a child, a little child.
at the foot of the hall where he re
Out On a farm. In the Kansas wilds.
mained through the waltz which
Now I am old and grey of brow.
Life has been full and cares tell me followed.
how
The next dance was a plain qua
To meet the problems day by day.

These were

Every-Other-Day
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Every-Other-Day
dna Fuller Heads
Edna Puller is now leading with
5,760 votes in the Snow Bowl
tucen Contest in connection with
ic Camden Winter Sports Carnlal Other contestants had: Doris
Io dy. 16.050; Ruth Manning, 15,50; Marion McDermott, 11,920;
•hyllis Staples, 10,760; A. Janet
[enry, 9600; Caroline Burnsf 8160;
•nil' Nickerson, 7260; Jeannette
iverlock. 4760; Gwendolyn Barlow,
590; Madeline Farris, 3500; Milred Stevens, 3270; Shirley Black11; ton, 2870; Leona Flanders, 1010;

lazel Crooker. 1010.
Ancient Greeks ate only two
neals a day—o—ne of fruit and
line at midday and the other in the
vening

- Easily

DA"
AGS
Finer Tea

TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan. 29—Warren—Supper conference
and convention at the Baptist Church.
Jan. 29 President's Birthday Ball
at the Elks Home.
Jan 31—Warren—High School pub
lie speaking contest at Town hall.
Peb. 3—Travel Talk on ‘Maine
Coast'’ by Mrs. Pauline G. Talbot at
Rockland Unlversallst ChjcSv.
F'eb. 5—Thomaston—Three-act play.
"The Meddlesome Maid” at Watts hall,
auspices Christian Endeavor.
Feb. 6—Reunion of Knox-Lincoln
Eastern State Normal School Alumni
Ass'n at Copper iKettle.
Peb. 7—"Knox County On Parade”,
a full color motion picture presented
by The Knox County Camera Club
at the Community Building.
Peb. IO Klwanls Charter Night at
Hotel Rockland.
Peb 11—Celebration of Odd Fellows’
25th anniversary
Peb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Peb. 12-13—Junior Class play, "One
Wild Night."
F’eb. 14 St. Valentine's Day
Peb. 14-Klppy Karnlval at Rock
land High School.
Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival
_
Peb. 17-22—Community Food Fair.
Peb. 21—Educational Club meeting
at G AJt. hall
Feb 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Peb. 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be
gins.

The Weather
Shivers have been running up
and down the spines of Th£ CouTier-Gazette readers the past three
days, and they were r.ot due to
the prophesied earthquake. Mercury
readings have ranged to 6 below
and the 5 above, recorded this
morning, did not seem to offer
much relief, under a cloudy sky
and with all the weather-vane
roosters pointing toward the north
east. But perhaps we shouldn't
complain when we read that it was
64 degrees out in Saskatchewan,
where Perley Ames, former Rock
land boy lives. What does the
Maine Farmers Almanac say for to
day? "Mild.” Ye gods!

The Lions Club will observe past
presidents’ day tomorrow.
Black numbers on a silver back
ground will be the style of next
years Maine number plates.

Percy Boardman and Louts Cook
attended a Philgas Service and
Sales school Thursday in Bruns
wick.
Edward Harriman, 18, son of
Jerry P. Harriman of 10 Masonic
street, is the author of some clever

‘O/J

cartoons which friends are admir

ing.

F. A. Winslow will be guest
speaker before the Camden Rotary
Club this noon. Feb. 26 he is
scheduled to address Megunticock
Orange in Camden.
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Henry G. Wall, who retired last
year after an extended period of
service with the John Bird Com
pany, is again able to be out after
long confinement to the house.

A beano offering three 14-tons of
coal as prizes will be held Thurs
day night at V.F.W. hall, corner
Ocean and Water streets with the
Infantile Paralysis Fund as the
beneficiary. Tom Fleming will be
in charge.
The Knox County Commission
ers organized with Adin L. Hopkins
of Camden as chairman. The other
members are Alfred C. Hocking of
St. Oeorge and Clarence Leonard
of Union, with Milton M. Griffin
as clerk. The taxpayers 'interests
are in good hands.

It has been quite some time since
Rockland has had a "bee,” but that
is exactly what is planned tomor
row night at Odd Fellows hall. All
Odd Fellows are urgently request
ed to be on hand with a bucket
and plenty of elbow grease. A start
will be made on cleaning the ban
quet hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell
have returned to Portland after
being guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Trecartin, on Beech street. Mr
and Mrs. Trecartin will leave Fri
day on a trip to Mexico and Florida,
and Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Rams
dell will occupy the A. C. Ramsdell
residence during their absence.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fui
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf
The twelve-month calendar was
[ arranged by Julius Caesar.

INDIGESTION
may afect the Heart
.
O*i trapped u Ux uomacb or cullet may art like ■
katr-trlgcer on the heart At the flint alcn of illtraaa
Mart bmd and women depend uo Bell-ana Tablet! to
•et caa free. No laxative but made of the faateatKUnc medktlnee known for arid lodixeraioo. If the
FIRST IX'SF. doesn't erove 1'■ 41., better. reu.m
keuie ta as and racalra DOUBJJC Monar Bar*. Ba

IVORY

CHARLOTTE HOPKINS’ PUPILS
A large group of friends and relatives gathered at the home of Mrs.
Charlotte Hopkins Friday night, to enjoy the annual piano recital given
by her pupils. The rooms, attractively decorated with bouquets of cut
flowers, made a beautiful setting for the young performers.
Noticeable highlights in the well chosen program were the careful in
terpretations by all the students, with special brilliance and finesse credited to the duo and trio numbers. The program;

£er 9c

Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

GROCERS

The United States Civil Service
Commission announces open com
petitive examinations for filling the
positions of Junior Stenographer
(male) at $1440 year. Senior Typist
| (male) at $1440 a year, and Junior
I Typist (male) at $1260 a year, for
' employment in the First U. S* Civil
1 Service District which comprises
the New England States. Applica
tions will be received until fur
ther notice. The necessary ap
plication forms and futher infor
mation may be obtained from the
Secretary, Board of U. S. Civil
Service Examiners, at any first or
or second class post office in New
England; or, from the Manager,
First U. S. Civil Service District,
1002 Post Office and Courthouse
Euilding, Boston, Massachusetts.
Applications must be filedi with the

(By

“For God and Country”

Red Cross Sessions
Members of Knox County
Chapter Studying In
Portland This Week

A Wire Disturbs the Sleep
Of Samoset Jones—
Turned Out, But
Didn’t Turn In
Mr. and Mrs. Samoset Jones
were sleeping peacefully at 9 one
morning this week when the door
bell rang violently twice. “Now
what do you suppose that is.” said
Mrs. Jones, awakening suddenly
and reaching for a kimona.
"I den t know and I don't care,”
replied Sam, rolling over comfort
ably in bed and settling himself
for another snooze. “Somebody’s
probably in a hurry about some
thing. but it ain't me. If they want
to see me, they can come back
later.”
“Now don’t be unreasonable.
Its time to get up anyway and it
might be a telegram,” said Mis.
Jones fretfully.
“Maybe some
thing’s happened to the children.”
“Oh let ’em ring,” grunted Sam.
But Mrs. Jones wouldn't do that.
She got up and, wrapping hier
kimor.a about her, went out on the
upstairs porch which overlooks the
front door. Meantime whoever it
was ringing the bell, had left the
front door and was now pounding
valiantly on the screen door on the
back porch.
Sam pulled the clothes over his
ears and let ’em pound. He didn’t
intend to get up until he got
ready, and he knew Sarah was up
somewhere anyhow.—(Presently he
heard her coming back up stairs
and he opened one eye wide enough
to see that she really did have a
telegram in her hand.
“Mrs. Schudt signed for it down
stairs,” said Sarah, “and it’s ad
dressed to Bruce.”
“Well put it down somewhere and
we'll look after it late’',” Sam
yawned, realizing that he had bet
ter get up anyway.
Neither Sam nor his wife knew
exactly where their son and heir
was at the moment. His work
down town took him about a good
deal and he might be most any
where. He had left the house early
that morning and had gone out
quietly so as not to awaken his
parents, whom he must have heard
coming in around 1 o’clock the
night before. The telegram might,
of course, be left there on the table
until he arrived home that night
or Sam might open it and see what
it was all about. This Sam didn't
want to do. He didn’t believe in
opening telegrams addressed to
other people.
Meantime Sam
dressed, and shaved, and went out
to breakfast. Half a grape fruit,
three soft boiled eggs, three slices
of bacon, some toast and two cups
of coffee, and Sam was ready to
cope with any emergency. He lit
a cigarette and considered the mat
ter.
“It would be just like Eleanore
to send a wire to Bruce if some
thing had happened,” observed
Sarah, worriedly. “She wouldn't
want me to worry unless it was ab
solutely necessary.”
“Shucks,” replied Sam comfort
ably, “Nothing's wrong with Eleanore” and then Sam was struck
suddenly by a. thought which made
him sit up straight and open his
eyes wide.
“Dcn’t suppose it’s the Belfast
draft board, do you?”
Sarah gasped, and she, too, sat
up straight in her chair. “Sam,”
she said, “it might be at that.”
"Lemme look at that wire.” said
Sam. “No, that’s just a regular
commercial message, in a regular
commercial envelope. No need to
get all stirred up about that. Tell
you what I’ll do, 111 get the car
cut and take this thing down to
Bruce. Then you won’t worry any
more and I can play golf in com
fort—I think Bruce said something
about Betty's Cafeteria yesterday.
I'll go down there.”
Half an hour later Sam passed
the message to his son whom he
found down in the basement of
Betty's Cafeteria entangled in a
maize of pipes. His son ripped open
the telegram, glanced at it, snorted,
and passed it back to Sam.
This was the telegram:

Three

WINSLOW HOLBROOK
POST, NO. 1
Lit.erock St.
Rockland
Legionnaires attending last week's
meeting were treated to a delicious
scallop stew, served by a commit
tee from the Auxiliary. The meeting
was opened by Commander Seabury with all officers and 37 com
rades present.
Comrade French, Finance officer,
reported 187 paid up members to
date. A fine showing, but there
should be 250. Capt. Curtis, chair
man of the membership committee,
will appreciate the payment of any
unpaid dues. Call him and he will
bring your card.
Let’s make it
250.
Comrade Weed, Adjutant, read
reports from tire Department in
regard to the National Defense line
up. All Legionnaires will have an
important part in this coming pro
gram.
Comrade Chaples, County Com
mander trom Thomaston, and Com
rade Earl Alden, State Vice Com
mander from this District, attend
ed a meeting of the Department
Executive Committee in Waterville
last Sunday. The importance of
the Legion Defense program was
discussed and plans for carrying out
this important program were made.
More details will be given by Comrfade Alden at cur next meeting.
The National Executive Com
mittee of The American Legion has
proclaimed Feb. 22, 1941, as Regis
tration Day for the 11,700 posts of
The American Legion. A complete
indexing and classifying of all
members of The American Legion,
primarily, and of World War vet
erans generally, is ordered as a
means of listing individual quali
fications for voluntary national de
fense service in the event of the
onset of a national emergency. At
tend the meetings and keep in touch
with this important program.
After the Legion meeting Presi
dent Seabury opened a meeting of
the Legion Corporation. Officers
elected were: President, Gilman
Seabury; manager, Basil Stinson;
treasurer, Joseph Robinson; record
er, William Weed; legal, Jerome
Burrows; trustees—Charles Morton.
Edgar Newhall, Augustus Huntley;
Very interesting and complete re
ports were made by Comrades Rob
inson and Stinson. The Corpora
tion is fortunate in having Com
rade Robinson as its treasurer at
this time. With his ability and effi
ciency in finance, the Legion Cor
poration will have no worry for the
care of their financial problems.
As Legionnaires, all should remem
ber that the success of the Corpora
tion depends on the interest and
work we give to our Legion Post.
Today, as never before, the Legion
recruits for God and Country.

“We want your car. Drive it in
to our place and we will make you
a generous turn in allowance on
any car in our stock.”
Blah, Blah for some such name)
Motor Company, St. Petersburg,
Fla.
Both Sam and Sam s son will go
a long way to avoid turning in any
cars of theirs to a sales agency
which specializes in scaring the wits
out of respectable old people who
come down here to rest and who
are not in the least interested in
buying or selling cars. In fact Sam
is threatening to go down there and
tell ’em so.
G. H. R.
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv. ,
2-tf
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The following representatives of
tlie Knox County Chapter, Ameri
can Red Cross, will attend sessions
of the Red Cross Institute for Na
tional Defense at Portland, Jan.
27-30.
Capt. K. A Rice, to study duties
of Chairmen, Disaster Relief and
Home Service.
Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Rockland,
attending all sessions to study the
duties of an executive secretary.
R. L. Wiggin, to study disaster
relief.
Miss Ellen Daly. Knox County
Hospital, to study nursing in dis
aster.
Mrs. S. E Lamb and Mrs. David
S Beach, of Rockland, to study
Duties of Production Manager and
Volunteer Service Work.
Charles Lord, Camden, to study
Duties of Branch Chairman.
Allen Payson, Camden, to study
First Aid, Life Saving and Acci
dent Prevention.
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, going Wed
nesday to study Home Service.
Pressure of other duties has so
far unfortunately prevented the at
tendance of other officials of the
Knox County Chapter and its 10
hard-working branches. It is hoped
that certain important and active
members will find it possible to
arrange to go, thereby giving great
benefit to our task in Kno«
County.
Keryn ap Rice,
Chairman.

RHODES IS OPPOSED
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In your issue of Saturday it was
stated! that it was understood the
School Board was in favor of the
change in the City Charter in re
gard to the board. I am a mem
ber of this board and I am very
definitely against such a proposal,
and have never stated that I was
in favor of it.
Lloyd B. Rhodes

ANNOUNCEMENT
We are now engaged in the busi
ness of Purchasing

LIVE POULTRY
EDGAR B. ROBBINS
e

LEE MASON
TEL. 787-M
81 NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.

The store is fairly
bursting with

bargains
If

you

need

anything

a

well

dressed man wears day or nlfhX

. . . don't wait . . .
Jump into your ear . . . park a
half hour in front of Gregory’s

and drive home with bargains in

every department from hat to
hose.

Here arc a few that show we
mean business . . . and lots of it.

GRAND SUITS

now $16.75 to $29.75
SWANK O’COATS

$11.75 to $29.75
MEN’S
WOOL MACKINAWS
as low as
$3.95

UNTIL MARCH

Read The Courier-Gazette

BURPEE’S

BOYS’

In

SEE THE NEW

THE COURIER-GAZETTE VOTE COUPON

“CHEROKEE STRIP”

LYNN RANGE BURNER

CONTEST COMMITTEE

VICTOR JORY. ANDY CLYDE

AT YOUR

THURS.-FRI., JAN. 30-31

EXCLUSIVE LYNN DEALER’S

COMMUNITY F © D FAIR

with

Ambulance Servict

Ambulance Service

E

Vinalhaven Man Reads
Lippincott’s Again, and
Lives Over the Old Days

Down In St. Pete

TUES.-WED., JAN. 28-29
RICHARD DIX
FLORENCE RICE

FUNERAL HOME

Civil Service Exams

The Fourth Reader

Sidney L. Winslow)
(Fourth Installment)
You remember
that the Brown
I. Frio—Dance of the Dew Drops,
Ducelle
family had removed
Arlene Cross, Earlcnc Perry, Carolyn H< >wa rd
from Lakeview to
Little
Bend, Kansas,
Erb
2. The Dancing Bear,
y The story ,of the
Thompson
'I’hc 'I’iresome Woodpecker,
hardships encountJanet Stone
. ered in their new
I h^-ne during their
Hopkins
3. Boy Scout March,
i first Winter in KanArlene Cross
| sas is described by
4. Aero-Flight,
Eckstein
Bertie Brown in
Donnie Marsh
cne of hi.s letters to his old school
Adler
5. 'I'hc Swan,
mate Ralph Duncan.
Earlene Perry
It seems that Pa Brown had gone
Munn to a neighboring town to look for i latter office.
6 School and Fraternity March,
• • ♦ ♦
Evelyn Clark.
work leaving his family in pretty
The Bureau of Personnel, Au
Schytte poor circumstances. The wood was gusta, announces an examination
7. Hide and Seek,
nearly all gone, there were no pota
Lois Rollins
for the position of interviewer for
toes in the house to eat excepting
Barnes
8. Neapolitan Mood,
a little corn meal and dried pump the Maine Unemployment Compen
Application
Irene Anderson
kin. Their old cow Bess wasn't sation Commission.
Blanks
and
cop>'
of
this
announce
Dennee of much use to them either as she
9, Tarantella,
ment
may
be
secured
by
writing to,
gave only about a quart of milk a
Carolyn Howard
day for she had nothing to live on or calling at, the -Bureau of Per
Gounod
10. 'Frio—Waltz from “Faust,”
but coarse prairie hay and water. sonnel. Room 1, State House, Au
The following Friday would be gusta, Me. The written examina
Sandra Hallowell, Shelby Glendenning, Elaine Glendenning
tion. will be given at Cony High
Rachmaninoff Christmas too; it had snowed the School. Augusta, on March 8, 1941,
II. Prelude in C-sharp Minor,
Tuesday previous and the ground
John Knight
was covered to the depth of two beginning at 9 o’clock in the fore
noon. If the number of applicants
Friml
feet.
12. Adieu,
Margaret Havener
The Brown home was a pretty warrant it, the examiaticn may
also be held at other points in the
Lack gloomy place you can bet although
13. Saltarelle,
State.
All candidates will be no
Mrs. Brown still maintained a
Ruth Emery
tified
as
to their eligibility to take
cheerful attitude even up to the
Beethoven
the
examination,
and the exact
14. Moonlight Sonata,
time when she scraped the last of
Raymond Chisholm
time
and
place
to
appear. Those
the meal from the bottom of the
Lavallee barrel and made the final johnny- obtaining a passing grade in the
15. Le Papillon,
cake, remarking as she did so, "I written test will be advised as to
Shelby Glendenning
dare say your father will come when and where to appear for the
Mowrey
16 Trapeze Performers,
home before the pumpkin is all oral test. The salary range is $30
Sandra Hallowell
to $39 a week.
gone.”
Upcraft
Brother
Tom
hadn
’
t
been
well
17. Valse Impromptu,
This week's meeting of the Ski
since he broke his leg so he didn't
Elaine Glendenning
Gulls will be in the form of a
make
much
talk,
and
it's
a
good
Levitzki
18. Arabesque Valsante,
thing that he didn’t because he dancing party to be held at the
Stanley Murray
was inclined to be a little gloomy. Snow Bowl Lodge house in Cam
von Suppe
The neighbors were a long way den, Thursday evening at 8. Homer
19. Poet and Peasant Overture,
off, the nearest being an old lady Hayward, new ski instructor will
whom the Browns knew as Mother be guest speaker. Refreshments
Tlie annual President's Ball, for Crispy, she lived a half mile away. will be served.
The U. & G. Express Co.’s station
Bertie said that the most of the
was broken into Sunday afternoon, the benefit of Infantile Paralysis
folks
thereabout said of Mother
The local Girl Scouts have been
Fund,
will
be
held
Wednesday
night
but little was taken except a
fountain pen. flashlights, etc. Three at the Elks home, from 8 30 to 12 Crispy that she was the wealthiest invited to be guests of the Camden
minor boys were to be in court o'clock. It is informal, and the of any of the neighbors but was too Scouts at a party at the Camden
cress and too stingy to live.
Snow Bowl Feb. 1st. The Scouts
this morning for questioning in public is urged to attend.
On
Wednesday
morning
Mrs.
are going to be responsible for the
connection with the case. Gay's fill
Brown
said
to
Bertie,
"Bertie,
I
grab booth at the Community Food
ing station on New County road
The
mid-week
evening
highlight
think
somebody
ought
to
go
over
Fair this year. They will appre
was broken into Sunday night, and
of
Community
Food
Fair
will
be
an
d
see
if
Mother
Crispy
needs
ciate
donations from anyone.
another minor boy was in court
anything
this
cold
weather.
Who
Wednesday
night
’
s
Amateur
Show
this morning, charged with break
A memorial service was held Fri
ing, entering and larceny. Money Cash prizes are offered for the three knows but that she may be freezing
or
starving
over
there
all
alone.
”
But
best
acts.
Entries
should
be
made
day
night at the meeting of Golden
and cigarettes were taken.
at once to Mrs. Dorothy Bird, tele Bertie said, “How can I go with Rod Chapter. O.E.S., for members
phone 300. Mrs. Bird as program no boots but these?” As he spoke who have died during the past year,
BORN
chairman, has arranged remarkable he held up his right foot, disclosing Mrs. Etta Marsh, Mrs. Carrie Ba
McCartney At Owl’s Head. Jan 8.
to Mr and Mrs. Maynard McCartney, entertainments for the entire week, the fact that he had a strip of red ker, Mrs. Josephine Burns, Mrs.
a son.
flannel tied round the boot to hold Clara Head, Mrs. Sarah Rosen
Jarrett At Rockland, Jan 26. to Mr. Feb. 17-22. She has not been con
and Mrs. Edward Jarrett (Eleanor tent with local talent but has sev the tap on and to cover up the big bloom, Mrs. Essie Day, Mrs. Clara
Ames), a son Steven Montague.
Crockett, Mrs. Anna Conary, Mrs.
Giles—At Marblehead, Mass.. Jan. 2. eral out-of-State entertainers sched hole that would let the snow in.
to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Giles, formerly uled including three of national
But Tom spoke up and said that Mary Messer, Mrs. Rachel Gilmore,
of Stonington a son—John Edward.
radio repute and a special feature Bertie might wear his boot, so Miss Mina Jenkins, Robert Steven
Bertie hit the trail to Mother son, Ralph Reed and John Baker.
artist who does portraits in salt.
MARRIED
Crispy
’s.
Mrs. Doris Jordan, associate ma
Valiades-Brountas—At Bangor, Jan
26. Jerry C. Vafiades of Rockland and
He
found
the
old
lady
alive
and
tron,
presented Mrs. Bessie Church,
Helen Brountas of Bangor.—By Rev.
An outstanding feature of the well and fully as crispy and sassy the worthy matron, with a gift
Ellas Leontides
Sherrod-Robbins — At Miami. Fla.,
Jan. 14. Rosamond Robbins of Moun Winter season is the travelogue to as her name implied, in fact she from her officers.
talnville and Roscoe Sherrod of Miami. be presented by Mrs. Pauline Gra was, at times, positively insulting.
Heal-Owen—At Camden. Jan. 24. El
mer E Heal of Lincolnville and Miss ham Talbot of Portland and Rock But Bertie showed his good bring
Dr. George W. Pullen of Camden
Ruth Owen of Camden. — By Rev.
land at the Universalist vestry Mon ing up by saying nothing back, so who was instructor in Red Cross
Weston P. Holman
Ripley-Curtis—At Jefferson. Jan. 25. day, Feb. 3, at 8 o’clock. Entitled all went well. Yes, when Bertie ar first, aid during the World War No.
Kenneth N Ripley of Washington and
Gladys Curtis of Liberty.—By Rev. J. “Ranging the Maine Coast,” Mrs. rived at her place she was out in 1, will give an informal talk on
B Shaw
Charles-Healey
At Framingham. Talbots talk is based on Alfred the little leanto chopping wood, this subject Thursday at 7 o’clock
Mass. Jan.—, Richard H Charles of Loomis’ book of the same name, ana with an old black hood pulled down j at the N.Y.A. rooms at Community
Framingham Center and Miss Virginia
A Healey cf Framingham (formerly of will be illustrated by colored pho over her eypebrows and a nightcap Building, this to be in connection
Rockland).
tographs taken by the reader and ruffle with yellow gray hair stick with class work in this line con
her husband when on yachting and ing out under the edge of it.
ducted by Edwin Dcdge of Camden.
DIED
She had on an old red jacket and Those who have cards signifying
motor trips along the Maine coast.
Tribou -At Rockland, Jan. 25. Albert
P N Trlbou, aged 60 years. 1 month. The making of these colored “stills” her short striped petticoat came their completion of tthe standard
12 days. Funeral this afternoon at as they are called, has been a hobby down just below the teps of a man's
and advance courses in first aid
2 o'cicCK from Burpee funeral home.
Ripley At Lincolnville. Jan. 26, Al of Mrs. Talbot’s for two years and pair of leather boots. Bertie said are especially urged to attend; al
mond L. Ripley, aged 60 years, 10
months. 28 days Funeral Tuesday at her pictures which arc of excep she looked like the witch ol Endor. so all other persons who are in
2 p. m. at Russell parlors. Rockport. tional beauty have received high
To the boy's polite, “Good morn terested in this type of home de
Interment In Youngtown cemetery.
Lincolnville.
praise from the Portland Camera ing-” she looked up from under her fense. Mr. Dodge freely offers his
Libby At West Stonington. Jan. 21.
Arthur Woodbury Libby, aged 67 years Club. Descriptions of the scenes shaggy eyebrows and snapped out. time and services and will continue
Thompson—At Oceanville. Jan 20. will be enhanced by historical an “Well what do you want o’ me? I
these first aid instructions as long
Mrs. Susan Thompson, aged 90 years.
Martin—At Worcester. Mass.. Jan. 25, ecdotes and poetical references, suppose you are all out cf bread as their is sufficient interest to
Charlotte M. (Babbidge). wife of Ed
stuff!”
ward J. Martin, a native of North combined with personal experiences
warrant them.
Haven.
Bertie hastened to inform her
Ellison—At Friendship. Jan. 26. On- told by Mrs. Talbot in a delightfully
nle J Ellison, aged 33 years, 6 months, informal manner. Mrs. Talbot, who that his mother had sent him to
book, she was more insulting than
6 days. Funeral Wednesday at 1 30
o'clock from residence of Oscar Elli is a graduate of the Leland Powers inquire if she was all right, think ever but he gave her no unneces
son. Interment in Doe cemetery.
ing perhaps that she might need
sary back talk, although he admit
Galloupe At Bath. Jan 24. Frank E. School of Dramatic Expression is
Galloupe. a native of Appleton, aged gifted in many ways but particularly someone to cut wood, shovel snow ted that he felt the urge to do so.
63 years.
so in speaking, as those who have cr sump’n now that the drifts were
After getting warm he started for
so deep.
heard
her
in
previous
Rockland
ap

home
and, on his way, was fortu
IN MEMORIAM
But the old lady told him that
pearances can testify. A rare treat
She has passed through the gate.
nate enough to find several quail
To another land.
is in store for all those who attend. she was well fortified against the that had been frozen in the snow
Led by the Master's hand
Mrs. E. F. Glover is in charge of the cold snap and invited the boy into and was mighty well pleased with
Where everything Is kind and good
Where everyone is understood
the house where, according to the
the discovery. He says that the
So we try to believe, the One above activity, and tickets are already on
Has taken her home as an act of love. sale by members of the Universalist
Browns
had a supper "fit for a king”
Herbert L. Conway and family
parish, the price being placed at a
that night and went to bed happy
reasonable figure to encourage large
thinking, of course that Mr. Brown
THE GLEN COVE
CARD OF THANKS
attendance.
would surely be home the next day
The family of Mrs. Jennie Staples
wishes to take this way of thanking
which, also, would be the day before
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
neighbors and friends for the beauti
ful flowers, cards and basket, sent to
Christmas.
her while she was at Knox Hospital.
DANCES
WALDO THEATRE
But it began to snow again that
Also she wants to thank Dr. Wasgatt
and the nurses for the kindness shown
very
night and when Bertie awoke
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
her while she was there
the next morning no light came
Alfred Staples and family, the fam
Have
Been
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
ily of Mrs. Jennie Staples. Miss Helen
through the window and he discov
Frances Searles.
•
DISCONTINUED
SHOW TIMES ered that they were snowed in.
Single Evening Show at 8.00
(To be concluded)

SOAP

5c
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Every-Other-DaY

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

110-113 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

“HULLABALOO”
featuring
FRANK MORGAN
BILLIE BURKE

ROCKLAND SALES & SERVICE
445 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 738-W

12-14

WOOL MACKINAWS
as low as
$1.95

Please credit Miss .......................... -..................... -............................

GREGORYS

with 20 Votes in the “Miss Rockland” Contest at the

TEL. 294

Community Food Fair.

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

<
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How Prisoner Spent Idle Time

VINALHAVEl
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ALENA L. STARRBTT
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel.

Correspondent
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Miss Lotte McLaughlin cf Rock
land, with Mrs. Faith Berry, ac
companist, was soloist Sunday
night at the Baptist Church, sing
ing superbly, four selections, one a
duet, with Chester Wyllie of this
town. Miss McLaughlin was guest
of honor Sunday at a buffet lunch
given at the home of Raychel Em
erson and Mrs. Edwin Emerson.
Other guests were Mrs. Faith Berry
and Miss-Hope Greenhalgh of Rock
land, Miss Hilda Aspey and Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Wyllie of this
town.
New books added to the Public
Library are: "Oliver Wlswell,” by
By General ARED WHITE a metallic click told him Kenneth Roberts; ‘Invitation to
WNU (IIVICI
© « WMItl
hie ueaDon was empty. Live,’’ by Lloyd Douglas; "Angels
Unaware” by Lenore Olen Of ford;
“Heaven’s Dooryard” by Marguerite
CHAPTER III
McIntire; "Mrs. Miniver- by Jan
Struther;
"The Family” by Nina
A tramcar took Benning from the
Fedorova;
“
Mr. Littlejohn" by Mar
Colonia Station in Mexico City to
tin
Flavin;
“Hildreth” by Harlow
Plaza Mayor, whence he crossed the
broad Mexican thoroughfare to the
Estes; "Medical Center” by Faith
great stone hulk of the Palacio NaBaldwin; non-fiction, "The White
cional. He accosted a gendarme and
Cliffs,” a narrative poem by Alice
asked directions to General Van
Duer Miller; "One Foot in Heaven"
Hassek’s headquarters.
by Hartzer Spence; “Country Edi
The policeman shook a puzzled
tor” ' by Henry Beetle Hough; Mys
head and answered, "I’ve heard of
teries, "Death of a Peer” by Ngaio
no such general in Mexico, senor.”
Marsh; "The Case of the Rolling
‘‘Perhaps,” Benning suggested,
"you can direct me to General
Bones” by Erie S. Gardiner; "The
Ruiz.”
Great Mistake” by Mary Roberts
Above is shown a perfect scale work and, instead of being carved it occupies a place of honor, pro
The Mexican’s face lighted up,
Rinehart; "The Listening House” by model of the clipper ship. Flying from a single piece of lumber, as tected by a glass case. There Is
and he spoke almost in awe, "Si,
Mabel Seeley; “Dames Don’t Care” Cloud, owned by Daniel S. Pray of most models are, the hull is built up. something about the sea and ships
senor, if your credentials are im
by Peter Cheyney.
portant enough you may find Gen
Lincolnville Beach, who is a former shaped and planked the same as the that gets in the blood of these saileral Ruiz in the President’s suite at
Branch Bank Discontinued
sea captain and now a desk and original ship was. The plans for the orinen and. although they leave the
the palace.”
After serving the town for seven radio officer at the Thomaston Bar tiny craft were obtained from the sea for jobs ashore, their thoughts
Benning smiled inwardly as he
Massachusetts Institute of Tech seem always to be with the deep
and one-half years as a branch of racks of the Maine State Police.
turned to the Porto Mariano and en
The craft was built by an inmate nology, and every part of her is water and their days of sailing and
the Knox County Trust Co., ano
tered the palace. Many times since
the sound of waves against a hull
previous to that for 26 years as of the State Prison and required two built to exact scale.
arriving at Vera Cruz he had in
seems never to leave their ears.
Captain
Pray
has
the
model
in
his
branch of the Security Trust Co., years of his spare time to complete.
quired about Van Hassek to find the
—Photo by Cullen.
home
at
Lincolnville
Beach,
where
name unknown. It meant that Van
of Rockland, that bank will closo All the blocks and gear on the model
Hassek, a real master of the Mexi
its doors Friday.
can forces, was entrenched behind
Gj. D Gould, genial manager
| Homer Marshall; lady assistant ness. Mr. Crabtree spent his en
a stout incognito, moving his pawns
CUSHING
"Sit down, Bromlitz.”
from
the
time
it
opened
in
Marcn,
l
Flora, tire life on the farm where he was
in the name of young Ruiz, the new
Miss Clara Fogerty nurse at the steward, Lucy Young;
"Millions,
”
Van
Hassek
answered,
1907,
until
his
retirement
in
1C«33,
Jacqueline Rowel; Pomona, Fan- born. He was the son of Jesse and
dictator who had been placed in
' Deaconess Hospital in Boston was
.stifling
a
yawn.
when
tlie
bank
re-organized
after
’ nie Miller; Ceres. Margaret Seavey; Caroline Crabtree.
power by a swift, furious, and mys
His pudgy arms thrust into the air the bank holiday, was instrumental j in town as recent guest of her executive committee for three years.
terious coup ^Tetat of European
He leaves his wife Harriet
over his head, his heels stretched in procuring this service in 1907 by uncle Nelson Fogerty and cousin
planning.
»
|
(Young)
Crabtree to whom he was
Fred
Young;
two
years.
Lawrice
An elevator shot Benning to the forward, and he squirmed erect in petitioning for it, in Augusta. All Miss Carrie Wallace.
Young; one year. W. G. Malvincy. I married 62 years; * three children,
his
huge
chair.
fourth floor. He presented his cre
Donald Knapp who spent two
At a recent meeting 30 were | Albert who lived with his parents,
"You were, I’m advised, an Amer the business men of the town
dentials to a staff officer with easy
weeks
with
his
family
in
town
went
signed that petition even those with
present from Good Will Grange, I Raymond occupying an adjoining
assurance. So far, his carte d’iden- ican army officer,” Van Hassek said,
Monday to New York.
a
stock
in
a
Thomaston
Bank.
In
now
speaking
briskly
in
German.
South
Warren and worked the . faim; and a daughter. Mrs. Wiltite had passed him without ques
Through the courtesy of Mrs. third and fourth degrees on new : liam Arrington of Appleton. Two
tion. The stafT officer directed him "I’m told there are serious charges fact there was only one citizen of
Dorothy Lindahl who is spending members. Visitors were also pres I other children Jesse and Mabie.
down a tiled corridor that rang with standing against you in the United the town opposed to il.
the clatter of military typewriters States.”
In the early years of its existence the Winter in Sarasota, Fla., rela ent fom North Warren and Thom are deceased.
Benning said: "I hope you’ll not here, there were many depositors tives and friends an enjoying fruit
and all the hum and buzz of a gen
Mrs. Evauder Wentworth of
aston. At the conclusion of the
judge
me by that. General Van Has
eral headquarters.
from
Union,
the
number
lessening
direct
from
the
sunny
Southland.
'
Head-of-the-lake
who was reared
ceremonies a harvest supper was
He was escorted into a large re sek. Despite my past misfortunes somewhat when the Union Branch
The Neighborly Club met last t served with more than 60 partici- J in the Crabtree home as a sister.
I'm
a
soldief,
sir,
and
hold
the
view
ception room at the far end of the
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. pa ting.
There are also 17 grandchildren
palace. The staff officer got to his that there is no other profession was opened in 1920 .
worthy
of
a
man.
That
being
so,
When
re-organized
in
1933.
Mrs.
Helen Hoffses and a pleasant aft
I beside great-grandchildren.
feet grudgingly.
when circumstances beyond my con Carrie R Smith was selected as ernoon was enjoyed. These officers
"I’ll see if Excellency wishes you trol
Funeral services were conducted
placed a price on my head in manager, a position she has effi were elected: President, Helen THORNDIKEVILLE
to report to him personally,” he said 1 one country,
by
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller of
haven
’
t
I
the
right
to
Alice Doughty, Edward' Doughty
ciently filled since then.
in German. He left the room, but find service in another?”
j Hoffses; vice president Gladys
I
Rockland.
Interment was in West
was back in a few moments to say,
Orff; secretary and treasurer, Mae and Mrs. Edna Dexter and Ray 1 Rockport cemetery. The profusion
"Ja, a soldier is always a soldier,
mond Pratt came from Portland to
"General Van Hassek will see you
Davis; flower committee, Barbara
Bromlitz,” Van Hassek answered SOUTH THOMASTON
of flowers bespoke the esteem in
at once, Major.”
attend the funeral of their grand
with an approving nod. "I enjoyed
Lash.
The
next
meeting
will
be
The committee for raising funds
which he was held.
Benning found himself in an im
three years in China as much for the Infantile Paralysis Drive with Mrs. Susie Holder the third Ifather F. A. Crabtree.
mense chamber whose rich furnish my
as my station in Vienna; and Mex
r t Mr. and Mrs. John Pushaw and
ings ran a riot of vivid colors. His ico is even more to my liking be held a Penny Carnival at the Tuesday in February.
eyes centered in some perplexity cause there are big events shaping Grange hall Friday, $27 being
Kenneth Crute who went last Mrs. Harry Pushaw were in Cam- STONINGTON
Edgar Crozier of BrGwnviilr, *?.e
upon the solitary figure in the room, up. Tell me in your own way, Brom realized. Mrs Edna Rackliff re week to Fort Devens, is new sta | den Thursday to visit relatives.
new
principal of Stonington High
a man sprawled in a deep crimson
Miss Marietta Crabtree suffered
what you think of the Ameri ceived the mystery package; Miss tioned in Portland.
School,
succeeding Richard Howell,
leather chair placed at one side of litz,
facial bruises while coasting re
can army’s fighting capacity.”
Louise Butler guessed the number Reorganization of Grange »
an immense blackwood desk.
resigned,
entered upon his new du
cently.
Benning pondered briefly and de of buttons in the jar and received
Was this Van Hassek? The re cided
ties
Monday.
After several years of inactivity
upon the full and unequivocal
Mrs. C. C. Childs entertained at
cumbent man’s figure was lost in
a cake; W. P. Sleeper received the
George Webb is recovering from
shapeless folds of fat. His wide, truth which, after all, could only con braided rug award. Games were Achorn Grange has been re-organ cards Thursday night in honor of
firm
what
Van
Hassek
must
already
ized
and
much
interest
is
being
an
attack of grippe.
i
squarish head was as bald as a bil
played and prizes awarded. Ice evidenced. Membership is now 32, Mr. Childs' birthday, 12 guests be
know.
liard ball, his face was a network of
ing present. Refreshments were
Mrs. Rebecca Holland is ill at
"If you mean the American readi cream was on sale.
wrinkles, thick jowls cascaded from
and applications are being received served.
the
home of her son James.
jaw and chin. Moreover, he ap ness for a sudden war, that is noth Grange Installation
steadily.
Mary
Bernardi has a posit'or. as
Earle
Upham
is
employed
in
peared wholly inanimate, a listless ing short of pitiable, sir. The United
Officers are: Master. Walter D. Camden cutting pulp wood.
Officers
of
Wessaweskeag
Grange
States
land
forces
are
scattered
in
gaze fixed in some strange detach
Young; overseer, Albert Orff; chap
The farmers are harvesting their ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ment on the beautifully frescoed small garrisons, are not properly were installed Wednesday night by
ceifing.
equipped, and have very little train Fred Maxey of Thomaston assis lain, Mildred Marshall; lecturer, ice.
C L. A M P,
“Sir, Major Bromlitz, reporting ing in the team-play of the larger ted by Alice Glidden as marshal, Barbara Lash; secretary, Helen
an
F. A. Crabtree
A
E
R
R
R
from Luxembourg for duty with combat elements.”
Fales;
treasurer.
Gladys
Orff;
gate

aa
Mrs. Maxey as assistant marshal,
A D A, G
aa
General Van Hassek." Benning said
F. A. Crabtree. 87, died Jan. 12
"What do you know of its Mr. Allen as regalia bearer, Earl keeper, Everett Davis; steward, Le
E
briskly.
a
strength?”
Maxcey as emblem bearer. Mrs. roy Seavey; assistant steward, at his home after two weeks ill"Sit down, Bromlitz,” the other
“There are four army infantry di
said without lowering his eyes. “I’m visions and eighteen National Guard Eva Perry as chaplain and Ruby
infantry divisions together with Allen as soloist. Mrs. Eva Post at COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
I Van Hassek.”
The Van Hassek uniform was the some four cavalry divisions. All at the piano was accompanied by
[simple brownish-tinted cotton khaki are at peace strength and it would David Post on the violin.
10
7
b
8
9
5
3
Z
4
of this new Mexican army. At the take months to put them on a war
1
These officers were installed:
collar was a silver crescent, insig footing, fully equipped. In total Master, Earl Rackliffe; overseer,
A, T E S
nia of a lieutenant general. The manpower count on 300,000 men
14
12
13
•
II
T A 'R E
William
Nuppula;
lecturer,
Oliver
only other ornaments on his severe . within the territorial limits.”
EU 1 A
Hamlin; steward, Albert Davis. Jr.;
ly plain uniform were a glittering
"Ja, very good. What about their
D e N1
lb
15
assistant steward, Cecil Elwell;
order of merit at his left breast and, fighting equipment?”
under it, the iron cross.
"Pitiable, when you consider the chaplain, Marjorie Wiggin; trea
L
p
17
STATE OF MAINE
Some moments passed In which whole picture. Their artillery is surer, Flora Baum; secretary, Scott
Jan. 1, 194,1
the only sound was the heavy ticking largely World War vintage stuff. Rackliffe; gate keeper, Richard
W
ORDERED, the House concurring,
23
22
21
that no bill for private or special leg
,ot an immense German clock and They’re short on ammunition, anti- Brown; Ceres, Louise Butler; Po
zo
16 19
islation be receved by this legislature
the vague hum of traffic in the street I aircraft, instruments of precision,
after four o’clock In the afternoon of
mona,
Nella
Wiggin;
Flora,
Aurelia
below.
Thursday, January 30 1941. except by
! modern rifles. Their anti-tank weap
25
unanimous consent in the body In
“Perhaps you can tell me, ?rom- ons aren't out of the factories yet. Ripley; lady assistant steward,
which It Is Introduced, and further
litz,” Van Hassek mused without It would take them a year to make Dorothy Baum; members of ex
That any bill for private or special
I
1
legislation which shall be received in
change of voice or posture. "Yes, • the weapons they’d need, if they committee, Charles Watts and
either body of this legislature by
perhaps you can tell me.”
unanimous consent after four o’clock
| couldn’t purchase them in foreign Ethan Rowell.
In the afternoon on Thursday, Janu
32
30
29
A faint smile passed his thick lips markets as they did for the World
it 27 2b
Refreshments were served after
ary 30. 1941, shall be referred to the
as he went on: "I’ve just come up War. But they have a high-class of the installation.
Ninety-first Legislature, If unanimous
consent for its reception is not given
from the Salon de Espera on a low ficer personnel, thoroughly trained
34
w
5T“h
in the other body In concurrence, and
er floor of the palace where I’ve in and—”
further
w;
That the Secretary of the Senate
stalled a hospital. Perhaps I should
"Ja, I know of that,” Van Has stand just what Excellency means.”
1
3b W
35
cause a copy of the above orders to be
refer to it as my laboratory. In any sek interrupted with a dash of im“I mean it was America’s stupid
published in all the dally and weekly
event, no one ever leaves it alive, | patience. “But it takes modern intervention that wrecked the world
w;
w
papers of the State, commencing Janu
40 41
ary 8. 1941. and continuing up to and
39
37 3b
but they are only spies and traitors equipment and plenty of training to in the Great War.”
including January 30. 1941. (S. P 7)
who must die by one means or an fight a battle these days. Now, tell
"But didn’t her strength turn the
STATE OF MAINE
Jan. 1, 1941
other. For some months I’ve been me another thing. Bromlitz, would balance in the last war, Excellen
45
44
43
42.
ORDERED, the House concurring,
watching them at the moment they the mass of Americans stick togeth- cy?”
that no bill or resolve be received by
leave the world, yet I’m more mysti i er in event of invasion?”
this legislature after four o'clock on
"Strength, bah!” Van Hassek
48
Mb
47
the afternoon of Thursday. February
fied now than ever. So you tell me, j Benning pondered briefly and an- scoffed. “Not for more than a year
6. 1941, except by unanimous consent
Bromlitz, if you can, is death the ! swered, "I’m sure you can count on after the United States jumped into
In the body In which It Is introduced,
and further
end of us?”
it that they will, sir.”
the war did her soldiers fire a shot
ORDERED, that any bill or resolve
VERTICAL
(Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
(Cont)
HORIZONTAL
"Your pardon, Excellency,” Ben
"But what if they were overrun in battle. Then only after the French
which shall be received In either body
8- Sofa
37-Decide
1-The
whole
quantity
of this legislature by unanimous con
ning answered. “I’m not a chap suddenly? How long would they supplied her with cannon, the Brit
9- Open (Poet)
4-Declares vehemently 39-Resounded
sent after four o'clock in the after
lain.”
stand up under terrific military pun ish with rifles, helmets, and gas
10-A title
42- Se fore
noon on Thursday. February 6 1941.
8-Distress signal
shall be referred to the Ninety-first
The other chuckled, and with a vi ishment when they had their chance masks, and both sides conducted a 11- Flow of the waves 43- Bone (Latin)
18- French novelist
Legislature if unanimous consent for
19- Ahead
tality in his mirth that was not that offered them to—to buy their way military kindergarten to instruct her 12- lnto
44- Each (abbr.)
Its reception Is not given in the other
20Part
of
a
flower
45First
woman
13State
of
United
of an ailing man.
body in concurrence.
These orders
back to peace?”
divisions in the art of war. Ja,
46- Small mass of soft 21- Runs away
shall not apply to bills reported by
States (abbr.)
"The profession of arms is so vast
"Excellency, is it probable that that was her latent strength!”
any Joint standing or Joint select
22- Prefix. From
material
14- Prefix. Upon
committee, In the regular course of
and intricate, Bromlitz, I’ve given anyone would be audacious enough
Van Hassek got up abruptly and 18-lndividual
23- Sheer
47- The upper air
business, nor to such bills and re
up all hopes of mastering it in de 1 to attack the United States on her with an amazing agility. He went 16- Growl
27- ltalian river
48- River in Poland
solves as are Intended only to facili
tail,” Van Hassek rejoined. "Be own soil?” Benning asked. "I mean to his desk and touched a call but 17- Part of a carpenter's
28- Removed the seeds
tate the business of the Ninetieth
VERTICAL
Legislature; and be it further
29- Tardiest
sides, I find occasional diversion in when her potential resources in ton. The captain from the anteroom
joint
ORDERED, that the Secretary of
30- Wigwam
1- Serpent
18- Performs
other lines of thoughts. So many, wealth and manpower are taken into responded promptly.
the Senate cause a copy of the above
31Popular
girts
2The
sheltered
side
21-Professional
charges
orders to be published In all the dally
many people must die of violence consideration?”
"Captain Schroff,” Van Hassek in
32- The (Fr.)
3- Bigger
and weekly papers of the State, com
24- Fanciful
within the next year or two that I’ve
Van Hassek snapped out, “That’s structed, "I’m very well satisfied 25mencing January 8. 1941, and continu
35- Plum-like fruit
4- Tumult
Choose
been trying to satisfy myself wheth precisely why she must be attacked with Bromlitz. You may have him 26- To horrify
ing up to and including February 6.
5- Render soft and
36- Abrade
1941. (S. P. 13)
er that will be the end of them.”
on her own soil, because of her la report for the time being to Colonel 30-Triple
37- Stitch
J
tough by heat
A true copy
“You mean that many will die in tent strength.”
6- Local swelling (pi.) 38- Epoch k
ATTEST
•
Bravot Later I may have more 33- Dirt
ROYDEN V. BROWN,
War, I take it, sir,” Benning suggest40- Girl'a nama
7- Make numb' with
34- Percolate
Benning pretended perplexity and Important use for him.”
Secretary of Senate.
J5-Cover
scatteringly
41Low
haunt
shock
(Continued in Saturday's Issue)
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Hi3yMrs.to Nels
Stciaahl wir.
Spring field. Ma

Dress Special

>lr. Stcrdahl has cmploym
» Mrs. Woodrow Bunkpr wi.
Run the Knit-Wits tonight
linn wil be served.

I The

Pre-id .’fit’s Ei-thdn

■he proceed cf whirh w !'
fight infantile paralysih>ld Friday ir. Rrd Mt:.
V sponsored by Ptquoit Tn
r M. and Mei area C-un
lohontas. Music by Arey

,y

f a’

| Mr. and Mrs. Max Coir,
tcrtair.ud Thursday i gh:
loine. The evenings plea
Mured the game of Sorry:
|o Allstcr. Roberts and L. (
Re ershmen '.s wire sirvt;'.
■re.ent were Mr. and Mr
B. Smith, Mr. and Mis.
Roberts. M.ss Edith Hi <
■ linton Thomas.
| Mrs. Ralph Car.dag? ai
ter Elizabeth went Sa.u
Springfield. Mass.. where \
dage has c.nployme..'.

I

\

Union Church Circle v.
tupper in thp vestry at 5 3
day.

V

Gay New Prints’
Navy Blue Military Styles!

Plain Crepe Pastels!

$1.98 and $2.88
Sizes for Women and Misses

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
WHITE gold Elgin wrist watch ln>t
between Paramount and 41 Grace Si
TEl. 19-M
12’li

FOR SALE
FORD Model A for sale. 2-door sedan,
hea'er, good running order, good rub
ber three tires new. Box 572. TEL.
396-R. Rockland____________________ 9 tf
Hsrd wood per root, fitted, $150;
S wed $1 40; long, $1 30 M. B. * C O
PERRY. Tel. 487___________________ l_tf
~ MAHOGANY dining room set. rea
«-n bly priced for quick sale. BURPEE & LAMB. Main St___________ 12*It
NF.W milch Guernsey cow for sale
a'so farm lighting plant, two 32 volt
motors; sleighs, sleds WILSON MER
RIAM. Union, Tel 8-5.___________ 12-14
JUST arrived Carload of Iowa farm
chunks. Must be sdld at once to make
rcom tor another load that is on the
-->u
LEON A. LUDWIG. Newcastle.
Tel .135.__________________________ 12-15
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
for sale. $14 50; Pocahontas lumpy
soft. $9 fl’ted dry hard wood. $1.50 ft
J B PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston 62
1-tf
D&H hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$14 50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $16
ton d«l
M B & C. O. PERRY, £19
Maln.st.. Tel. 487
1-tf

Eggs And Chicks
SC.RI Red Chicks for sale, U. S
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M.
KINNEY. Thomaston, St. George Rd..
Box 49 Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14
I_________________ ___________________ 9-14
WANT—Good results with poultry?
Get. Clements "Maine-Bred'' Reds.
Rocks. Better quality at economical
prices due to cur 4-Farms Co-opera
tion Pullet chicks in all breeds. Write
for free catalogue now. CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS, Rt 33. Wlnterport. Me._______________________________
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched
from 2-year-old hens; also day old
roosters 2c each
W. H. TOLMAN.
Waldoboro. Tel. 153
156-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orden
solicited
H. C. RHODES. Tel 419-J
147-S-tf

NOTICE—Is hereby given of the I s
of deposit book numbered 2017 and
the owner of said book asks for dupll
cate in accordance w.th the provision
of the State Law SECURITY TRUST
CO., Vinalhaven Branch. Jan. 14 194'
_________________________________ 6 Tu-12
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 229. and
the owner of said book asks for dupll
cate In accordance with the provision
of the State Law. SECURITY TRUST
CO., Union Branch, Jan. 11. 1941
5-3-11

ji? Mrs. Doiothy C Clay ter
*rtain tonight at 1uil.v
bridge
V Miss Ernestine Carver
Tltursday
trem Unlver
Maine.
ROcean Bound Rebekah I.
meet tonight.
$ Mrs. Ernes;, Macintosh '
tess Monday to the Antiqi
K The Butterflies met
With Mrs. Annie Patrick
I Miss Beulah Gilchrist
turned from several weel
With relatives in Worceste
■ Mrs. Ambrose Petei oi
Fi i d Greenlaw and M;
Johnson went Monday to 1
in the interest of Red Cro
•The Christian Endeavor i
a supper and social at
Church vestry tonight.
/Mr. and Mrs. Everett Li
teriained The Tailors Wei

H

WANTED
SHIPYARD Welding and burn.ng
taught the all practical way Our 15
years' experience In shipyard work
assured. yQu of proper Instruction Low
tuition, convenient terms
CAPITOL
WF1 DING SCHOOL 290 Forest Ave
Portland. Tel. 3-2451.______________ 11 «2«
BOARDER or roomer wanted. Heated
room and bath. 16 OURDY ST. 12'14
MOTHER'S helper wanted In fam
ily with two children. 3 and 8 years
old. living ne?r Boston No cooking
nor washing. $7 a week and board
BOX 283 Thomaston._____
12 14

EXPERIENCED waitress wanted at
the Hotel Rockland at once. Call e
TEL 580.____________________ 12-14
MEN or Women wanted to take care
of our customers for hardy New Eng
land grown shrubs, roses, fruit and or
namental trees etc., on a full or parttime basis
Excellent pay weekly.
Write OAKLAND NURSERIES. Man
Chester. Conn.
12’lt
USED upright piano wanted In good
condition.
MAINE MUSIC CO
Tci
708. ______
12-14
GIRL wanted for general housework
Including cooking; experienced Apply
56 Masonic St , TEL 823__________ 12-tf
SHAOQY kittens wanted
PERRY
GREENY^ KENNELS, Warren
10*12
BOAT, 25 to 30 ft. wanted, suitable
for Jobsterlng. Must be reasonable.
Write or call MAYNARD BRAY. Owls
Head. Tel. 837-2.___________________1O’12
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM
ING, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W. 137’148-tf

TO LET
•

BY

Ashpit
Y ashpit loss is meant

th

loss due to unburned
Btially
burned coni that

through the grates into th
pit.
This is usually caused
orous and too frequent sh
of the grates. This waste
entirely eliminat
ed by shaking the
grates gently and
only up to the
time that the first
red glow appears
in the ashpit. It is
not necessary to
shake the grates
|
•very time a fresh
charge of coal is
placed in the fur
nace. The number
Of times a day
that grates should be shai
pends upon outside weathi
ditions. Burned out or
grates will also permit uni
■■ ■ .

SMALL, clean rent to let. bath, 1 bookkeeper for Collins, Inc., in i double;
also small furnished apt. P>
Boston.
GREENE ST. Thomaston
11*13
TWO room furnished apt to let;
Stuart McLellan, who is employed
hot water, use of bath. 23 Cedar St
here, passed the weekend at his TEL 865-J________ •__________ 10 12
home in Redstone, N. H
THREE furnished rooms to let for
housekeeping with, private bath
Mrs. Howard Ellis and daughters light
Apply 65 North Main St., TEL 887-M
•
_ _ _ _ luti
Betty and Deanna, have been very _ _ _ _ a
FURNISHED apartment to let. 5
ill with grippe.
rooms, flush, cellar, shed Ea lly heat
Mrs. Pearl Hutchinson visited ed. DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St
___________________12-tf
Wednesday with her daughter, Vir
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St MRS
ginia Cole at Snunset.
FLORA COLLINS. Tel, 579-W.
12-tf
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
Miss Olive Austin, R N., of Ells
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
worth is caring for Mrs D Jewett: tral Station Rent reasonable. Inquire
M ARMATA, The Men’s Shop, Main
Noyes.
& Pjrk Sts., Rockland
7-tf
Miss Vera Libby is home from [ LARGE store with three rooms and
In rear
73 Park St. Center store
Scarboro, called by the death of bath
In block. $6 week V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main St._______________________6 tf
her father Wood Libby.
FOUR room furnished, heated apt
Ava Rich of Isle au Haut was
to let, automatic hot water. At 15
recent guest of Mrs. Margaret Mc- Summer St. H M FROST. Te! 318-W
_______________________ 4-tf
Guffle.
SEVERAL unfurnished apartment'
Mrs. Jessie Gross has been visit to let. centrally located Inquire H S
ing her mother, Mrs. Margaret An LEACH. Tel, 723-R________________ 11-tf

.

.............. ——

THE

FERS01
Fo
With Pap<
Your name and

In Several Desi|
Printed

**■ C

R

HEATED apartment to let, modern
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
Mrs. Lawson Bridges rooms, bath and kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St., or TEL 138
157-tf
(Dorothy Hutchinson)
are
in
TWO or 3-room furnished apt ’
Connecticutt where Mr. Bridges let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
REN or 11 JAMES 8T________
151-tf
has employment.
LARGE heated room and bath to
The Dorothy Gross house on Sea let. $4 week FO6S HOUSE. 77 Park
St. _________________________________ 1-tf
Breeze avenue has been rented by
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limer#r)t
Riley Beal.
St. Inquire at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY

derson.
Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Robbins
are moving to Philadelphia.
C. Montello Harmon, son of Mr
and Mrs. Joseph Harmon, who has
been assistant comptroller of the

I- —

New York World’s Fair the past
five years, has been appointed to
the investigating bureau of the
Navy.

Makes an cxc

TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON
Wrapped in att!

All persons having bills or unpaid taxc3 for the
years 1940-1941 are requested to present them
before the town books are closed on Feb. 3, 1941,

$1.00.

$1

See thi
S. O. HURD, ALLARD S. PIERCE; FRANK R. MALONEY,
Selectmen.

THE C

It AND AU, R. HOPKINS, Collector and Treasurer.
S. O. HURD, Chairman Board of Selectmen.

‘
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Every-Other-DaV

VINALHAVEN

ANE'S
M"R6 OSCAR C. LANB

Correspondent

'lrv

•j.’Vj

4^
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O*'

Xel; Etcraahl went 3atur(
to Springfield. Mass., where
-,l S'.c’dah! has employment. M: Woodrow Bunker will enter,,n the Knit-Wits tonight. Lur.ch,on w 11 be served.
T.e Presicmt’s Ei’thday Ball.
cf which w V. be used
• , fight infantile paralysis will be
: Friday In Red Men hall. It
;ed by Pequoit Tribe I. O.
j; \i and Mcr area Council of Pcnl.i ntas. Music by Arey's orches-

trzccei-.

M: and Mrs. Max Conway en• ,.r. d Thursday Light at their
Tiie evenings' pleasure fea.,d the game of Sorry; awards
Allstcr. Roberts and L. C. Smith.
| Re ’ rshmen'.s were served. Those
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Langtry
lc Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Aliston
r ;.i>rts. Miss Edith Roberts and
|( . • ;i Thomas.
M' Ralph Car.dage and daughFhzabeth went Saturday to
•Springfield. Mass., where Mr. Can|( > iia- employment.
Ur.icn Church Circle will serve
I
if in he vestry at 5 30 Thurs-

Styles!
itels!

$2.88
id Misses

IT AND FOUND
[’I.

,il Elgin wrist watch lout
I’m .miounl and 41 Orace 8t
_____________________ 12*11

CE Is hereby given of the less
book numbered 2017 and
in r of - ild book asks for dupll, . • w.th »be provision
t, l aw SECURITY TRUST
Bran h Jan. 14 194’

6 Tu-12

hereby given of the Ions
■ t. numbered 229. and
...
. ti-ks for dupll
rdanci with ’be provision
• I , V SECURITY TRUST
Inlon Brunch. Jan. 11. 1941
5-S-ll
ICE

1

Cards featured Lire entertainment
and supper was served.
It was a capacity house at the
High School play, in Union Church
vestry. Thursday night and it was
pronounced by the large audience,
a fine performance. The several
characters in the play were finelyinterpreted by the pupils. Much
credit is due Miss Margaret Kinley
of the faculty who shows great
talent as a dramatic coach. A sub
stantial sum was netted from the
per ormance.
The duets. piar.c
and saxophone by Misses Marilyn
and Ruth Carver played between
acts added much to the entertain
ment.
Members of North Haven Chris
tian E.deavor. their counselors and
the Junior Epworth League were
guests Sunday night at Union
Church Christian Endeavor. After
the ceremonies luncheon was
served.

•YARD Welding and burning
• • all practical way. Our 15
in shipyard work
ja of proper instruction bow
ci nvenlent terms
CAPITOI.
■ SCHOOL 290 Forest Ave.
I__________ 11*28
lltDEIl -a ro oner wmted. Heated
iiu b.th 16 OURDY ST 12*14
|1'!KS helper wanted In fam'
and ii years
No cooking
vlr
ailing i7 a week and board
i tan.______
12 14

ERTENCED waitress wanted at

itei I
nee. Call or
i8t
12-14
Women wanted to take care
-to.ners for hardy New Engihrube roses fruit and orr . i ret etc on a full or partExcellent pay weekly.

\K; AND NURSERIES, Man
_____________ 12»lt

•a need in gixid
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel.
12-14
1. anted 1 r general housework.
expe lenced. Applv
III - H!
TEL 82J
12-tf
I’ERIIY
GUY kittens wanted.
10*12
XI. KENNELS. Warren
,I
30 ft wanted, suitable
M I be rei.sonable.
<r rail MAYNARD BRAY. Owl s
Tel 837-2 ________________ 10*12
tNITURE wanted to upholster,
f r and delivered T. J. FIJ5M’ii Birch St.. Tel 212-W. 137’148-tf

ILL clean lent to let. bath, ’.i
almall furnished apt. 19
ME SI
11*13
oom furnished upt to let;
ei u.-e of bath. 23 Cedar St..
5-J
»
10 12
1EE furm-hed rooms to let for
is-keeplr.g with* prlt ate bath
65 'North Main St TEL 887-M
___
11-W
1NISHKD apartment to let. 5
flush cebur. shed Easily heatYEIIA YORK 111 Pleasant St
__ __________________________ 12-tf
>M to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
A COLLINS. Tel 579-W
12-tf
OM tenement with bath to let.
va'ed Opposite Maine ConRent reasonable Inquire
I’M ATA The Men s Shop. Main
k ,-sts Rockland
7-tf
.GE store With three rooms and
Park St Center store
rk $6 week V. F STUDLEY.
aln st _______
g-tf
iH
ii fur:, bed. heated apt
automatic hot water. At 15
H M FROST. Tel 318-W
____________ 4-tf
unfurnished apartments:
centrally located Inquire H S
II. Tel, 723-R_____________ 11-tf
ipartment to let. modem
mences, hard wood floors. Three
hath and kitchenette. Apply
Union SL, or TEL i38
157-tf
0 or 3 room furnished apt to
Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR'T
151-tf
IGE heated room and bath tc»
week
FO63 HOUSE. 77 Park
___________
1-tf
| FITMENT to let at 9 LtmerpcM
n quire at PEOPLES LAUNDF
DRY
1--

York World's Fair the past
years, has been appointed to
investigating bureau of the

HOMASTON
unpaid taxes for the
ted to present them
;d on Feb. 3, 1941.
E. FRANK R, MALONEY,
Selectmen.
olleetor and Treasurer,
n Board of Selectmen.
9-13

"DEACONS I HAVE KNOWN”

Unlike many insects, the cock
roach doesn’t confine his diet to one
or two foods. He banquets on fine
fabrics, grain, wool, leather, bread,
and potatoes. Starch is the cockroache’s favorite diet. This crav
ing for paste leads the roach to
gnaw into books and their bindings
and to peel paper from the wall to
get at the underside. However, the
most serious black mark to be
checked against this bug is that he
carries disease by polluting food as
he travels from place to place, as
serts a writer in the Los Angeles
Times.
There are several thousand spe
cies of cockroaches. The American
roach, the largest species, may grow
two inches long. The body color is
light brown and the adults have
reddish-browh wings.
Compared with many insects the
cockroach lives to an old age. His
life span may extend as much as
five years. Ordinarily it takes him
about a year to get his growth. He
likes the warm and humid conditions
of the home. As the cockroach is
a great water drinker he often is
seen in damp places. This trait ol
his has led to his being called
wrongly a "water beetle.”
Cockroaches go food hunting at
night but spend the day hidden from
sight.

L>

PERSONAL STATIONERY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Thomas Cooper-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; W’CSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; W’TIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; W'LBZ, Bangor.

by Deacon Edward O'B. Burgess

By Dr. Frank Monaghan

Deacon Washburn was the oldest of them He was elected to
that office when the Church was established. After some years he
was ordained and made its Pastor. Bro. Washburn lived to a great
age and 1 probably did not know him for a great many years. His
last years he made his home with one of his daughters in Rockport.
It was said tliai this present edifice was built by his friends for his
use. We always spoke of him as Elder Washburn.
Ottae-s that I recall are Deacon Cyprian Mitchell who was one
of the Deacons of the Church “down on the Hill". Also Deacons
Perkins and Catland. They were beacons when 1 came into the
Church. Afterwards I recall that we elected Deacons Lawry, Whit1

Cockroach Pollutes Food
As He Travels in Homes

How to cut the cost of

NTED

THOMASTON BAPTIST CHURCH

< till IT

I '<-*

««

►J®*-'

Interior view, rrlor to remodel ng

Exterior view, prior to remodel ng

in 1879

in 1879

ccmb and Trowbridge. I have aiways thought that we had superior
deacons in our Church and that they never suffered by comparison
with other Churches.
|b: .eg''
Deacon Sumner came to town from Rockland and established a
jewelry business. I don’t know how many years he had been here
,\l;ss Ernestine Carver returned
before he was elevated to the office of Deacon, and J do not recall
It..iir-day
irem University of
his prayers at all. But I do his remarks. He was not at the weekly
Elaine.
prayer meetings on account of his business but he was constant at
(; un Bound Rebekah Lodge will
the Sunday evening services in which he always took part. I am
thinking that he was younger than Lawry and Trowbridge and that
lined tonight.
he was very loyal to our Pastor, Dr. Mathews. He was here about
Mrs. Ernest Macintosh was hosthe time that our meeting house was remodeled and rededicated In
-> Monday to the Antique Club.
1879. I well remember that 1 was drafted, with others of the younger
The Butterflies met Saturday
fellows, to serve as ushers. 1 was given the western aisle as my
with Mrs. Annie Patrick.
bailiwick. Deacon Sumner was among the pew renters on my aisle.
AJr.nit that time the meeting house property had come into the hands
Mi s Beulah Gilchrist has re
of a corporation that had been formed into a Society. The funds or
lumed from several week's visit
the money for the support of the Gospel was raised by renting the
hull relatives in Worcester. Mass.
pews. The pews were valued or priced according to their location
.Mrs Ambrose Peterson, Mrs.
and persons leasing them paid the assessed value annually. Under
red Greenlaw and Mrs. Julia
the old system the pews had been assessed according to their desir
ability. Then a sale was duly advertised and in some cases the pews
ii. 1,11 wer.t Monday to Portland
brought a premium price. If 1 was a person who was well "fixed”
. the interest of Red Cross work.
I attended and bought the pew that I wanted against all comers.
The Christian Endeavor will held
Then I was given a deed of same just as if I had bought a piece of
upper and social at Union
real estate. I could sell the same to whomever I wished. Then, in
('inirch vestry tonight.
making improvements on the edifice or in support of the Gospel the
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby enpew owners were assessed accordingly. If an owner failed to pay
Subscribe to The Courler-Garett* his assessment his pew was advertised and sold to the highest bidder.
I lamed The Tailors Wednesday.
On my aisle the pews were quite well taken or rented and in
many instances were filled on each Sabbath so that it was necessary
to keep in mind the comings and goings of my renters. If I knew
of the absence of any of my good people I felt at liberty to put visit
ors in their pew. I recall that one Sabbath—perhaps more, but one
at least—I put too many in the good deacon's pew so that some one
of
his family was crowded out. Of course, it was too bad and 1 felt
Heating Your Home
sorry. He came to me and said that it would be a good idea if T
was having too much business to speak to the proper officials about
it and ihat they might be assigned regular sittings. Of course, it
was alright after a day or so.
AMtIICA'S HOMI HIATINO IxrttT
1 was talking about this meeting with one of our good brothers
recently and asked what he could remember of Deacon Trowtbridge.
He at once warnied up and told of one cold morning how he went
to the R. it. Station. There was a man which in old days we would
Ashpit and Radiation Loss
call a tramp. Some of us recall what they were in those days and
how different from what we now call by that name. Dirty and ragged
coal to fall into the ashpit.
Dy ashpit loss is meant the heat
loss due to unburned or par
and all that goes with it. Other men were standing about, sort ol'
Radiation loss means loss of
tially burned coal that falls
commiserating with him, when the good deacon came in. Sizing
heat that is thrown into the base
through the grates into the ash
ment by uncovered boilers, warm
things up he asked them to wait a few minutes. He went out and
pit.
air ducts, hot water lines or
in a few minutes returned with a good warm meal for the tramp.
steam lines. In this respect they
This is usually caused by vig
This brother said that this made such an impressiion on him tiiat
act as radiators. If it is necessary
orous and too frequent shaking
he never forgot it.
to heat a basement room, do so
of the grates. This waste can be
The gotxi brother developed TB late in life and asked to be re
by means Of
•ntirely eliminat
lieved
ol' the duties of that office. Brother Newcombe referred to
equipment where
ed by shaking the
him as a “Prince Of Israel”. 1 recall what I had heard about him
by
the
heat
out

grates gently and
put can be con and always considered him one of the remarkable conversions for
only up to the
’
AIM
which 1 considered Thomas famous.
trolled.
time that the first
COAl
When the remodeling of the meeting house is spoken of, I always
According
to
red glow appears
r
think of good I>eacon Catland. I presume that Deacon Perkins was j
heating specifica
in the ashpit. It is
tions, all boilers
as old or older than Deacon Catland. But he was not as active be- j
not necessary to
should be covered
cause of his deafness. Deacon Catland passed on to Glory in 1893 |
>hake the grates
Vo*
with 21r> inches of
every time a fresh
after a membership of 63 years. 1 knew him in the Church for near- i
asbestos cement
charge of coal is
ly 20 years and I naturally judge his whole life by those years. He '
\
or its equivalent.
placed in the fur
was active in his way and he was one in whom his pastor could take
Over-heated base
nace. The number
delight.
I recall so many things—amusing in a quiet way, and things
ments may mean
of times a day
that I shall never forget because of their associations. When the
chilled
rooms
upstairs.
Make
I'hat grates should be shaken de
Church was remodeled, our brother had to quite a degree lost his
sure that your heating plant is
pends upon outside weather con
eyesight. He delighted in singing at the prayer meetings so a spe
properly
insulated.
ditions. Burned out or warped
cial lamp was arranged for him beside one of the stanchions in the
DID
Ii; ates will also permit unburned
vestry, beside which he could sit and enjoy all the light he desired
for his hymn book. At that time we ventilated the vestry by open
ing the ventilators over the vestry doors. 1 so well recall that one
evening the air became offensive in the Vestry and our Pastor asked
for ventilation. One of the brothers opened one of the ventilators.
THE LATEST VOGUE IN
The air drawing down on the good deacon's head, he turned about
and remarked that if that ventilator was kept open he would be
obliged to change his seat. The ventilator was closed as it would
be an imposition to oblige him to change his seat.
Brother Catland was named chairman of a committee in 1835.
For Men and Women
to draw plans for a Meeting House. He was only 27 years old at
the time. I so much enjoy imagining the holy joy that filled his
soul
and how' he exulted at the final remodeling in 1879. What must
With Paper and Envelopes to match
it have been? I was one of those who thought the decorations and
Your name and address or monogram printed
frescoing of the ceiling was particularly beautiful and glorious even
if rather gaudy. What wonder was it, that once when the edifice
on each
was being repainted, he should come'with his garden sprinkler and
endeavor to lay the dust in the road in front of the Church to pre
In Several Designs and Colors of Ink and Paper
vent its defiling the paint that was making it more beautiful.
I have been told that as a member of the choir, he was probably
Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets
useful, as so'many are, but perhaps at times he was rather a trial*
because of his years. When it was issued about that he, intended
having “teeth” (artificial, I mean) some of the members were rather
pleased. But. after the job was started he announced that he could
sing better without them than he could with them. These light
things call to my mind, just a little more vividly, his acts and life
that must have made their impression on the community as well as
the Church.
Deacon Lawry many of us remember as the Supt. of our Sab
bath School for years on years. As such he stands out in great
prominence. 1 guess he was the brainiest of the men that I knew
j as a Deacon. He was very precise and careful w hat he said. 1 re
call hearing it said that he would not say a word, publicly without
having time to turn it over and over in his mind.
Perhaps Deacon Whitcomb is remembered by more of the present
membership than the others I have named. 1 can't recall to mind that
' I ever voted at any of the elections of Deacons, but of course I have.
1 1 feel that I was better acquainted with Bro. WTiitcomb than any or
those that I have mentioned. I shall never forget the shock that I
experienced when I learned of his sudden death. I had called at his
home the evening before, talking of Church matters. And then to
realize that I should never talk with him again, was a tremendous
shock. I have been told that one of our Pastors remarked that if he
ever erred, it was on the side of right. He was one of Pastor NewMakes an excellent and useful Christmas or
combe's right hand men. He was particularly interested in the fin
Birthday Gift
ances. Brother Newcombe was very likely to forget the collection
on the Sabbath services and Bro. Whitcomb took it on himself to
see that he did not. To do this he commonly sat in a front seat
Wrapped in attractive gift boxes at prices from
pew armed with one of the envelopes. As the good Deacon realized
that our Pastor w’as about to forget the collection, he waved this
$1.00. $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 per box
envelope
in the air and our Pastor announced tlmt the usual collec
Postage 15c Extra
tion would now be taken. Those of us w’hose seats were so that we
could see all this w’ere always highly amused.
See this full line of samples at
These are the Deacons that 1 can remember. 1 hope that I have
not wearied von in the narration and that you have enjoyed it as
much as I have in the telling. Naturally, this would have devolved
on our Senior Deacon, but on account of illness it seems to have
fallen to me. I can’t help thinking how much more honor he would
have paid to these departed brothers in Christ than I have done.

Dorothy C. Clayter will enliutain tonight at luncheon and
M:
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Hittorical Contullant for
Cavalcade of America

We're c’edicatirg the cclumn to
a corslde.ation cf Firnan Kaddie
teday for three reasons. First .
fcr sc hvmb’.e and unpretentious a
dish ... it has thousands of loyal
rosters. Secondly because no less
a person than Kenneln Roberts
asked us tc scurry around and pro
duce some good finnan haddie
lecipes, if possible a few Copley
Flaza and Parker House master
pieces. This we did. and Glenn
Sherrard ar.d Arthur Race sent us
ro many fine variations and ver
sons it will take a column to print
them. Listen and learn the savory
concoctions it's possible to produce
with "detvneast haddie.”
Finnan Haddie Delmcnico is
very famous at the Copley Plaza
so we'll start with that. Place fin
nan haddie in a saucepan and
cover with cold water, salt to taste
and bring to a boil. Drain and
flake, ar.d for two cups of finnan
haddie use two cups of light cream
sauce and two small boiled sliced
potatoes. Boil cream sauce, sliced
potatoes and fish together for five
minutes, season, if necessary, pour
into an au gratin dish, sprinkle
with grated Parmesan cheese and
melted butter and bake until gold
en b.own. (Two servings there.)
For Ccpley Plaza Finnan Haddie.
English Style, the Finnan, Haddie
is boned, placed in a baking dish,
covered with salted milk, then
baked slowly, the dish covered, for
20 minutes. Parsley Potatoes and
buttered beets and a tossed green
(«?
salad seem to belong with this.
Finnan Haddie Florentine Style
is another Copley Plaza favorite
made exactly like Delmonico Style
except that the potatoes are omit
M-ytor-old
ted and a cup of boiled spinach is
claimant with
placed in the bottom of the baking
4ailm£ aysri^ht
because he
oddadtlMtseo
k lost’ a croquet
dish, then the Finnan Haddie in
Occident claim,
, o 5-year-old
cream sauce, then grated Parme
(or“extra unbey hit his nur/emoid
• nezzary roodon’the heod with ci
san cheese and the whole baked,
• in^"* involved
mo Het’, raising a bump
uncovered, until golden brown.
in 2oio6 ove<(ond a Mobility Queztior^e
rettlement paper/*
Finnan Haddie Mexican, (Frcm
Parker House. Boston,) (for two)—
Fourteen ounces cleaned and diced
......
Finnan Haddie, 14 ounces light
cieam sauce. 2 tablespoons uiced
green peppers. 2 tablespoons diced
red peppers, 1 cunce butter.
ecaustf she. did
In cne sauce pan place 'he fin
not like the re^lectnan
haddie and cover with coid
•ion o/ her
4 dress in a s+ora
water. Bring to a boil and drain
A
win d o w,
on
HI
off the water.
74+hrewz a brick
j
/ >
through +he
In another sauce pan, place 1
\
pla+'t $ toss •
ounce
of butter and the red and
A
,V
green peppers and fry for four or
\\
five minutes. Place the finnan
haddie in the sauce pan with the
peppers and add the cream sauce.
Beil fcr an additional six or seven
in •
n auto occidtnt
minutes.
Season to taste with salt
revealed a «4*a( mate
and pepper. If the mixture is too
driver, blind in or* eye
and hiz eld cor wth no
thick, thin by adding a little light
broke/, lijbtz O' >-B.-n
cream. Serve very hot.
M4HII AND <ASI *LTV (<»WP*M '
Finnan Haddie A La Parker
House, < From Parker House, Bostten)—Beil L-cunce piece cf finnan
To those of us who remain, surely our lines have fallen to us in haddie, for 10-12 minutes, cook ac
pleasant places and we have a goodly heritage. Let us carry on as cording to thickness. Remove skin
the Lord would have us and dieliver that heritage to our successors and'bones. Add meat to one-third
without being belittled in any way.
cup th.n cream sauce made with
THE FOLLOWING MEN HAVE SERVED AS DEACONS:
light cream, 1 piece butter, 1 hard
1816 C. Sumner.
1875 boiled egg cut in 8 pieces, salt and
Job Washburn,
1883
1822 Samuel Whitecmb
John Barnard.
1886 pepper to taste. Let it steam in
1822 Edward Brown.
Henry Swasey,
1830 Edward O'B Burgess,
1888
Joel Miller.
1922 saute pan fcr five minutes, peur
1832 Henry B Shaw.
William Butler.
1922 into baking dish, sprinkle a little
1832 Willis K Jordan.
Abel Hildreth.
1935
1834 Francis I Tillson.
Joseph Catland.
1936 grated cheese on top. Bake in hot
1837 Fred Wyllle.
Cyprian Mitchell.
1938
1844 John B Paulsen.
Asa Perkins.
1940 oven for five minutes and then
1873 Millard Gilmore,
Edwin Trowbridge.
1873
R M Lawry.
give a golden color under broiler.
Serve at once.
Brciled Finnan Haddie Maitre
D Hotel—9-ounce cut of finnan
.•.v.’Z-.-X.t.'.s*.*.-.
haddie, center cut preferred. Brush
with olive oil, broil on slow fire,
dress with Maitre d"Hotel Butter.
Recipe for butter—Patty of fresh
butter, dash chopped parsley, dash
lemon juice, pinch salt, mixed well.
Serve with not baked potato and
lemon wedge.
Jellied Custard — one envelope
Knox Sparkling Gelatine,
cup
1^
cold water, ti cup hot milk, 3
tablespoons sugar, 3 eggs, >, teaspconful salt, vanilla flavoring, 1
cup cold milk.
Soften gelatine in cold water.
Add hot milk and stir until gela
tine is dissolveu.
Add slightly
beaten eggs, sugar and salt. Stir
well. Add cold milk and flavoring.
Pour into mold that has been
linsed in cold water and chill. A
delicious dessert served with fresh
fruit in season or canned fruit.
Mold may be lined with split lady
fingers.
REEDOM of the press and free
dom of speech are rights vitally
necessary to guarantee the orderly
operation of democratic Institu
tions. They are justly and deeply
cherished by Americans, for they
have long been foundation stones of
the American way of life. They
were won and maintained by the
exertions (even the sufferings) of
many good and brave men. By and
large, we have enjoyed these rights
ever since they were written Into
the Federal Constitution. Several
-J
times. In the midst of grave emer
gencies, It has been necessary to
modify them temporarily for the
common safety. But once, in 1798,
they were notoriously curbed and
abridged without justification. It is
in connection with this episode of
the Alien and Sedition Acts, passed
Thomas Cooper
by the Federalist Party under John
Adams, that we encounter one of Cooper published a perfectly valid
the most interesting men in the criticism of President Adams, and
long struggle for a free press In was prosecuted. After a long trial
America: Thomas Cooper.
in 1800 he was found guilty and
In 1798 the United States felt sentenced to six months in jail and
that war with France was immi a fine of four hundred dollars. The
nent;, and the dominant political fine was paid and the six months
party, the Federalists, took this were served. There was grave
hysteria as a fine opportunity to doubt about the constitutionality of
silence their political opponents by the law under which he had been
muzzling the press. The Sedition convicted. It expired by limitation
Act made it illegal for any reason and Cooper began the long fight to
to speak or spread "false, scan get Congress to admit that the
dalous or malicious” writing against legislation had been unwise and
the government, the Congress or void. Year after year friends peti
the President. Federalist judges tioned Congress to repay the fine
Interpreted this to mean that one with interest. Finally in 1850, fifty
cou’4. not poke even a little mild years after the trial and eleven
fun at governmental officers. It after Cooper's death. Congress /ewas one of the most hasty and un paid his heirs. Cooper was dead,
reasonable measures ever enacted but he had won his fight for the
freedom of the press.
into law.

F
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MENU
Breakfast
Chilled Orange Juice
Country Scrapple and
Scrambled Eggs
Coffee
Toast

Lunch
Baked Macarcr.l and Cheese
Bran Muffins
Apple, Date ai d Celery Salad
Tea

Dinner
Ace Beef Bouillon
Toasted Crackers
‘Broiled Flnr.an Haddie
‘Maitre d’Hotel Butter
Delmcnico Potatoes
BrSccoll Hollandaise

Apple Whip

Cookies
•Recipes given.

Coffee

IHE LYRIC MUSE

Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
Publication Limited to Brief
WATCHING THE SNOW
(TK1O1.ET)
[For The Courler-Oazette 1
Watching the snow and the : moke and
the wires,
Blind to the patterns changing there
The man In the pullman chair per
spires.
Watching the snow nnd the smoke
and the wires.
lie pulls out u pistol, and muffling It
fires
His eyes, unwinking, continue t>
stare.
Watching the kihiw and the smoke
and the wires,
Blind to the patterns changing there
Stephen Allen Lavender
Thomaston.

•t

K H «*.

COURAGE
| For The Courler-Gazettej
Men ol the world’s adventure
Command a spirit clean.
Stand tor daring, men of sorrow.
Fight for right In dally mien.
On this earth made dark with wrong.
Pray each hour and every morrow
For the restless surging throng
To awaken and stampede
From this gruesome hate and greed
That has caught them In Its thong
K S F.
Rockland.

PRINCIPAL AT STONINGTON
Edgar R. Crozier, formerly of
Brownville, is the new principal of
Stonington High School at Stoning
ton. Mr. Crozier is a graduate of
the University of Maine and a can
didate for a M A. degree. For the
past six and a half years, he has
been principal of Brownville High
School, having come from Sedgwick.
Mr. Crozier has a wife and two
children who will join him soon in
Stonington.

D Comodoto Hotel « cen-

ttally located ju»« a wh-P01
bom all activity Rateslrom

WOO double.

$2 50 single.

with tub and shower bath

Modem air-cooled colle*
shop oliers the finest food at
moderate prices

Popular

cocktail lounge.
Under the
Personal Direction

\»v

Io~Ph H- Adan*
Manager

1

Z4

111

11

?

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer*
ent, they're hard to change. So it pays to make
food first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some ’’corner card” ideas. We may he
able to save you some money, too.
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VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

eiTOMODORO
S w Hr^t St.
nt 2nd A**

.

Mianu. Florida -
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’
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ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalliaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Ilaut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island.
Ar. 6.IN)
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8 30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland.
I,v. 1.30
119-U

niPK’s

WASTE DISPOSAL
SERVICE
All Waste, Rubbish, Etc.. Taken
Care Of.
Prompt, Dependable
Service. General Trucking.
PHONE 8841
DICK’S SERVICE STATION
Main St.. Corner Winter

Every-Other-Day '■ Every-Other-Day
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Mr and Mrs. Bruno Mazzeo, re
cently of Rockland, are occupying
the upstairs apartment in the home
of Mr. and Mrs Nicholas Anzalone,
Dunn street.
Averill Reed and sister, Mrs. Lu
cille Blackington of Portland, spent
Sunday with their mother, Mrs.
Leona Reed.
W.C.T.U. met Friday night at
Mrs. Eleanor Clark’s home. Plans
were made for a public supper to be
held Feb. 14 in the Baptist vestry.
Mrs. Martin Webber, Mrs. Hubert
F. Leach and Mrs. Clark comprise
the committee in charge of the sup
per, and Rev. C. Vaughn Overman
of Rockport, will be in charge of
the program.
General Knox Chapter. D A.R.
will meet Monday at 3 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. Arthur J Elliot.
Miss Annie L. Bunker, who has
been spending the Winter with Mr.
and Mrs. Orvel Williams, went to
Bangor last night for a visit.
The meeting of the Federated
Circle this afternoon at the vestry,
will be followed by a public supper
at 6 o’clock.
Thursday Club will meet this
week at Mrs. Weston's home.
Miss Lucy Rokes and Mrs. Wil
liam Boynton were high scorers at
the meeting of the Contract Club
held Friday at the home of Mrs.
Arthur J. Elliot.. Mrs. Albert B.
Elliot was a substitute. The meet
ing Friday will be held at the home
of Mrs Lee W Walker.
Williams-Bra^ier Auxiliary met
Friday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Weston Young. It was voted
to contanbute $50 for a dental clinic
and $5 to buy a tuberculosis bond.
Mrs. E. P Starrett was appointed
chairman of a committee to take
charge of a food sale to be held
Friday afternoon at A. J. Donald
son's Store.
Rev. and Mrs. Donald F. Perron
and sons, Bruce and Duane, left
yesterday for Camp Dix, N. J., Rev.
Mr. Peyton having been called for
one year's training in the organ
ized reserve corps of the U. S
Army, of which he has been a mem
ber since 1938 Rev. Mr. Perron
will be a chaplain and will have
the rank of first lieutenant. Rev.
H S. Kilborn, pastor emeritus, and
Mrs. Kilborn, are expected to ar
rive shortly from North Weymouth,
Mass., to take up the duties of Rev
and Mrs. Perron for the year of
Mr. Perron’s absence.
Rep. and Mrs. Wnliam T Smith
and son, William T. Smith, Jr.,
nave arrived home after a pro
longed stay in Boston due to the
illness of Rep. Smith who is now
much improved in health.
Miss Stella Drake has returned
to West Upton. Mass., after a va
cation spent with her sister Mrs.
William Stackpole.
Wallace J. Smalley

Wallace J. Smalley, 62, a watch
man at O S Walker Co., Inc., died
Jan. 23 at his home in Worcester,
Mass. Formerly he had been sani
tary engineer at Norton Co., 15
years.
He was born in St. George, son of
the late Frank S and Maria (Gilchrest) Smalley, and had lived 25
years in this city. He was a mem
ber cf St. George Lodge, I.OO.F.,
cf Maine, and attended Greendale
People's Church.
He leaves his wife, Clara J.
(Jamesont Smalley, and a daugh
ter, Miss Ruth M Smalley of Wor
cester.
Funeral services were held Satur-

A Clean Sweep
for the New Year
1 at a Bargain!
FULLER FIBER

BROOM
Voted most popular
by millions of women.
It takes the hard
work out of
weeping.

% GALLON FULLUSTRE

$1.39
Keeps hard
wood and linoleum floors
looking their
best. Easily
applied. Dries
bright without
polishing.

FULLUSTRE
t<MM

HOO* FOC5H

cut TODAY —OFFER LIMITED
FLORIAN CLARK
Ixscal Dealer

93 Limerock St. Tel. 431W

Junior Rubinstein Club Wins Acclaim

Rockland League of
Women Voters

xjda o. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
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The Methodist Ladies Aid will
1 meet in the vestry Wednesday at
I 2 oclock. A measuring’ party will
1 be held at 7 33. An excellent pro
gram is being prepared by a com
mittee cf which Mrs. Forest Magee
is chairman. The Young people
will put on a radio broadcast and
the choir will assist with chorus
| singing, sclos and duets. Re fresh I ments will be served by members.
I Those attending will drop the
1 number cf pennies for their waist
lines, one for each inch of meai surement, in. the box at the dcor.
Mrs. Helen Hunt was weekend
Miss A. Janet Henry, daughter of
guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. Arthur J. Henry of Thomaston,
is a candidate for the Snow Bowl Dean.
Doris Mae Hopkins, daughter of
Queen contest in connection with the
Camden Winter Sports Carnival Feb. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hopkins, en
14-15-16. Miss Henry is 21 years of j tertained 15 friends at a skating
age and is employed at the Thomas- j party at the Snow Bowl Saturday
ton Cafe. She is fond of all out afternoon in honor of her eighth
door sports, skating being her fa birthday. After spending the aft
ernoon in the bracing air cf Hos
vorite.
*
mer Pond, they returned to the
home
of the hostess and enjoyed
day at Putnam Funeral Parlors,
sandwiches,
hot chocolate and
Rev. Carl D. Skillin, acting pas
birthday
cake.
Those present were:
tor of Greendale Church officiat
Joyce
Pettapiece,
Patsy Kelley,
ing. Burial will be in Thomaston
in the Spring.—From the Worces Sandra Thursday, Betty Thurston,
Sina Hansen, Bradford Jameson,
ter Daily Telegram.
Jane Carter, Douglas Green, June
Pettapiece, Joan Eupeo, MaryMONHEGAN
A series of minor accidents has Kelleher, Janice Cookson, Betty
prevailed throughout the island for Kochs and two older girls who
the past week. Hiram Colcmy helped with the party, Katherine
tripped over some object on the Hcbbs and Velma CoLson. Douglas
beach causing a fall which result Joy was invited but was unable
ed in a bruised chin. Raymond to attend.
The Masonic Assembly will be
Chadwick got in the pathway of
heldThursday.
a rolling barrel, upon overtaking
him, pinning his leg but with no
Word was received by Arthur
serious damage. While preparing Dean, Belfast, road, Monday of the
to haul his traps, Dwight Stanley sudden death of Carter Phelps,
fell, striking an oil can. The fall Jan. 21, in the office cf a friend in
was heavy enough to dent the can, San Fracisco, where he was on
leaving a very sore chest for Mr. business. Mr. ’ Phelps was well
Stanley.
knowrn here. Burial took place in
Capt. Earl Field was mailman California.
last Tuesday. Carrying the mail
Funeral services will be held at
in his party boat Sylvia, he sub the residence Tuesday at 2 o’clock
stituted for Capt. Earl Starrett for Elizabeth Maddocks. 75, who
who had gone westward where he died late Friday night at her home
was engaged to tow a scow to on Elm street. She was the wife
Portsmouth. The recent storm de of Eden C. Maddocks and1 was a
layed his returning to Thomaston native of England. A great deal of
as planned.
her time w-as spent in her large
On a stormy day one can find flower garden which was a joy to
Capt. Raymond Shadwick busy in her. Besides her husband, she
his boat shop. He is laying the leaves tw-o brothers, Leslie and
keel for a 33-foot boat, a combina Joshua Marshall, both of Camden;
tion of seine and lobster boat. One and two sisters, Nellie Maurer of
of its features is a drop deck built Rockland and Emma Crittenden of
forward making the boat self-bail Bristol, Conn. Rev. Weston P. Hol
ing; life boat plan. He expects to man will officiate at the services.
launch the craft June 1.
An exciting afternoon was spent
Capt. Earl Field visited Boothat the Lodge House Saturday aft
bay Harbor this week in the lob ernoon when Philip Montgomery,
ster smack Gull.
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Mont
Dwight Stanley went to the
gomery observed his eighth birth
mainland Thursday. He will visit day by entertaining friends at a
Russell Davis in Thomaston.
luncheon and Winter sports. Philip
Capt. Ford Davis walked over
is a great skiing enthusiast for his
slippery paths to Lobster Cove eight years. Those present at his
this week. For one who has been
party were: Spencer Apollcnio,
as ill as he, this was quite a feat.
Robert Witham. Bradford Jame
Regardless of ccld weather and son, Peggy and Mary Connelly,
snow, Monhegan always has a Jane Carter, Barbara Rich, Emer
touch of green to tide it over the son McCobb, Bill Foxwell and
Winter months. This week after
David Montgomery-.
the snow had disappeared from
Word was received over the
the gardens Phyllis Chadwick's
weekend
that Mrs. E. Kent Hub
pansy bed w*as as fresh as Spring
bard.
for
years a prominent and
and fiery cross foliage made its
active
Summer
resident at “Norappearance in Mrs. Fred Town
umbega,
”
died
suddenly
Saturday
send’s garden. A robin chirped
morning
in
Florida
where
she and
and a pair of ravens wheeled high
Mr.
Hubbard
were
vacationing.
overhead. But a rainbow circle
The Queen's Supper at the Snow
ornamented the sun, warning thrt
Bowl,
Saturday night was attended
a snow storm was in the making.
by
14
and a fine supper was en
The island is not without com
joyed.
High
School girls in charge
pany. Feathered friends brighten
of
Patricia
Hatch
acted as wait
many dull hours. A bronze grackle,
resses.
A
supper
was held also
five rusty blackbirds, seven juncos,
Monday
for
the
members
cf the
five robins, three seng sparrows,
Skating
Club,
with
around
25
pres
one white-breasted nuthatch, a
large flock of pine grosbeak and ent.
white-winged crossbills, and many
The Friday Club will meet this
chickadees fill the days with week with Mrs. Eugene Thomas
amusement; not forgetting the at which time Mrs. L. L. Sykes
water birds such as black ducks, will begin a new book “Maine
red-breasted and common mer Memories' by Herbert G. Jones.
gansers, dovekies. loons, old-squaw
The Elm Street Reading Club
and one heron, adding interest to met Monday night with Mrs.
a walk along the shcre. At the Seal Carleton P. Wood. A new book
Ledges, seals bask in the sunshine; j "From Off Island ’ by Riggs, is be
with them is a dirty-white seal.
ing read by Mrs.. Henrietta Mar
Thomas Orne’s truck is like the tin.
well known rhyme. ‘New you see
Miss Dorothy Mitchell had as
me. now you don’t.” While load
weekend guest Irving Moulton of
ing ice the gears came in contact Scarboro.
with a snag suspending trucking
Mrs. Theodore Ross is a guest
service in that particular vehicle.
Residents missed seeing it bouncing in town.
Miss Althea Rokes, Vivian Hod
along Main street. Then Thursday
son,
Barbara Payson and Arlene
out she came again, and "Tom” was
Knowlton
left Sunday for Palm
zooming along as usual with his dog
Beach,
Fla.,
where the have em
Gyp seated beside him. Everything
was going fine until the truck be ployment at the Biltmore Hotel.
came mixed up with a ditch; into
The Baptist Philathea Class was
the garage it went again. But Fri entertained Friday night at the
day saw the car doing business You home of Mrs. Lloyd Sykes, with
just can’t beat that "Chevy."
Mrs. Chalres C. Wood and Miss
Flora Wright as assisting hostesses
The evening was devoted to Red
TENANT’S HARBOR
Robert Reid is in the Army and Cross work and games. Dainty
stationed at Fort Warren in Boston refreshments were served from an
Harbor He expects to go to Texas attractive buffet table with Mrs.
Blanchard Greenlaw pouring and
in the near future.
Mrs. Mary' Mills of Gloucester Mrs. John Tibbetts ar.d, Mrs. Mar
visiting Mr and Mrs. Herbert A. garet Spruce, assisting in serving.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
Harris.
meet
Wednesday at the parlors.
James Bald recently went to Con
The
Congregational La does Circle
necticut where lie expects to find
will do Red Cross work Wednesday
employment.

Follow The Trend

ROCKPORT

Tel. 2229

Members of the Thomaston High School Orchestra in their new coats. Front row, left to right: Betty
Fales, Leona Frisbee, Virginia Roes, Eleanor Gregory, John Dana. Back row: Beverly Kirkpatrick, Mildred
Leach, Virginia Foster, Buddy Fales, Jimmy Dana. Sally Gray, Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, director. In the front cen
ter is Joseph Richards.
—Photo by Cullen.

The Junior Rubinstein Club pre
sented a program Thursday night
at the High School In Thomas
ton for the TH.S. orchestra, whose
director is Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn.
At a social hour, enjoyed after the
program, refreshments were served
by the mothers of the members of
the orchestra, Eleanor Gregory
wen the prize in a very interesting
musical guessing game.
Miss June Chatto was chairman
of the pregram. The hosts giving
the opening and closing numbers.
Mrs. E. F. Berry is director of the
Junior Rubinstein Club chorus.
Junior Rubinstein Club History,
read by June Chatto
T.H.S. Orchestra History.
read by Beverly Kirkpatrick
On Parade.
Zamecnik
T.H S Orchestra
Mrs Sanborn, director
Piano duet Polly,
Zamecnik
Gloria Witham. Kathleen Blackman
Piano solo -Scarf Dance.
Chaminade
Eaine Poust
Vocal solo—I’ll See You Again. Coward
Josephine Buckminster
acc. Dorothy Havener
Piano solo— Rag Doll.
Brown
Virginia Pinkham
Chorus—Nightfall, arr. from
Love Hream,
Liszt
Junior Rubinstein Chorus
acc. Mrs. Snow
Mrs. Berry directing
Piano solo—C Sharp Minor Pre
lude,
Rachmaninoff
Dorothy Havener
Chorus—Big Brown Bear. Mana-ZuccM
Junior Rubinstein Chorus
,
acc Mrs. Snow
Mrs. Berry director
Ambassador Mirch.
Zamecnik
T.H S. Orchestra

afternoon at the Elm Street pariah
house.
Heal-Owen

Miss Ruth Owen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred W. Owen of this
town and Elmer Earl Heal,
sen of Ernest P. Heal of
Lincolnville were united in mar
riage at the Methodist parsonage,
Friday night by Rev. Weston P.
Holman, the single ring ceremony
being used. Attending the couple
were Miss Mary Thurlow and Miss
Sybil Heal, a sister of the groom.
The bride is a graduate of Cam
den High School in 1937 and has
been employed at the Community
Hospital for some time. She is a
person of great musical ability,
having appeared at many social
functions as a singer. Mr. Heal is
in the employ of Hyde Windlass
Co. of Bath, but expects to enter
the Navy’ Yard1 in Portsmouth, N.
H. in the near future, where they
will make their future home.
The bride wore an ensemble of
black and aqua and wore a corsage
of talisman roses, while the two
attendants wore Teal blue with
brown and brown and tan, each
wearing corsages of pink roses and
sweet peas. Best wishes are ex
tended this popular couple.

MARTINSVILLE
Miss Margaret Marriott enter
tained the “63ers” Wednesday night.
Mrs. Henry Lowell and Dr. E. R ■
Moss were high scorers.
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder recently fell,
wrenching her leg and hip badly.
Among those recovering from the
prevailing epidemic are Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Thompson. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Black, Mrs. Wallace W’atts,
Herbert and Malcolm Pierson and
Mrs. William Harris.
Frank Crockett is at home con
valescing from pneumonia.
j
Helen Hupper is confined to her '
home with a throat abscess.

Recordings In Review
These Records May Be
Heard At Maine Music
Co., Rockland

Comes Jazz (Set C-40, Columbia)
is the first of the recordings this
w eek. This was made by Bud Free
man and his famous Chicagoans.
An album devoted to the music
which is old’ to some but new to
others. One of the great features
of this album is not only the excellent solo playing of Bud Freeman but the rejuvenated playing
of the unique Jack Teagarden,
where Jack is at his relaxed best
Grange Installation
Ocean View’ Grange held its an because he is accompanied by mu
nual installation of officers Mon sicians of the first caliber. It is
day night. After the business meet true that Beiderbecke and Tesing, these officers were installed In ■ chemacher are gone, but their
an impressive manner by State ! spirit does remain in discs like
Deputy Fred Maxey of Thomaston: these which are all too rare today.
Two numbers from Benny Good
Master, Christine Crockett; over
man
and his new band are Taking
seer, David Ervine; lecturer, Katna
Chance
on Love (Columbia 35869)
erine Morris; steward. Albert Watts.
and
Frenesi
(Columbia 35863).
Jr.; assistant steward, Donald
These
are
two
grand
new numbers
Clark; chaplain, Montaford Hupper;
and
prove
that
the
new
’ Goodman
treasurer, Rosa Seavey; secretary
band*
is
up
to
the
former
one. In
Gertrude Hupper; gatekeeper, Linthe
first
disc,
Helen
Forrest
takes
w-cod Hooper; Ceres, Emma Lehtithe
vocal
position
but
in
the
sec
nen; Pomona, Marion Dowling;
Flora, Enid Monaghan; lady assist ond, the orchestra is featured
alone with no vocalist.
ant steward, Doris Seavey.
On an Okeh record (No. 5976)
The aides were: Mrs. Fred Maxey,
regalia and emblem bearer; Mrs. Lawrence Welk and the Cham
Alice Glidden, marshal; Ira Perry pagne Music present Little Sleepy
and Clifford Allen, aides to the floor; Head. This is a good disc with
Mrs. Ira Perry, chaplain; Mrs. plenty of swing to the smooth piece.
Emma Kinney, pianist; Mrs. Ruby Tony Leonard lakes the vocal spot
light with Eddy Duchin and his
Allen, soloist.
Following the installation a pro orchestra in Let’s Dream This One
gram wras presented. Music was fur Out (Columbia 35913). This is a
nished by Capt. and Mrs. Charles grand job well done and one to
Allen and daughter Barbara and be remembered.
The Ol’ Professor lines ’em up
George Pease.
Buffet lunch of birthday cake, again this week with You Say the
sandwiches and coffee was served Sweetest Things (Columbia 35870).
under direction of Mrs. Emma Leh- Kay Kyser and the orchestra roll
tinen. It being near the birthdays cut this one from “Tin Pan Alley”
of Christina Crockett of Ocean and make an old tune relive. Fea
View and Wilford Robinson of St. turing a vocal chorus by HarryGeorgs Granges, the cakes were cut Babbitt, this is a swell tune for
with ceremony by them. About 105 the lovers of music, whether cf two
attended, including other visiting decades ago cr of modern.
Grangers.
To turn to mere serious music,
, Columbia presents Richard Max
Pennell, both of Bath; three well singing My Cathedral (Col.
brothers, Julian of Mexico, Me., 35885, and accompanied by the
Edward of Hartford, Conn., and organ. A truly beautiful piece, it
Ben cf Winthrop, Mass.; three sis is far removed from the loves of
ters. Mrs. Effie Lcgan cf Winter- the present-day swing addicts and
port. Mrs. Clara Fcgg of Camden, is in a higher plane of musical
and Maude of California.
knowledge. A grand; recording job
—Bath Daily Times
ar.d1 an excellent vocal by a well-

known singer of the heavier mu
sics.
As its final number this week,
Columbia
presents Schumann’s
Traumerei (Columbia 35883). The
Columbia Salon Orchestra under
the direction of Mortimer Palitz
has rendered an understanding
deep and soul-filling in this record.
It is a number that all lovers of
good music cannot afford1 to miss.

Stains on ivory knife handles
can be removed by rubbing with a
cut lemon which has been dipped
in table salt.

The world begins where your Murray Butler, president Columbia
* University.
front yard ends.

Our Ann

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday

January

“SECOND CHORUS”

Easy!
FOR GENTLER W

BRAND NI

3-ZONE means every
thoroughly. There ari|
the tub — no over sc
EASY’S 3-ZONE actio<

the time.

Paulette Goddard ajid Fred Astaire (above) are the screen’s newf'1
dancing partners. The charming couple is to be seen in Paramount's
swing comedy, “Second Chorus.” Featured prominently in the merT
melodic film arc Artie Shaw and his band, Burgess Meredith and Charle
Butterworth. Astaire and Miss Goddard, in the picture, introduce thi
“Dig It” to the nation’s dance enthusiasts.

FRANK E. GALLOUPE
Veteran Maine Central Conduc
tor Dies at His Bath Home After
Year of Failing Health

Frank E. Galloupe, 66, veteran
Maine Central Railioad conductor
who retired from active service
March 6. 1940. died Friday from
a month's acute illness following a
year of failing health.
Born in Appleton, a son of Ed
ward and Mary Gallcupe, he had
followed railroading since early
manhood. He began his railroad
career on the Portland & Rum
ford Falls railroad. He was for
three years yardmaster for the
Maine Central railroad in Lewis
ton. then was transferred to the
Knox
Lincoln branch, making
his home in Woolwich, and came
to Bath about 18 years ago. He
was a faithful employe and had
a wide circle of acquaintances all
over the Maine Central system. He
was a member of the Brotherhood
of Railroad1 Conductors.
Surviving him is his wife. Nellie
E. Galloupe; two sons, Albert J. of
Hallowell, and- Frank E. Galloupe
Jr., cf Bath; two daughters, Mrs.
Omar Stevens and Mrs, Joseph

Maynard Thomas of Perry’s
Market went Sunday to Boston on
a brief business trip.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Hazel Cain.
Kenneth Daucett is at home
from Bucksport to spend a week’s
vacation with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pitts of
Framingham, Mass., were visitors
Thursday at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Josephine Wall, en
route to Boothbay to attend the
funeral services of his brother,
Raymond Pitts.
The Methodist Union Ladies' Aid
held a successful food sale Sat
urday at the Public Library, with
Mrs. Doris Gaffam. Mrs. Dorothy
Crockett and Mrs. Beatrice Rich
ards presiding at the tables.
Frank McDonnell returned to
Augusta Monday after spending
the weekend at his home on High
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver en
tertains a group of neighbors Sat
urday night at beano with prizes
awarded each winner and the ma
jor prizes going to Mrs. Edgar
Bohndell, Mrs. Myra Giles and Ro
land Crockett.
Others present
were Mr. Bohndell, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Ingraham, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Crockett and Mrs. Roland
Crockett. Following play, lunch
was served.
Miss Alice MacDonald is staying
at the home of Mrs. Mildred Colby
while her mother, Mrs. Cornelia
.MacDonald, is employed in Rock
land.
Donald Welt and Martin Eaton
have entered a C.C.C. camp in
New Hampshire.
Frank Flanders is showing satis
factory improvement from his re
cent illness.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday r.ight with Mrs. Inez
Butler.
Miss Marion Weidman will be
hostess Wednesday to the Metho
dist Ladies’ Aid.

The League of Women Voters is
one of the finest instruments for . Miss Abbie Sargent and Walden
Irish, members of Ellsworth High
political education In existence. fechool faculty, were the weekend
Why? Because it reaches women j guests cf Edwin Edward*. Jr Mr.
citizens in local communities and Irish is a former classmate of Mr
they quickly become active partici fdwards at Bates College.
pants in governmental activities.
Mrs. Alice Patterson <f Worc-sBecause it uses appropriate and j
Ber,
Mass , is guest for a few days
progressive educational methods.;
Of
her
niece Mrs. Golden Munro.
Because its record for non-partisan!
public education is unassailable. Be
Mrs. Molly Wynne is attending
cause it conducts a widespread edu-'
the
Hairdressers’ Convention in
cational program both effectively,
Boston.
Before returning home she
and economically; it pays no high
Will
visit friends in New York, Phil
salaries but it gets high grade professional work done by the best au-1 adelphia and Trenton, N. J
thorities. Because it receives the
Albert McCarty of Boston Unifinest and most loyal devotion from I Versity spent the weekend at the
its members. And. finally. I regard , home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
the League as a necessary educa-1 David McCarty.
tional tool for cur Democracy be- J
cause if it ceased to function, there ]
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnson
would be no other organization' have moved from Union street to
equipped to do its work.’’—Edward C. 14 Broad street.
Lindeman. New York School of So-1
, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick JageLs of
cial Work.
Portland were weekend guests cf
• • • •
Tonight, the Department of Gcv- j ■rs. Jagels' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
eminent and Education of the j E E. Knight, and of Mr Jagels
Aiother, Mb’s. Emily Jagels in Cam
Rockland League of Women Voters I den.
will hold an open forum meeting I
at 8 o'clock, in the High St bool I Ernest Johnson returned yester
auditorium. Two pieces of e.vca- j day to Portland having spent the
tional leg nation will be brv^ht j weekend with his mother, Mrs
up. The Maine Teachers Asset
Marguerite Johnson.
tien's indefinite tenure law will be
discussed ny Dr. Richard B. Ken- I Mr. and Mrs. Walter Oxton of
non of Augusta, executive r'-cre-1 Sraintree, Mass., are guests of their
tary of State Teachers’ As,:cir. | daughter, Mrs. W. W Gregory on
tien, and cne of the authors ot tin j Center street.
law.
The W.C.T.U. met Friday with
Of particular interest to Rock- I
Mis.
Kate Brawn. Frederick W
land is a bill proposing several j
flhiith
of the Christian Civic
changes in the method of selecting
League
who
was to have spoken on
members and of rotating the term
State Legislation, will address the
of office of the Rockland school
Uh ion later as no bills of special
board. This bill will be presented
for the first time tonight. It is interest are yet ready for consid
the product of a citizens’ commit eration. Miss Alena Young gave a
report on replies from our Con
tee, appointed for the purpose by
gressmen to letters within them re
the mayor, who are Ronald G,
garding pending legislation on sales
Lord, Miss Eva Rogers, Allan F
of intoxicants in tne Army Post
McAlary, Mrs. Charles Schofield, Exchanges. They expressed them
Mrs. W. Paul Seavey, Frederick I selves as favorable to such meas
Cates, Lloyd Rhodes, ex-offlcio ures as would tend to protect the
chairman Mayor Edward R. Vea-1 morale cf the men in training. Mrs.
zie, ex-cfficio secretary Supt. I Mildred S. Washburn of Perry,
George J. Cumming and three at-1 State organizer of Y T C.'s has been
torneys, Stuart C. Burgess, Charles J Invited to address a young people's
T. Smalley and Edward C. Payson, j group at an early date. Commit
A member of the committee willl tees were appointed as follows.
read the completed draft of the ‘ Entertainment, Mrs. Corwin Olds, j
bill, which will be discussed by I Mrs. Mildred Blaisdell, Mrs. Ret a
the Mayor. The service clubs and Robinson, Mrs. Lillian Joyce. Re
Rockland faculties are co-operating freshments, Mrs. Minnie Cross,
with the League, to make this Mrs Susie Lamb. Mrs. Hattie B.ckI forum a success. The program more. Mrs, Nellie Magune. Pub
should be of great interest to all licity, Mrs. Clara Emery.
parents and taxpayers, ar.d all ?re
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
urged to attend.
second floor. 16 School street, Odd
Nothing is impracticable vC...h Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
the world's intelligent ?, tne worid's Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
9-tf
courage, and the world's idt.'.x prices.
are united to undertake.—-■

COMPARE
THESE

FEATURES
• MASSIVE STREAMl

reset, with self-adju>
lease — roll stop.
• ALL-WHITE — big I
other parts in matq
layer EASY-namel.

• LIFETIME TRANS.il
Sealed in oil for troul

Like many others—you will find

Try

the abundance of steady, even

(Without Eil

heat D&H Anthracite supplies

D&H
Anthracite!

goes a long way in solving your
heating problem.

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
‘Kelly field in flames.**

Read This Story on Page 4
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Every-Otber-Day

Nurses Awarded Their “White Crowns

ow The Trend

99

Open New Salon
Nearly 40 guests called yester
day to express best wishes and con
gratulations at the r.ew Payson's
Beauty Salon at 10 School street.
Mrs. Robert Payson graciously
i served tea to the guests, and Mr.
Payson escoted them through the
newly decorated rooms.
The reception room establishes
the cclcr scheme throughout, ivory
ard black, accented/ by Venetian
blinds and colorful overdrapes
tModecraft furniture in black
leather offers relaxation to patrons.
The shampoo booth is equipped
■ / with a shiney black onyx bowl and
j leather chair, with glistening ster
ilizers on the shelves. Separated
booths for Mr. and Mrs. Payson
and Miss Marion Wallace afford
the same comfortable plan, giving
privacy and individual attention.
The Payson salon, was formerly lo
cated on Park street.

t

lock land Ix'aeue of
Women Voters

ague of Women Voters is
he finest instruments for
education in existence,
jecause it reaches women
in local communities and
kly become active particit governmental activities,
it uses appropriate and
ve educational methods,
its record for non-partisan
ucation is unassailable. Beconducts a widespread eduprogram both effectively
lomically; it pays no high
but it gets high grade pro
work done by the best auBecause it receives the
d most loyal devotion from
jers. And. finally. I regard
igue as a necessary educa1 for cur Democracy beceased to function, there I
be no other organization I
o do its work "—Edward C.
in. New York School of So- I
rk.
• • • •

Miss Abbie Sargent and Walden I The Catholic Women’s Club will
Irish, members of Ellsworth High held a business meeting Thursday
r-Mi
School faculty, were the weekend night at 7.30 in the church base
■ ■
guests cf Edwin Edwards, Jr. Mr. ment.
/
Irish is a former classmate of Mr.
Edwards at Bates College.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Decrow, Jr.
f' Pi’ Harbor were weekend guests
Mrs. Alice Patterson of Worces <’ Mr*. Decrow's parents, Mr. and
ter. Mass., is guest for a few days I Trr. Louis Cook. On return, they
of her niece Mrs. Golden Munro. were accompanied by Miss Margaret
Regers who teaches school in that
Mrs. Molly Wynne is attending tewn, and who has been confined to
tlie Hairdressers’ Convention in her home by illness.
I
Boston. Before returning home she
will visit friends in New York, Phil
Mrs. Wendell H. Fifield (Marga
adelphia and Trenton, N. J.
ret Lakeman) was complimented
last night at a miscellaneous shower
Albert McCarty of Boston Uni
held in the tower room. Miss Ruth
versity spent the weekend at the
Crouse and Mrs. Frank McKinney
home of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
were in charge. Guests were mem
David McCarty.
bers of the bowling league and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnson Fifield redeived lovely gifts. Enter
have moved from Union street to tainment ws furnished with spe
cialty dances by Miss Gladys Do
14 Broad street.
herty and Miss Lucille Egan, a meek
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Jagels of wedding flwith Miss Doherty, Miss
Portland were weekend guests cf Egan, Mrs. Richard Feyler, MLss
Preliminary students of Knox Hospital School of Nursing who received their cans Friday. Left to right:
Mrs. Jagels’ parents. Mr. and Mrs. Crouse and Mrs. Fifield taking Phyllis Jackson of West Peru, Priscilla Powers of Portland, Ruth Buchanan of Millinocket, Annie^Ellis_ of
ht. the Department of Gov—Photo by Cullen.
E E. Knight, and of Mr. Jagels’ part. Buffet luncheon was served. Kenduskeag.
ar.d Education otf tlie I mother, Mrs. Emily Jagels in Cam
Capping exercises are significant this call 26,000 will respond. There , Rev. Charles A. Marstaller of the
id League of Women Voters I den.
Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw of 43
[d an open forum meeting
Park street quietly observed her in the life of a nurse because they are now 600 Red Cress nurses en- ■ Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church,
i Speaking from the vantage point
clock, in the High School
Friends constitute a formal acknowledg gaged in public health work and
Ernest Johnson returned yester 91st birthday recently.
of staff surgeon at Knox Hospital,
,iiu.. Two pieces of eu’ca- I day to Portland having spent the remembered the anniversary with ment that she is qualified to pro the status of these will remain un
Dr. C. H. Jameson gave a pithy
r- nation will be brought I weekend with his mother, Mrs. flowers and cards.
ceed with her nursing education, changed.
talk applicable in particular to the
e Maine Teachers Assoc
I Marguerite Johnson.
having completed the preliminary
Before July, the Army Nurse principals of the evening. Unspar
ideflnite tenure law will be
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman period satisfactorily. Pictured above Corps will expand its standing
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Oxton of are homeward bound from Miami, are a quartet of students of the number of 700 to 4,000; and) the ing alike in credit and criticism.
d nv Dr. Richard B. KenDr. Jameson initialed his remarks
Augusta, executive ;ecre- | Braintree, Mass., are guests of their Fla., where they have been guests Knox Hospital School of Nursing Navy, which has a regulation with the statement that the medidaughter, Mrs. W. W. Gregory on the past month at the El Commo- who received their "white crowns"
State Teachers’ AsiXiaroster of 600, will increase it to cgl profession could r.ot progress
Center street.
doro Hotel. Two days were spent Friday night at the William Bok 1500.
id < i.v of the authors ot the
With 210,000 registered w-ithout nurses. Referring to the
in New York on the return trip.
Home for Nurses, a group of rela nurses in the United States at the | naturaj endowments indispensable
Tlie W.C.T.U. met Friday with
rticular interest to Rock- I
tives and friends witnessing the present time, their services will be '
nursing. he Usted
Mrs.
Kate Brawn. Frederick W.
Mrs. Albert Havener was hostess distinctive ritual.
a bill proposing several I
adequate
for
any
emergency.
i
among
others:
Intelligence, perin the method of selecting I Smith of the Christian Civic last night to T H E. Cmb, for cards
Miss Lillian Nash, instructress,
A
wistful
tone
crept
into
Miss
,
swialRy>
ccmmon
sens<?i love of
League who was to have spoken on and luncheon. Prizes were awarded
9 and of rotating the term I
presented each girl in turn to Miss Dalys remarks at this point, for human natUre, sense of humor,
State Legislation, will address the to Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mrs.
Nellie E. Button, assistant super in the last war she was a Red and attention to detail.
e of the Rockland school I
Union later as no bills of special Louis Cook. Mrs. E. C. Boody win
intendent, who affixed the cap. Cross reserve nurse and again
This bill will be presented I
Bringing out specific points, the
nterest are yet ready for consid
after which the student took up a would she rally to the call of the speaker laid heavy stress on one
first time tonight. It is I eration. Miss Alena Young gave a ning the traveling prize.
candle, lighted it from a taper held colors "were I but 23 once more". of the first laws in ethics—namely,
uct of a citizens’ commit- I eport on replies from our Con>ointed for the purpose by I ressmen to letters within them re- i Miss Dorothy Howard was hon- by a senior nursemate, Miss Helen
Less glamorous but no whit less control of tongue. Private matters
(ayor, who are Ronald G. I arding pending legislation on sales I ored at a miscellaneous shower last Stover of Portland, and lined up essential, is the steady mainten in regard to patients must be kept
! night given by Misses Kathleen
[: .s Eva Rogers, Allan F.
>f intoxicants in tne Army Post I Chase. Harriet Wooster, Maxine with her classmates fcr unison re ance of civilian service, and pa inviolate at all times. “The nurse ’
Mrs. Charles Schofield,
Exchanges. They expressed them- I Perry, Inez Bowley and Patricia cital of the Florence Nightingale triotism has an important cue in observed Dr. Jameson, “as an in
' Paul Seavey. Frederick
elves as favorable to such meas- ! Hall, at Miss Chase's home. Deco Pledge. The “lady with the lamp" this sphere as well as in Army, dividual unit, reflects the charac
is tlie enshrmed figure for emula Navy or Air Corps.
Lloyd Rliodes, ex-offlcio I res as would tend to protect the
ter of the hospital with which she
Melodic interludes of light classi is associated.’’ For that reason she
n Mayer Edward R. Vea- I norale cf the men in training. Mrs. rations were in the Valent^ie motif, tion by every r.urse and homage
and tasty refreshments were served.
i-cfflcio secretary Supt.
Jildred S. Washburn of Perry, Guests were Misses Norma Hav is accorded; her at every progres- cal violin selections were played must heed instructions, sharpen
-fc-e step in the prescribed course. by Miss Bertha Luce, whose mas observation and develop a recep
J. Cumming and three at- I tate organizer of Y.TC.'s has been
ener, Nancy Howard, Lucille ConIn addressing the preliminary tery of string harmony is well tive, co-operative spirit. Fixity of
Stuart C. Burgess. Charles
avited to address a young people s non, Mary Egan, Angelina D Agos
students.
Supt. Ellen C. Daly knowm in the city's musical purpose was encouraged, as well
ley and Edward C. Payson,
rcup at an early date. Commit- tino, Mary Lamb, Victoria Anassketched
briefly
the broad hori circles. Her skilful bowing gave a
mber of the committee will
ees were appointed as follows, tasio, Priscilla Staples, Kathryn
as that trait which goes well in
zons
and
limitless
possibilities for haunting delicacy to “Songs My any walk of life—tactfulness. “Un
ic completed draft of the
tertainment, Mrs. Corwin Olds, Jordan, Virginia Rackliff, Charlotte
ilch will be discussed by Idrs. Mildred Blai.sdell. Mrs. Ret.i . Staples, Edith Gray, Muriel Baum today's nurses. A gigantic national Mother Taught Me" (Dvorak- der the care of some. nurses”
yor. The service clubs and j Robinson, Mrs. Lillian Joyce. Re i and Erleen Cates, and Mrs. Wil- defense program means ideal op Kreisler) and Dawes' “Melody" smiled the surgeon, “it is almost
portunity fcr the doctors' white- swept into a strong surety of tone a pleasure to be sick ". The con
id faculties are co-operating ■ freshments, Mrs. Minnie Cross, , liam Karl.
capped
auxiliary. The Red Cross under her dexterous fingering. The structive address was concluded
he League, to make this Iflrs. Susie Lamb. Mrs. Hattie B.qkmaintains
a reserve nursing serv processional, to which the School with humorous extracts from the
a success. The program Aore, Mrs, Nellie Magune. Pub
ice,
segregated
in two groups: the of Nursing and faculty marched in,
be of great interest to all licity, Mrs. Clara Emery.
Easy to relieve first classification embraces active was “Adagio Pathetique" (God autobiography of Dr. J. M. T. Fin
—
misery direct —
ar.d taxpayers, and all are .
ney, senior surgeon at Johns Hop
without “dosing
duty fcr wemen between the ages ard) and) Handel’s “Largo" served kins Hospital in Baltimore.
Visit
Lucien
K
Green
&
Son
’
s
to attend.
Rub throat, chest,
of 21 and 40. and of these there for the recessional. Mrs. Ruth San
and back with . . .
econd floor, 16 School street. Odd
An informal reception was held
are 17,000 ready for instant action; born supplied the euphonic piano in the recreation room and light
ellows Block, City, for Purs, Fur
;ung is impiacilcdble wh.ch
group No. 2 is primarily for home accompaniment.
froats and Cloth Coats, at moderate USED BY SOUT
?rlds intelligent?, tne world’s
dainties served.
OF i MOTHERS
defense by nurses over 40. and to
Invocation was pronounced by
rices.
9-tf
and the world’s idrttff m
—By Katherine McDonald
nited to undertake.—Ni h< is
,y Butler, president Columbia |
Mrs. Manford Garland and
rsity.
daughter Katherine of Camden are
spending a week with Mrs. Gar
land’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Lord of this city.
1y
Tlie Monday Niters met at the
home of Mrs. Forest Hatch last
night, and prizewinners were Mrs.
O. B. Brown, Mrs. Fred Vinal, Mrs.
Austin Huntley, Mrs. John Mills,
Cash
consolation winner Mrs. William
Hocper and traveling prize to Mrs.
FEATURES THAT FORMERLY
Cecil Murphy. A special feature
FOR GENTLER W ASHING — WHITER CLOTHES
SOLD FOR $94.95
was the presentation of gifts to
Mrs. Hatch’s daughters who were
BRAND NEW, 1941 3-ZONE
recently married, Mrs. Ypres Foley
and Mrs. Russell Gist. The meet
WASHER!
ing next week will be at the heme
of Mrs Vinal.

« •‘as

VAFIADES-BROUNTAS
Jerry C. Vafiades and Miss Helen
Brountas of Bangor were married
Sunday afternoon, In the St.
George's Greek Orthodox Church n
Bangor, with Rev. Elias Leontides
officiating at the double ring serv
ice. Mr. Vafiades is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cost Vafiades of Bangor,
arid the bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Brountas, also of
Bangor.
Miss Anna Brountas, a sister of
the bride, was maid of honor, and
she wore a gown of sherbet pink
chiffonza, and carried a bouquet of
varied colored flowers. Bridesmaids
w’ere the Misses Penelope Vafiades,
Joanna Brountas, Mary Brountas,
Edith Brountas, Stasia Brountas
and Athene Brountas. They were
costumed in dresses of pink and blue
taffeta and net, with colonial bou
quets.
Caliope Predaris, Helen Faye
Tracy and Athene Vafiades were
flower girls, and Joseph Vafiades
was ring bearer, with Steven and
Anthony Vafiades assisting. Peter
Canellas of Boston was best man
and ushers were Charles Broutas.
Steven V. Vafiades, John Limberis.
Peter C. Vafiades, James Servetif
and Frank Vouras. Mrs. Beulah
Babcock played Bridal Chorus from
Lohengrin as the processional.
The bride was beautifully gowned
in white chiffon gown en train, and
her veil of bridal illusion fell to the
tip of het long train. She carried
a w’hite prayer bock trimmed with
white orchids and streamers of
sweet peas.
q
Following the ceremony, a recep
tion was held in Maccabee hall
with more than 300 friends and rela
tives attending. Mr. and Mrs. Vafi
ades then left on a brief wedding
trip, and arrived yesterday at their
apartment on Main street in this
city.
The bride graduated from Bangor
High School and had been employed
at the Bangor Candy Kitchen. Mr
Vafiades attended Bangor schools,
and has resided in Rockland the
past ten years, as proprietor cf the
Paramount Restaurant.
Attending the ceremony from this
city were Mr. and Mrs. Robert M
Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry.
Clinton Fickett and Wilbur Senter.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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BABY’S

COLD

Our Annual

ly-Thursday

SAVE ’25

January Special

Easy Washer

ONLY $/

3-ZONE means every garment in the tub is washed
thoroughly. There are no “dead zones” at the top of
the tub — no over scrubbed clothes at the bottom.
EASY’S 3-ZONE action washes ALL the clothes ALL
the time.
. r

A Silver Link Social, sponsored by
Miriam Circle, and the first cf the
season, will be held tomorrow aft
ernoon for members and guests at
the home of Miss Doris Hyier, 39
High street, with Mrs. Nina Davis
assisting. A drill will be held to
night at 7.30.

The Knox Lincoln Eastern State
Normal School Alumni Association
will hold a reunion Feb. 6, at the
Copper Kettle.
Any interested
alumnus not yet notified will please
get in touch with Miss Annie M.
Rhodes, 7 Achorn street, tel. 146-W.
or Addie R Rogers, 23 Spruce
street, tel, 1108-M.

Wednesday-Thursday

NOW ONLY
ire the screen’s newc* I
fen in Paramount’s f |
linrntly in the merry.j
, Meredith and Charlf I
picture, introduce th®l

Today and Wednesday

50
COMPARE
THESE
FEATURES

1 THE
Or THE?

fijlACK

DOWN
SMALL MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

• MASSIVE STREAMLINE WRINGER — new level
reset, with self-adjusting pressure — double bar re
lease — roll stop.

—■ FREDDA? PAULETTE aw

astaireToddard

Will
LUNOICAN • MURK WRIXON
IDOIE F0¥, Ii • lllll OlSlt-fAUl
h
D.,—« .. NOCt

CAO NAGK
M SM'TW

A UVARNFRBRO?

• ALL-WHITE — big white porcelain enamel tub —
other parts in matching, color-fast, chip-proof, 3layer EASY-namel.

y others—you will find
dance of steady, even
II Anthracite supplies
ng way in solving your
problem.

• LIFETIME TRANSMISSION — quiet and enduring.
Sealed in oil for trouble-free operation.

POWE

Burgess Meredith- Frrivctl k, Iwu Mirras
MARCH OF TIME
(“MEXICO”)

,«MAl HE
ftMPAMY’

• ALL STORES •
.VANIA HARD COAL

A Paramount Picture with
Artie Shaw * ■**/,' * Charles Butterworth

NOW PLAYING
“THE WESTERNER'*

CENT
‘(H P

Thursday

Added

(Without Electric Pump, $59.69)

™rr

r.r»» h.- r

Jl

with
Gary Cooper, Walter Brennon

StrandSM. tM, tM

Wfeek Days,
Sunday*.

2.M.

8J0. 8.OT

i
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This And That

By K. 8 P.
’ Who can not remember when
this bridal superstition was not al
ways talked over at every wedding
and often carried out to the let
ter, “Something old and something
new, something borrowed and
something blue, with a bit of sil
ver in your shoe.”
• • • •
Home—There is magic in that
small word “Home’. The mystic
circle that surrounds all the com
forts and virtues, seldom known
outside its hallowed limits. That
is, if the home is a real home.

• A • •

Here comes a persen from India
by the name of Nizam who is said
to be the world's richest an who
eats the world's richest foods
from golden platters with his
fingers, and sleeps on a bed minus
Springs. He and Gandhi should
get together.
• • •
On a very hot day the air is
r.ot as dense as it is on a cool
day.
• • • •
It is hard to realize that Canal
boats are the homes cf more than
25C0 persons in England alone.
• • • •
Two business men on the tele
phone :
No. 1—“Hello. Hew are you?"
No. 2—“Well, thank you."
No. 1—“How is business "
No. 2—“Very good, thank you.”
No. 1—"Sorry, please excuse me.
I must have got the wrong num
ber."

« « • •

The normal child is able to read
and understand about 300 words
a minute by the time he or she
has reached the eighth grade in
school.

• • * ♦

It seems to this writer that peo
ple could do with less liquor stores
in Maine. Few persons really pay
little attention to the fact that
there are in tlie 16 counties, 41
stores selling liquors. That alone
is a pretty sad record.
* * * *
It might be that more of the
“Sermon on the Mount" and the
Ten Great Commandments could
be taken into account by the law
givers of this State and pushed
into more prominence and encour
age examples of life.
• * • •
Keep plenty of lemons in the
house and use them for the first
touch of flu. Do net use too much
sugar with them.

CHARLES-HEALY
At a quiet ceremony at Plymouth
Congregational Church last night,
Mb's Virginia Alien Healey of
Framingham became the bride cf
Richard H. Charles of Framing
ham Centre, with Rev. Roswell F.
Hinkelman officiating The bride's
gown was of pale blue silver shot
lame, with a shoulder corsage of
pir.k sweet peas. She wore a pink
flower hat. Only the two families
attended the wedding and the din
ner which followed at the Kendall
Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles were
graduated from Framingham High
School in 1932. The bride was
graduated from the Framingham
State Teachers College in 1936
She has since taught in Rockland,
Maine, and Est Brooksfield, Mass.;
and is at present teaching in
Westwcod, Mass, where she will
finish the current school year. She
is the daughter of Raymond B.
Healey of Whltneyvllle, Maine.
Mr. Charles is the son of Mr.
i and Mrs. Harold J Charles of 3
Vernon street, Framingham Centre.
He was graduated from Bowdcin
College in 1936, and is a member
cf the faculty cf Framingham High
School. The coup’.e will live in
Framingham.
—Fiamingham (Mass.) News.
Mrs. Charles is tlie granddaugh
ter of tlie late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
D. Healey of 186 North Main
street, Rockland, and a former
teacher in the Camden Street
School. Cards were sent to friends
in Rockland.

MRS. EDWARD J. MARTIN
Mrs. Charlotte M. (Babbidge)
Martin, wife of Edward J. Martin,
died Saturday night at her home,
158 Heywood street, Worcester.
Mass Sire was a past president of
the Mabel L„ Shumway Auxiliary,
U. 8. W. V., and a member of Lin
coln Square Baptist Church.
She was born in North Haven,
Me., daughter of the late Roscoe
G. and Hama (Bray) Babbidge.
Besides her husband, she leaves two
sons, Stuart G and N. Crawford
Martin of Worcester; two brothers,
Grcver and Sanford Babbidge of
Worcester; a sister, Mrs. Carrie,
wife of Lewis MacDonald of Wor
cester, and two grandchildren.
Tlie fune:al will be held at Long
street Colonial Chapel, 31 Harvard
street, Tuesday at 2.30 p. m. Rev.
A. Beverly Grossman of Lincoln
Square Baptist Church will offi
ciate. Burial will be in Grove
Cemetery, Holden. Calling hours at
the chapel are today, 7 to 9 p. m ,
and Monday, 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m.
—From a Worcester, Mass., news
paper.
Mrs. Ellsworth T. Rundlett has
returned to her home at Fort Mc
Kinley from the Maine General
Hospital, recovering from a tobog
ganing accident in which she suf
fered a breken leg.

The Shakespeare Society met
last r.ight at the heme of Mrs.
The Christian Science Publica
tion sends out a sheaf of what Irene Walker, with 26 members
present. A fine paper on "Prrdita ’
they term “Gems of Thought Serv
was
read1 by Miss Ellen Daly. Un
ice” that brings together familiar
der the able leariersliip »of Mrs.
and other excellent quotations
Elizabeth Pcmercy, the third act
and lines from the pen cf leaders
of all time. They take a subject of “Winter’s Talc" was read, and
and quote in line with the thought. taking part were Mrs. Dora Bird,
I have before me an exceedingly Miss Annie M. Frcst, Mrs. Eva
worthy subject for this particular Hellier, Mrs. Al.ce Jameson, Mrs.
time of world's sad conditions. Rcsa Littlefield, Mrs. Irere Mcran,
This subject is Tolerance and Mrs. Helen Orre, Mis. Pcmcroy,
gives quetations from Shelley and j ®®rs- Emi^' Stevens, Mrs. Lecia
George Eliot and Mme. DeStael Wiggin, Mrs. Gertrude Wocster
and Mrs. Walker. Mrs. Jameson
and Mary Baker Eddy.
acted as commentator. An excel
This idea of titled termites of lent paper on “Paulira ’ was read
someone’s is not so bad; what a lot by Mrs. Dorothy Ludwick. and
of them have been endured in this Miss Ellen Cochran gave a criti
cism from Mrs. Jameson’s book
country.
♦ ♦ * ♦
•'Shakespeare's Heroines ' on "HerLord Baden-Powell, founder of m’or.e.” Mrs. Wocster gave a con
Scouts, will live in memory as long trast on the Ur.<ty of Time in
as the world lasts.
Shakespeare's Romantic Period,
* * » *
and a complete summary of Act 3
The future automobiles will have was presented by Mrs. Pcmeroy.
their bodies and fenders made of Notes were read by Mrs. Ruth Al
plastic with the color scheme as an
bee cn the “dream or vision" ar.d
inherent part of the material.
on
Ihe “oracle" by Mrs. Pcmeroy.
• • • •
The
next meeting will be held Feb.
Fill your molasses jugs quick for
10,
with
Mrs. Elizabeth Otis as
it is being commandeered for in
hostess.
Mrs.
Jane Beach will be
dustrial alcohol at the rate of
leader
and
Mrs.
Harriet Frost will
209,099 gallons annually and for
present
a
paper
cn "Act 4 is the
gingerbreads.
Greatest Shakespeare Ever Wrote."
• * • ♦
London has an Underground lake
and it is believed sale from the
’cOMIP(/£»
bombers and is really proving use
ful in supplying water to a fac
tory. This lake is 1,000 feet below
TUESDAY, JAN. 28
$
the city and is supposed to stretch I
across to France.
Was only I
One Day Only
reached two years ago bv borers.
Encyclopedia Night
They think it is horsesnee shaped.
Cash Night, Come Collect $160
Hcpe the Germans do r.ot find a
“TOO MANY GIRLS”
way into it.
with
• • * *
Lucille
Ball
Over 5.000,020 enthusiasts are
Ann Miller. Richard Carlson
fond cf table tennis or ping pong.
News
Do any Rcckland residents play I “Temperamental Lion"
this game?
WED.-TIII ItS., JAN. 29-30
• * * •
The Youth Movement this past
“MELODY RANCH”
season has been to flying fields
with
and the eagerness of youth to fit
Gene Autryfor possible combat disproves the
Ann Miller. Jimmy Durante
totalitarian protest that democracy I “Hairless Hector"
New^
is decadent.
I
• • • *
Coming SUN.-MON., FEB. 1-3
“Dad, what is the most effective
“FLIGHT COMMAND”
agency for the redistribution of
with
wealth?”
i
Robert Taylor. Ruth Hussey
"Son, don't you worry' about that
New*
The wives and daughters of the I
rich men,"
i

• 0 • •
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Probate Court News

The Smoke of

Slower-Burning
Camels gives you—

EXTRA MILDNESS
EXTRA COOLNESS
EXTRA FLAVOR
AND-

an the average of the 4
her largest-selling ciga-

ttes tested—less than
y of them — according

independent scientific
sts of the smoke itself.

CAMEL
•_ -

THE

SLOWER:x

•;? $>$:

BURNING

CIGARETTE

A Frugal Tomcat

A Peace-Time Raid On An Island

Wills Allowed: Matti Johnson,
late of Rockport, deceased, Alan L.
Bird of Rockland, appointed exr.;
Maude Smith Coir.ins, late of Rock
land, deceased. Henry E. Comins
cf Rockland appointed exr.: Elerson J. Hart, late cf Port Clyde, de
ceased, Clara O Hart of Port Clyde
appointed admx. c.t a.; William
f.ut.idge Burpee, late of Rock
land, deceased, Winnifred Pales of
Rockland appointed exx.; William
Payson Turner, late of West Lafay
ette, Indiana, deceased, the First
National Bank of Rcckland ap
pointed admi., c.t.a.; Orrin J,
Pierce, late of South Thomaston,
deceased, Sidney Pierce of Rcck
land appointed exr ; Celia J. Hurd,
late of South Thomaston, deceased,
Sidney O Hurd of South Thom
aston, appointed exr.; Clara O.
Spauding. late of Owl's Hed, de
ceased, Harry B Spalding of Owl’s
Head, appointed exr.; M. Ella
Copeland, late of Thomaston, de
ceased, Leila W Smalley of Thom
aston appointed exx ; William
Greenougli Thayer, late of Ipswich,
Mass., deceased, foreign will filed
and allowed; Velzora R. Simmons,
late of Rockport, dceeased, Charles
S. Gardner of Rockport appointed
exr.
Petitions
for
Administration
granted: Estates, Irving A. Grant,
late of North Haven, deceased,
Bessie L. Grant of North Haven,
admx ; Anders Anderson, late of
Rcckland, deceased, Annie E. An
derson of Rockland, admx.; HJalmari Autio, late of Friendship, de
For many years it was the cus j
ceased. Melvin Lawry of Friend
tom
of the Post Office “crowd" to
ship. admr, d.b.n.; Lamar K. Lewis,
make an annual excursion to one of
the Penobscot Bay Islands—An
drews Island, Clark Island, Dix
Island or wherever fancy called. Of
a certainty there would be a shore
dinner, a game of baseball, barn-
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yard golf, or the other diversions
which catch men’s fancy. Happy
days? Yea, bo! Here’s a group,
pictured aboard the vessel which
furnished transportation, docked
alongside an island wharf. The
date and place are unknown to the
writer, so page Don Karl Here are

the names of some of the men In
the group:
Hyman Alperin, E. S. May, Forrest
May. Frank French, Archie Green.
H. G. Cole, J. N. Southard. George
T. Stewart, Ted Benner, Donald
Karl, R. V. Stevenson. Robert C
Bicknell. Henry Alperin. Frank S

late of North Haven, deceased. H
too, there were pinned to the signs
Trip To Key West
notices of green turtle soup and
Alton Lewis of North Haven, admr.;
turtle
steak. The Royal palms, coFoy W. Brown, late of North Ha
coanut palms, hibiscus and papayas
Here
’
s
a
Yum!
Yum!
Letter
ven, deceased Vonie E. Brown and
shoved their heads upward in the
About Lime Pies and
Winona Brown of North Haven,
warm ail . and the radio music was
admxs; Ronald Robishaw, late of
Turtle Steaks
Spanish,
coming from Cuba. Over
Rcckland, deceased, Herbert Rcbihead
orange-red-billed
buzzards
shaw of Rockland, admr.; Gracie Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
circled
certain
spots
eyeing
their
A day last week our party made
H. Cooper, late of Rockport, de
ceased. Charles R. Magee of Rock good its promise to complete Route 1 breakfasts.
At West Summerland Key, C.C.C.
land. admr.
i from Northern Maine to the tip- camps were wire-lashed to tne
Petition for Extension of Period most southern beach in Key West,
for Accounting granted: Estate Fla. (Three of us had completed ground, for it was here that a few
hundred youths were lost during the
Merle B. Marr, late of Washirg- the route in 19401.
last hurricane. A coral monument
ton. deceased, presented by Mahlcn
So, with the moon going down to marks the spot.
L. Turner, admr.
her rest, and before the sun had
A distance of 165 miles from
Petitions lor Commission to take started his matutinal goings-on, we
Miami
eflvered, we reached famous
Deposition of Witness to Will were off to cross the $47,000,000
Duval
street in Key West, the
granted: Estates. Lena S. Curtis, Overseas Highway. Once again we
longest
short street that joins two
late of Camden, deceased, present were to see the Key Westers!
great
bodies
of water. A person may
ed by Helen C. Taylor of New Ha
Directly in front of us a truck- bathe in the Gulf of Mexico at one
ven, Conn., and Chauncey Belknap load of darkies headed for the open
of New York, N. Y, the executors fields as a truckload of grapefruit end of Duval and in five minutes’
named in said will; Lafayette W passed on its way to market. Near time dip in the Atlantic Ocean at
Benner, late of Rockland, deceased Goulds at sunrise, an airplane the other end.
Stepping from the car into the La
presented by F'.oyd L. Benner of moved low, back and forth, over
Concha
Hotel, we hurried to our
Rockland, the executor named in large fields of tomatoes, dusting the
two-windowed
rooms. There peer
said will.
! crcps. The sausage tree nearby
ing
out
we
looked
down on the vast
Petition for Appointment of 1 needed no spraying.
bcwl
that
mixes
the two great
Trustee granted: Estate Carrie II.
Boon we were on Key Largo, cross bodies of water But a sightseeing
Hodgman, late of Camden, de ing the chain of 30 bridges that
ceased, Alexander R. Gillmor of connect the keys. Fishing lines had ! trip was in progress.
j The tang of adventure was still in
Camden appointed Trustee.
already been dropped and some were
Petition for Confirmation of hauling in yellowtail, red snapper, I our grip. Past quaint porched
i houses we made our way to the Key
Trustee granted: Estate Dudley F.
tarpon, barracuda, bonefish, or
j West lighthouse. From this high
Wolfe, late of Rockport, deceased
grouper, and for all this the driver
' point the U. S. Naval Base can be
Clifford Smith of Rockport, Trustee.
pays only $1 for himself and car,
j seen—the base that touches the
Petition for License to Sell Real
and 25 cents a passenger.
' coral shores where huddle the
Estate granted: Estate Mary L.
Bahia Honda Bridge rises more
: mixed green waters. Great ships
Bowler, of Owl's Head, presented
than 65 feet above the water, and
by Ensign Otis of Rockland, Con
' docked at the doors. Eight U. S.
one bridge, with railings from the
servator.
destroyers were waiting. Two Nor
huuricane-hit railroad of 1935, is
Accounts Allowed: Byron B. Mil
wegian ships anchored nearby.
liken, late of Rockland, deceosed, seven miles long.
Three steel radio towers lace tne
The water along the entire tipfirst and final account presented by
sky. There was the golf course. Off
ender
of No. 1 route is Key West
A. Walker Brewster and Alan L.
in the Gulf was the Floating Island
Bird, exrs.; Celia Shapiro, late of green. (Where are the stylists?). —the island that Ediscn had tink
Rockland, deceased, first and Lavender and purple tinge the ered with in one of his experiments
final account presented by Esther shadows. No water colorings can and during the explosion cut it
M. Shapiro, admx.; Marie A. In touch its beauty as it stretches out loose. After an absence of nine
graham, late of Thomaston, de to meet the pale blue sky. On the months the island floated back, so
ceased, first and final account pre beaches were fishermen mending Ripley used it. Ernest Hemingway
sented by Donald C. Leach, exr.; and drying their nets, watched over used the pale yellow house near the
Nannie M. Wheeler, late of Tenant’s by pelicans on every post.
lighthouse. There a guide said:
Again three of us kept reading the
Harbor, deceased, first and final
“
What is it you don't see that you
account presented by Maynard M. key lime pie signs. Our mouths see at home?” The answer was that
Wheeler, exr ; Grace A. Drake, of watered; we had tasted the fa the hundred houses below had no
Camden, first and final account vorite dessert of lower Route 1 that chimneys! We left our view of
presented by Noble C. Earl, oons.; sells for 90 cents—lime pie. And. America’s Gibraltar and started to
Elizabeth B. Duffy, late of Camden,
number the steps. I picked up the
deceased, first and final account port, deceased, Adelaide Belle Skin I Key West Citizen, the local paper,
presented by Harold B Monroe, ner of Rockport, named exx.
Petition for Distribution present and thus missed a count.
admr. c.t.a.; Annabel S. Hodgman,
Through the quiet charm of the
late of Camden, deceased, first and ed for notice: Estate Lewis R. Van streets we went where Cubans
final account presented by Mau Sickle, late of South Hope, de mingle with our citizens. The Gov
rice E. Payson, exr.; Olive M. Rip ceased, presented by Sylvester Van- ernment buildings only kept lawns
ley, of Washington, eighth and Sickle of Gardiner, admr
Accounts presented for notice: and there the mowers were clicking.
final account presented by Frank
Nearby was a carnival with a large
H. Ingraham, gdn.; Mathilda M. Lewis R. Van Sickle, late of South sign on a stout truck which read,
Erickson, late of Rockport, de Hope, deceased, first account pre "Visit Old Orchard Beach, Maine.’’
ceased. first and final account sented by Sylvestetr Van Sickle, We visited the turtle crawls, and
presented by Thelma S. Calder- admr.; I -izzle M. Hill, late of Thom then on out along the riviera to
wood. admx.; H. W. Fifield, late of aston, deceased, first and final ac watch boating, fishing, bicycling,
Vinalhaven, deceased, 6th annual count presented by Gilford B. But
beaching.
Trust account presented by Am ler, exr.; Ephraim W_ Pendleton,
After two days with the tipmost
brose A. Peterson and Doris F. late of Camden, deceased, first and
city
residents, after eating and talk
Shields, trustees; Sarah A. Barnes, final account presented by Geor
ing
and walking with these fine
late of Camden, deceased, first and gia A. Pendleton, exx.; Dallas C
persons,
after drinking with them
final account presented by Arthur Murch, late of Vinalhaven, de
water
sent
from heaven—rain water,
ceased, first and final account
A. Barnes, exr.
we
packed
our cases, for we could
Petitions for Probate of Will pre presented by Winifred M. Murch,
hear
it
being
asked of us: “Are you a
sented for notice: Charles F. Col admx ; Ernest A. Munro, late of
lins, late of Rockport, deceased, Rockland, deceased, first account Key Wester? Are you a conch?”
The party making the trip com
Russell Thurston of Rockport, presented by Alan L, Bird, exr.;
prised
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Ramsnamed admr. c.t.a.; Ezra Merrick Mildred H. Holmes, late of Rock
dell
of
Portland, Dr. and Mrs. Dana
port,
deceased,
first
and
final
ac

late of North Haven, deceased, Al
S.
Newman,
and Mr. and Mrs. Don
count
presented
by
Clark
W
len V. Sawyer of Rockland named
ald
H.
Fuller.
Holmes,
exr.;
Lula
M.
Rice,
late
of
admr. c.t.a ; Frank P J. Carleton,
Leah R. Fuller.
late of Rockport, deceased, Irene Camden, deceased, first and final
account
presented
by
Katharene
O
j Coleman
of Seminole. Florida,
Rice paper, which is used by
named exx.; William E. Brcwn, late Larner, exx.: Leland Morton, late
Oriental
artists is made from the
of Rockaind, deceased, Carrie B of St. George, deceased, first and
pith
of
a
tree that grows in For
Brown of Rockland named exx.; final account presented by Albert
mosa.
Augusta O. Shibles, late of Rock- Slingsby, admr.

Rhodes, Maurice Wilson, F. A
i Winslow, Frank M Tibbetts. Roy
Perry, Edward Reed, Fred Derby,
I Wilbur Cross, Everett Davis, Henry
Tominski. Eugene Frost, Percy
Howard, Raymond Duff, Elmer C.

Davis, Daniel Sullivan, Nelson Carr,
William Smith and Lewis Rokes.

SOUTH CHINA
At the recent day session of
South China Orange these officers
were prettily installed by State
Steward Lewis Guptill, assisted bv
Mrs. Guptill as marshal, Madelyn
True and Hazel Fitzgerald regalia
and emblem bearers: Worthy ma
tron, Bernard Small; overseer,
Elmer MacNaughton; lecturer, Ed
gar Taber; treasurer. Cony Web
ber; secretary, Annabelle Jones;
steward. Wesley Morrill; assistant
steward, Edward French; gate
keeper, Clyde Mitchell; Ceres,
Pearl Webber; Pomcna, Frances
Clark; Flora, Ina Morrill; chap
lain, Edith Morse; lady assistant
steward. Gladys Cook; Oyster
stew dinner was served by Harry
Merrill. Elmer McNaughton and
T. B. Seekins. A short musical
program was presented.
It is
hoped to have Grange conducted
by the legislature some time soon.
The Grammar school pupils and
their teacher Mrs. Edina Taber
furnished thf music for the W. R.
D. O. Safety program last Satur
day. Those taking part were Ber
tha McCaslin, Beverly Bragdon.
Caroline James, Charlene Esancy,
Frances Black, June Roberts, Lu
cille Wentworth, Mary Carll, Mary
Boivin. Muriel Harding. Donald
Black, Dcnald Lockhart, Edward
Libby. Fioyd Jordan, Paul Boivin.
Paul Fletcher, and William Boivin
with solo numbers by Constance
Wilson and Robert Carll After the
broadcast the party visited the
State House.
Perry Green and his deg team
were the sensation of the town
Wednesday. They stayed in Al
bion that night and school chil
dren were cut to greet them as
they came through the village
and parents were nearly as much
interested as they went down the
Pond road to South China where
they were greeted by the school
children from there, going on to
Augusta where they arrived about
noon.
William Ring and family who
have been guests of Mrs. Ring’s
parents the Esancys for a month
have moved to Mrs. Guy Ladd’s
house, Mrs. Ladd and family are
in South Portland, her son Cor
poral Lothrop Ladd being stationed
at Portland
Mrs. Ralph Esancy, Mrs. William
Ring, Mrs. Benjamin Dodge and
Miss Leona Plaisted were visitors
Tuesday in Waterville.
Mrs. Harry Merrill recently visi
ted her daughter Mrs. Emeline
Esancy.
Grippe has been prevalent here,
also chicken pox.
PAPER BOYS’ LAMENT
TFor The Courier-Gazette]
Dawn's darkest hour finds us astir
That you may read the news
Through Summer's rain and Winter’s
snow
We trudge, on weary shoes.
Do you who owe us money think
We're working Just for fun?
Don't you realize steps count up
Before the week is done?

Each week we cover many miles
Some weeks, for one thin dime
You stall and say. "Came back again.
Ill pay another time.”
The money means as much to us
As your pay check to you;
If your boss held out on your pay
Wouldn't you feel it unfair, too?
You wouldn’t treat a man that way,
Why pick on us. we pray?
Why say. "Come back tomorrow, son ”
Why nGt pay up. today?
With most of you it’s thoughtlessness
We’ll cheerfully admit.
But all who owe. heed this lament
And please, ph please, remit!

_ ,,
Rockland.

O. R, C.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette _ I
This communication deals on .J
entirely different subject from a:
of my past frenzies. And I
.
confine this article strictly to fac-J
Subject: Cat—tom-cat yell-,I
tom-cat, named Thomas Pedrswering to no name whatever u; • ■
as the family has ever seen anv ev.'
dence. Age, about four year- Be
in Warren, at Union line; nia'-j
parents’
name,
unknown;
mother answering to the narr»*
“Pussie Wow."
Many tests have led us to bel.e,
that Thomas Pedro has never
a sound. At whatever hour of t;
day or night he wishes to lea\p •;
house he gives evidence by an ,-.j
tcemety loud squawl which he r
tinues until his end is gain? l an
he enters the house by the
:
signal. When n leep out of dono calls ever awakens him b it v.L :
otherwise aroused will folio,'. J
beckoning finger. He very selleaves the farm premises. He i
favorite companion of the fam
Collie named O. Lemon, a swe«
dog, and gets on finely with h.
adopted feline brother "Squawk r?
Dead.’’ He is very fond of raw cucumbers in season, but not in vine-?
gar.
His outstanding peculiarity is hi,
habit after meals. When fed
his plate holds more than hi:, neei
at that particular meal, he pro;,
tlces frugality by covering his plate
using for this purpose small sticr.
of firewood, pieces of paper, or clcth
a glove or a mitten. When I te'.
this to friends a few of them exprr
disbelief but even as I began to wr
this, he this morning used for th
purpose a piece of cloth and a sc:,
of wrapping paper, purposely lei:
near his plate. But he would have,
found something and would have;
necessary, carried it the length !
the room, as this is the regular pro
cedure he follows.
He Is a little lazy as to ratting anc
"micing” but will steal game froir
his mother or foster brother, name
as relatives above, as when thi
brother jumps for a rat or squirre
it is “Squawk I’m Dead.” Then Toir
our hero claims the booty.
A. Jay See
• Union, Jan. 7
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“Blue and
In a recent column mention was name in the Rockport Summer
School Gr<
made of David Mannes and his music colony. Mr. Zawisza is con
Songs and
gifted family, their varied talents certmaster of the Indianapolis
Symphony
Orchestra
whtse
con
and their wealth. It is of further
High School
interest to note that that 24th sea due tor is Fabien Sevitzfcy.
i
« * * •
■puccers fully th
son of free conceits at the Metro
Minstrel Show i.i
We
also
note
that
Marian
An

politan Museum oP Art <Ntw York)
Bghahl
under the
derson,
famous
Negro
contralto,
is
has opened under the d.rection of
using
two
cf
Hermann
Hans
Wetz-Winola R.chan
Mr. Mannes, who in his- music car
music in the Ut
reer has bought programs to more ler s sengs on her programs—"Eppie
Irvlrrj T,
than l.CSOCOO listeners at the Mu McNab" ar.d "The Dus y Miller".
Ejx.rls’-In
a
review
it
was
said
that
“
the
seum alone. With his wife, Clara
Ccstumin>r w;
Damrosch Mannes, the veteran two Wetzlcr songs were charming,
f
ing
cut the ran:
■ tty
musician and conductor is of in composed in the Folk idiom and
-minrirel
and
ternational reputation. As violin sung with becoming simplicity."
;
was
erha:
;pd h• * * *
and piano artisis Mr. and Mrs.
Proceed from
Also noted in the list of new
Mannes tcured the United States
Stance which f-1
Victor
reccrd releases is the re
and Europe for more than 20
Athletic Asocial
years, and their Mannes Music cording of the "The Virgin's Slum
'Club.
The lead ng
School is now in its 25th year. ber Song" (Max Reger* and "A.
- thus: Interlocut,
Their children are equally famous Swedish Lullaby” (Lundvik), by
prlncip I cf th
—Leopold is a pianist-composer Kerstin Thoibcrg, contralto, with
Norman
Smith.
and also an inventor of color pho Leo Rosenek at the piano.
.
Rich.
Elmer
K i
«
•
•
•
tography; Marya is a sculptor and
Carl
M:Crillis.
SONG OF CHICKADEES
author. Mrs. Mannes is a sister
Norman Smith
a snow bank still chains the
of Dr. Walter Damrosch who Though
circle. Clarer ,
rock-creek,
realty discovered David Mannes, And the wind files with the snow on
Young. Charles
its breath.
then a youngster.
Yet there is Spring darting from the
Durbar.
It has been a dream of Mr. In themaples
Seen in specii
form of the birds, the chicka
Mannes to bring music into as
dees.
Leonard. NathaJ
here! Spring here I" A new
lit e Farris, Wc
many lives as possible, ar.d it was "Spring
c 11.
Resounding
by the window and the
Hawes, Zola Cr^
this desire which instituted the
strung suet.
ard. Charlene T|
free Saturday night symphonic Excitement In the note that- quivers
on the air.
R Bliss Fuller
concerts at the Metropolitan Mu So open your doors, or step out into
Dirk
Brown, Hei
the
singing.
seum of Art, For 24 winters he And let the bird-song beat upon you
Hilt.
Gerald
Ro..
has conducted these concerts, and As It beats On the swelling buds of
tiey; Madelyn
elms in the dooryard!
he declares the thrill never
—By Daniel Srrtythe In Christian
Stephenson. Bet
wanes in leading an orchestra be Science Monitor.
Virginia Pinkh. n
• * • *
fore the crowds cf from 10 000 to
Cialty; solo dancq
17,020 eager listeners who fill the
Some of the most delightful mu
ins and (Lila Fr
museum cn those occasions. He sic we hear on the radio comes
Devina Schlosber
feels, too. that the museum is the from under the baton of Alfred
In the choru
Hastings. Oold.e
perfect place to listen to music— Wallenstein, the brisk and brilliant
Morton. Norma
pecple can come and go as they 42-year-old former concert cellist,
King.
Esther Yc
choose, dress as they do for the who has for the last five years or
Barbara
Creight(
street, with no social or economic more been musical director of ra
Christine
Uphan.
barriers to keep them away.
dio station WOR of the Mutual
Priscilla
Simmon:
• • * •
net work. This year the Radio
Bmma Hills. Jea
Ruth Draper, famous mono Editors’ Poll voted him third place
Fossett, Marion
loguist, and her nephew, Paul for musical achievement, topped
Norwood, Phy ill .«
Draper, dancer, are making their only by Toscanini and Barbirolli.
Farris. Winola E
their first joint appearance in a Wallenst^n, born in Chicago,
Meiskolainen.
series of programs in New York. ccmes from a distinguished Aus
It is a felicitous combining of tal trian family. When Alfred was
TO ADDRESS I’(
ents. Miss Drapers sketches are eight his father bought him a 'cello,
Dr. B. E. Packs
"the prism and lens through which which he learned to play under
of Education, Ol
a vignette takes on the colors and ihe direction of Mme. Grofe,
day at East Un
enlarged shape of a full drama" mother cf Ferde Grofe, the com
Mr. Draper has confined his ap poser. From then on his musical merly went along with her husbar.c
Knox Pomona
pearances mostly to night clubs of liie developed steadily, his first in many of his concerts. He goes
neer Grange of
recent years.
It is doubtful radio appearance being in 1926, deep-sea fishing off the New Jer day. for which
whether he has any compeer in in a series of three recitals over sey coast as often as he can He
planned;
his field. Grounded in ballet tech WON. Chicago. However, the fol has a good appetite, prefers te
Welcome. Jan
nique, Mr. Draper tap dances to lowing years did not find him ac travel by airplane, numbers among
master; respond
the music of Scarlatti, Handel, tively engaged in radio work, his best friends many surgeons ex Union; address,
commissioner of
Bach, Debussy,
Brahms,
and rather his time was devoted to plained by' the fact that Mr Wa.Strauss. He dances “In the mu teaching, concertizing, and play lenstein is fascinated by watching hat revue, Piont
sic, net on top of it. If or.e may ing in orchestras. He played one and: studying the technique of sur “What the farm
to the life of t
use the terms as they apply to mu solo every' season with Toscanini, gical operations.
Ludwig; solo, 1
sic, Dr. Draper's dancing is abso also made a solo appearance with
He Is uncompromising in his mu Warren; playlet,
lute rather than program."
the Philadelphia Orchestra under sical credo. His one fixed idea h« question, “How i
Amcng the sketches Miss Draper Leopold Stokowski, but gradually been, from the first, to play the
ing does your fat
is presenting is "On a Porch in a his interests turned to orchestra best music, nothing but the best;
Kearly, J. R. Dai
Maine Coast Village," which she almost entirely and in this medium the public could take It or leave it roll; reading, Je
has given on two Camden pro he is best known to radio audi By adihe-ring to this credo he has Union.
grams. Another is “A Dalmatian ences.
discovered that there live In tits
A merchants con
Peasant in the Hall of a New York
Wallenstein
is
brown-haired, country several million radio listen ber of Commerce
Hospital"—think she has done this trimly built, regarded as good-look
ers who are actually capable ol held Friday mor
in Camden, tco.
ing.
He
lives
with
his
wife
and
enjoying
the best music eve diacuss the openii
• * * •
a cocker spaniel in a big apart WTltten.
ing the even mg F
In a recent issue of Christian
closing Saturda;
ment
in
East
57th street, New York.
Science Monitor appears pictures
In the Middle Ages. a perso: Birthday.
and description of drums seen at His wife, the former Virginia Wil
son,
whom
he
marrried
in
1924,
Is
born under the sign of Jupiter or
the Peabody Museum, Harvard
Just received
University, The article says that musically accomplished in her own "Jove,” was supposed to be men) Shop Misses size)
while nobody has ever bothered to right. She is a pianist and for- and gay, hence our word jovial
count the drums houied in the mu
seum, here are hundreds of them
PUBLIC
without doubt, as they may be
seen from the first floor to the
Herbert A1
fifth. Formally speaking, Peabody
longer in the
is a “museum cf archaeology and
connected in
ethology," but for the layman-visi
tor it is a visual presentation of
BURPEE FUI
how a great many peoples and
tribes lived1 in some of the more
KARL M.
remote places of the earth. There
JEWl
are a lot of drums, presenting the
Rockland, Jan.
natives of Brazil, the North Ameri
can Indians, African warriors.
Polynesians, etc. One picture shows
Agnes West Gebhard demonstrat
FOR GENERAL USE
ing a rare set of three chums that
have been precisely tuned. They
Imprinted in Gold Letters
are made of skins that have been
WAT<
Your own name and address, school, or your
tightly stretched over hard-wood
FIRST THRE
kettles, wound in reptile skins, the
place of business
drums are designed to respond with
Also First Thi
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
a good loud boom to the slap of
the hand. A definite three-note
An offer as sensational as this has been made
NOVI
rhythm can be played cn them.
possible
only
through
close
co-operation
with
Mrs. Gebhard who is known to
many in this section through Sum
one of America’s largest manufacturers.
ALL
mer visits with her parents, Prof,
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
Work Left al
and Mrs. A. B. West, near NorthNew Address,
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.
port, is a graduate of Radcliffe,
at Old Addrc-i
where she majored in archaeology
• general). Her father, now de
18 Pencils,
$ .70
ceased, taught Greek archaeology
11 PARK
in an Ohio university, and Mrs.
30 Pencils,
1.00 144 Pencils, $2.75
Gebhard's husband is an advanced
(YeUow only)
60 Pencils,
1.75
student in archaeology at Harvard,
(Assorted Colors)
Postage 15c
Postage 12c
devoting special attention to the
American Indian. I believe. Mr,
A
and Mrs. Gebhard each Summer
In writing quality, length of use, and appear
go west where they make extensive
A remari
ance, you’ll declare them the equal of pencils
search for Indian relics.
• • • •
Tonight,
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
In a report of musical activities
gon shape rounded corners, Humber 2 medium
in Indianapolis is noted an ac
soft black lead; best for general use.
count of the annual Christmas
concert at The Arthur Jordan Con
Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.
THREI
servatory. An orchestra of 90
be:
Mail
your
order
today.
players gave an ambitious program
U GAMES.
some numbers of which were con
ducted by Leon Zawisza, a familiar
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